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-Summary in Dutch-
Het tijdig verkrijgen van correcte informatie wordt steeds belangrijker in de he-
dendaagse maatschappij. Informatie die online beschikbaar is, zoals persoonlijke
interesses of gebruikersreviews, oefent een grote invloed uit op de werking van
bedrijven en kan zelfs worden gebruikt om nieuwe commercie¨le markten te cree¨-
ren. Het is dan ook niet verwonderlijk dat informatie steeds toegankelijker wordt.
Draadloze communicatiesystemen garanderen dat een veelvoud van informatie
steeds beschikbaar en opvraagbaar is, onafhankelijk van de lokatie van de gebrui-
ker. Hoewel er natuurlijk risico’s zijn verbonden aan het ongelimiteerd openstellen
van (persoonlijke) informatie, heeft dergelijke informatievrijheid vooral vele voor-
delen. Denk maar aan het tijdsverlies dat wordt vermeden door het gebruik van een
GPS-toestel met up-to-date verkeersinformatie.
Een andere opvallende wijziging in onze maatschappij is de aanwezigheid van
steeds meer elektronische toestellen. Een steeds verder gaande miniaturisering
resulteerde in dalende prijzen voor elektronica. Als gevolg daarvan worden goed-
kope elektronische microchips tegenwoordig ingebouwd in een groot aantal dag-
dagelijkse toestellen: van radiowekkers tot high-tech autobesturing. Dankzij deze
prijsdalingen is het commercieel interessant om netwerken op te bouwen bestaande
uit een groot aantal goedkope identieke sensornodes met beperkte rekencapaci-
teit. Deze sensornodes meten omgevingsinformatie op, zoals de temperatuur of de
vochtigheid, en sturen de opgemeten informatie onderling door naar elkaar. De
opgemeten waarden worden tenslotte verzameld in een centrale server, die de ge-
gevens beschikbaar maakt voor de buitenwereld.
Het aantal toepassingmogelijkheden voor sensornetwerken is heel uitgebreid.
Enkele voorbeeldtoepassingen zijn de volgende:
Omgevingsmonitoring Door goedkope microprocessoren te gebruiken kan een
groot aantal sensornodes worden geı¨nstalleerd in een (natuur)gebied om zo
omgevingsvariabelen zoals temperatuur of vochtigheid op erg accurate wij-
ze real-time op te volgen. Indien bijvoorbeeld abnormale droogte of een
bosbrand wordt gedetecteerd, worden de watersluizen automatisch geopend
en wordt de brandweer verwittigd.
Domotica Door sensornodes te installeren in huishoudelijke toestellen kunnen
deze toestellen draadloos worden geconfigureerd en gecontroleerd. Op deze
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wijze worden toepassingen zoals automatische klimaatregeling, inbraakde-
tectie en automatisatie van het huis mogelijk.
E-health Tot slot kunnen sensoren worden aangebracht op het lichaam voor het
draadloos opvolgen van de conditie van topsporters of voor het tijdig detec-
teren van ziekteverschijnselen zoals epileptische aanvallen.
Om onderling te kunnen communiceren hebben sensornodes een communica-
tiestack nodig. Deze communicatiestack bevat meerdere netwerkprotocollen die
verantwoordelijk zijn voor het verzenden en routeren van de opgemeten informa-
tie naar de correcte bestemming. Om de prijs van sensornodes laag te houden
bevatten sensornodes slechts een beperkte hoeveelheid ROM en RAM geheugen
(grootteorde: enkele kilobytes). Door deze beperking is het ontwikkelen van zelf-
organizerende netwerkprotocollen voor sensornetwerken meestal erg complex en
tijdrovend. Om dit euvel te verhelpen wordt in dit proefschrift een alternatieve
‘informatie-gebaseerde communicatiearchitectuur’ (‘IDRA’) voorgesteld. Door
optimalizaties te ondersteunen op architecturaal niveau wordt het ontwikkelen van
netwerkprotocollen in IDRA vereenvoudigd. Bijvoorbeeld, wanneer een IDRA-
netwerkprotocol informatie wenst te versturen naar een andere node, hoeft dit pro-
tocol deze informatie enkel te overhandigen aan de IDRA-architectuur. Het is de
verantwoordelijkheid van IDRA om deze informatie in een pakket te verpakken,
het pakket op te slaan in buffers en de juiste netwerkprotocollen te activeren die
het pakket kunnen verwerken.
Bovendien resulteert hergebruik van gemeenschappelijke bibliotheken in een
efficie¨nter gebruik van het beschikbare geheugen. In gelaagde communicatiestacks
worden sommige netwerkfuncties meerdere malen geı¨mplementeerd in verschil-
lende netwerklagen. Daartegenover is IDRA verantwoordelijk voor alle gemeen-
schappelijke functionaliteit gerelateerd aan pakketbeheer, bufferbeheer en proto-
colselectie. Daardoor verbruiken IDRA-netwerkprotocollen tot een factor 10 min-
der geheugen.
Om eenvoudig nieuwe sensornetwerken te kunnen installeren in afgelegen ge-
bieden worden sensornodes dikwijls uitgerust met batterijen. Om de batterijen
van de sensornodes niet regelmatig te moeten vervangen is het erg belangrijk om
de radio zoveel mogelijk uit te schakelen. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld door het aan-
tal uitgewisselde pakketten te beperken. Om de levensduur van het netwerk te
verlengen is de IDRA-architectuur in staat om informatieuitwisselingen van ver-
schillende protocollagen te combineren in e´e´n enkel pakket. Het gebruik van de
IDRA-pakketaggregatie verhoogt de levensduur van een sensornetwerk met 30-
50%. Omdat deze architecturale oplossing inwerkt op meerdere protocollen is dit
resultaat beduidend beter dan de levensduur die kan worden bereikt door het opti-
malizeren van slechts e´e´n enkel netwerkprotocol.
Geavanceerde toepassingen voor sensornetwerken vereisen bovendien onder-
steuning voor meer complexe communicatiemogelijkheden. Zo moeten e-health-
toepassingen bijvoorbeeld de garantie krijgen dat de informatieuitwisselingen op
een betrouwbare wijze hun bestemming bereiken. Om deze nieuwe generatie toe-
passingen mogelijk te maken bevat IDRA bibliotheken die Quality of Service
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(QoS), cross-layer optimalizaties en heterogene toestellen ondersteunen. Door
deze geavanceerde functies op architecturaal niveau te ondersteunen worden de
protocolontwerpers ontlast van de taak om zelf deze complexe netwerkfunctiona-
liteiten te voorzien. Bovendien heeft deze aanpak het voordeel dat de ontwikkelde
heterogeneiteit en QoS-oplossingen op universele wijze kunnen worden gecombi-
neerd met alle bestaande en/of nieuwe IDRA-netwerkprotocollen.
Hedendaagse succesvolle producten kunnen steeds meer interageren met hun
omgeving. Denk maar aan smartphones, die met het internet kunnen connecte-
ren gebruik makende van een veelvoud aan communicatieinterfaces zoals USB,
UMTS, bluetooth of Wi-Fi. Op termijn zal ook opgemeten sensorinformatie op
elk moment opvraagbaar zijn door middel van een groot aantal technologiee¨n. Om
deze evolutie te ondersteunen kan IDRA nu reeds op efficie¨nte en transparante
wijze sensornetwerken integreren met bestaande technologiee¨n. Meer bepaald is
IDRA in staat om (i) verschillende soorten ontvangen pakkettypes correct te inter-
preteren, (ii) uitgaande pakkettypes te converteren naar nieuwe pakketformaten,
(iii) automatisch optimale netwerkprotocollen te selecteren en (iv) meerdere com-
municatieinterfaces te beheren.
Tot slot beschrijft dit proefschrift een toekomstvisie waarin netwerken niet
langer manueel moeten worden geconfigureerd. Om deze visie mogelijk te maken
wordt een methodologie beschreven waarbij toestellen automatisch op zoek gaan
naar naburige (draadloze) toestellen. Op basis van hun netwerkverwachtingen on-
derhandelen toestellen automatisch met naburige (draadloze) toestellen omtrent de
optimale netwerksettings en de optimale netwerkconfiguratie. Door op deze wijze
netwerkoverschrijdend samen te werken wordt de efficie¨ntie van alle betrokken
netwerken globaal geo¨ptimaliseerd.
Alle concepten van dit proefschrift werden geı¨mplementeerd en gee¨valueerd
in e´e´n IDRA-architectuur. Dit bewijst dat nieuwe protocolarchitecturen zowel ef-
ficie¨nt als veelzijdig kunnen zijn. IDRA werd bijgevolg positief onthaald door
zowel onderzoeks- als industrie¨le partners. Het volledige IDRA-framework is be-
schikbaar als open-source project op http://idraproject.net.

English Summary
The key to success in our modern society is information. Information is a business
asset that is of key importance in today’s competitive world. By obtaining the right
information, it is even possible to create new commercial markets. Therefore, it
comes at no surprise that information is increasingly accessible. By using wireless
communication technologies, information in all its forms can be requested any-
where and anytime. As an example, consider the large number of productive hours
that are saved due to the use of GPS devices with up-to-date traffic information.
From a business point-of-view, it is clear that the advantages of freely-available
information outweigh the risks in many situations.
In addition to an increasing amount of information, we are also surrounded by
an increasing number of electronic devices. Due to recent advances in chip de-
sign, the cost and size of electronics has decreased drastically. As a result, cheap
microchips are embedded in a large number of daily consumer items such as dish-
washers or digital radios. Wireless sensor networks profit from this evolution by
utilizing a large number of cheap sensor devices to monitor a large area. Sensor
devices sample their environment, measuring information such as temperature or
humidity. The collected information is exchanged hop-by-hop between the differ-
ent sensor nodes, and finally collected in a central server that exposes the measured
information to the outside world. The use of cheap sensor nodes allows sensor net-
works to make available interesting (environmental) information at a cost that is
small enough to be commercially viable.
Wireless sensor networks can be used to enable a large number of application
domains. Some examples are the following:
Environmental monitoring A large number of devices can be deployed to mea-
sure fine-grained information about an area. For example, when sensor de-
vices detect an abnormal drought or a forest fire, fire fighters are automati-
cally notified and water is automatically redirected to the affected area.
Wireless building automation By embedding sensor devices in household equip-
ment, common household objects can be configured and controlled wire-
lessly. This way, wireless sensor networks enable applications such as in-
trusion detection, automatic control of household equipment or fine-grained
control of the heating, air conditioning and ventilation of the building.
E-health Finally, by deploying sensor devices on a body, wireless sensor net-
works can be used to monitor the condition of top athletes or to detect dan-
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gerous symptoms such as epileptic seizures.
Communication between the sensor nodes is handled by the communication
stack. This communication stack consists of multiple network protocols respon-
sible for sending and routing measured information to the correct destination. To
keep their cost low, sensor devices have only a limited amount of ROM and RAM
memory (in the order of a few kilobytes). The development of self-organizing net-
work protocols for these resource-constrained devices is often difficult and time-
consuming. To remedy this situation, this dissertation presents an alternative ‘In-
formation DRiven communication Architecture’ or ‘IDRA’. To simplify the design
of network protocols, IDRA contains simple but useful functionality at an architec-
tural level. For example, when an IDRA protocol wishes to exchange information
with a remote node, the network protocol can simply hand over this information to
the IDRA architecture. It is the responsibility of IDRA to encapsulate the informa-
tion in a packet, to manage the packet buffers and to select the network protocols
that should process the packets.
IDRA is also efficient in terms of memory requirements. Layered commu-
nication architectures do not make efficient use of the available memory, since a
number of network functions are implemented at multiple network layers. Ex-
amples of these duplicate functions are packet creation, packet interaction, buffer
provisioning and packet selection. In contrast, IDRA utilizes shared libraries that
implement functionality that is not protocol-specific. By using an architecture
which delegates these specific tasks to a central system, network protocols require
up to a factor 10 less memory.
To easily deploy a new sensor network in remote areas, sensor devices are
often battery powered. As such, these sensor nodes are not only limited in terms
of memory capabilities, but also in terms of their available energy. To ensure
that the batteries do not need frequent replacement, protocol designers need to
limit the number of radio transmissions. To this end, the IDRA architecture can
combine multiple information exchanges in a single packet. By using the in-built
IDRA aggregation approach, the network lifetime increases by up to 30-50%. This
architectural solution results in significantly more packet savings than aggregation
approaches that combine packets of only a single network layer.
To utilize wireless sensor networks for next-generation applications, advanced
communication requirements should be supported. For example, e-health applica-
tions require guarantees that all information is exchanged in a reliable way. IDRA
enables next-generation applications by supporting Quality of Service (QoS), cross-
layer optimizations and heterogeneity at an architectural level. Since the developed
QoS and heterogeneity solutions are protocol-independent, they can transparently
be combined with existing and new IDRA network protocols.
In the future, we expect that it will be possible to request measured sensor in-
formation using a large variety of communication technologies. This is already
the case for many consumer items such as smartphones. Wireless devices use an
increasing number of communication technologies to connect to the internet, such
as USB, UMTS, bluetooth or Wi-Fi. To support these upcoming developments,
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IDRA can transparently integrate wireless sensor networks with a variety of exist-
ing communication technologies. More specifically, IDRA is able to (i) automati-
cally interpret different incoming packet types, (ii) convert outgoing packets to the
correct format, (iii) select the correct network protocol to process the packets and
(iv) manage multiple communication interfaces.
Finally, this dissertation describes a vision of the future in which networks are
no longer configured manually. Instead, devices autonomously negotiate and coop-
erate with neighboring (wireless) devices. With this goal in mind, a methodology
is described where devices automatically discover co-located (wireless) devices.
Based on their network requirements, the devices negotiate with each other about
optimal network settings and network configuration. By optimizing the network
performance across multiple protocol layers and across network boundaries, the
global performance of all involved devices can be optimized. This methodology is
also implemented and evaluated using the IDRA framework.
All concepts from this dissertation have been successfully implemented in a
single IDRA architecture. In addition, we have proven that our architecture is
both efficient and versatile. IDRA received positive comments from both re-
search and industrial partners and is freely available as open-source project at
http://idraproject.net.
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1
Introduction
This chapter gives a general overview of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The
chapter describes the features of a typical WSN and illustrates the use of WSNs
by giving an overview of existing sensor applications. Next, the hardware charac-
teristics of a number of commercially available sensor devices are listed together
with a description of the challenges that are involved to support networking be-
tween sensor nodes. Finally, the main contributions of this research are presented,
together with an outline of the structure of this book.
1.1 An introduction to wireless sensor networks
Wireless sensor networks consist of embedded devices (‘sensor devices’) that are
wirelessly connected with each other and are capable of sampling an environmen-
tal quantity of their surroundings. Sensor devices can measure environmental
information such as temperature, light intensity, sound, humidity, vibration and
pressure. Typically, all measured information is transmitted wirelessly to an appli-
cation that is running on a remote server or ‘sink’, where actions are taken based
upon the measured values. Typical applications for wireless sensor networks in-
clude habitat monitoring, wireless building automation, medical monitoring, secu-
rity applications and asset tracking [1].
As an example, consider the situation where a wildlife park is wirelessly mon-
itored using a WSN. By distributing a large amount of sensor nodes over the area,
very accurate information regarding the area can be obtained. Park officials can
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Figure 1.1: An example application for a wireless sensor network. Measured information
(such as the temperature) is transmitted from one sensor node to the next one,
until the information can be processed by an application on a remote sink device.
keep detailed statistics about monitored values such as temperature, humidity and
the presence and behavior of tracked animals. If the measured humidity becomes
too low, the park officials are automatically informed so that they can redirect wa-
ter flows to the barren areas. In addition, if the measured temperature of a sensor
node in the monitored area reaches a critical level, fire fighters are automatically
dispatched to the correct location to prevent a bush fire from starting and/or spread-
ing. When a large area is monitored, sensor nodes can not communicate with the
application server directly. Instead, wireless sensor networks have to resort to
multi-hop communication: packets are transmitted from one sensor device to the
next, until the packet reaches the destination node (often referred to as the ‘sink’)
(Figure 1.1).
To keep the cost of sensor nodes low, sensor devices are generally very simple.
They consist of a small microprocessor (typically with a clock speed of 8MHz or
less), a low-power radio (typically 250 kbps or lower), a sensing device and a small
battery or energy harvesting supply (like a solar cell) to power these components.
The use of batteries or energy harvesters eases the deployment of sensor devices,
since no power lines or cables are required. This is especially useful for locations
where infrastructure is lacking (nature environments, disaster areas, etc.), when
introducing new cables and infrastructure is impractical (such as in existing build-
ings and enlisted monuments) or when in situ the network set-up time should be
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minimized (such as in ad-hoc emergency applications).
Developing network solutions for resource-constrained devices often proves
challenging. Due to the limited memory, processing power and energy provisions
of sensor nodes, past WSN research has mainly focused on the design of network-
ing solutions that minimize the energy and processing requirements [2, 3]. As
such, the main challenges when designing network solutions for WNSs are the
following:
• Networking solutions should be energy-efficient to maximize the network
lifetime.
• Due to the limited availability of ROM and RAM memory, network proto-
cols should have a very small memory footprint.
• The microprocessor of sensor devices is not suitable for complex algorithms
and calculations.
• Finally, in direct contrast with the above requirements, networking solutions
should be versatile enough to be used in a wide variety of application sce-
narios.
Due to these conflicting requirements, the optimal network solution for WSN
applications is still missing. Instead, most network solutions are specifically de-
signed and optimized for a single application scenario.
1.2 Application scenarios
The following section presents an overview with example scenarios. More exam-
ple applications can be found in [1, 4].
1.2.1 Environmental monitoring
During the past few years, several sensor networks have been deployed to effi-
ciently monitor large areas. Due to their self-organizing nature, a large amount of
cheap sensor devices can be deployed even in the absence of infrastructure. Mea-
sured information is sent from one sensor node to the next, until the information
reaches a remote sink device where the information is stored. Once deployed, the
sensor network can be left out in the open field for several years, collecting data
without requiring any human intervention. As such, WSNs can be a solution to
make it economically feasible to accurately measure a phenomenum and to act in
time when a disaster strikes or an unpredictable event occurs.
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Initially, this ‘deploy once and leave’em’ feature made unattended wireless
sensor networks especially interesting for risk-associated applications such as mil-
itary applications. However, WSNs are also exceptionally suited to monitor en-
vironmental problems, such as global warming, the increasing rate of extinction
of animal species or the occurrence of damaging forest fires. The following char-
acteristics are typical for environmental monitoring applications: (i) all traffic is
collected in a single monitoring device (‘the sink’), (ii) the network needs to be
self-organizing to minimize human intervention, (iii) to cope with failing devices,
the network is robust and fault-tolerant.
Several example projects have been successfully deployed. For example, the
ALERT system [5] is dedicated to reducing injuries, deaths, and property dam-
age caused by floods in the US by utilizing WSNs for the automated real-time
flood forecasting and early detection of flood conditions. As a second example,
the GoodFood project [6] utilizes a number of distributed sensors to monitor the
processes of food production and to detect the remainder chemical substances in
products. As a last example, the Harvard university utilizes wireless sensor net-
works to monitor eruptions of active and hazardous volcanoes [7] .
1.2.2 Home, office, factory, emergency and industry applica-
tions
Recently, WSNs are used for increasingly complex ‘next-generation’ applications.
For example, the applications described below are deployed in urban areas. As a
result, a greater interactivity with the environment is required.
• Applications such as wireless building automation [8] require actuator de-
vices, which are capable of acting upon their environment. Typical actuators
are heating controllers, automatic window controllers and garage doors. The
sensor devices communicate with these actuator devices to regulate common
household functions (Figure 1.2). In addition to communication from sen-
sor to sink, communication can also occur from sink to actuator and from
sensor to actuator. As such, the communication patterns that occur in these
use cases are more complex.
• In interactive museum exhibitions, information about the exhibition can be
custom tailored to the preferences of the visitors. Items can respond to ac-
tions and presence of the visitors and exhibition items can be monitored.
In addition, real-time cause-and-effect experiments can be used for educa-
tional purposes. To support fully interactive applications, a sensor network
can be used to localize each visitor and exhibition item. Not only should
interactivity be supported by the sensor network, it should also be easy to
deploy additional sensor nodes and to wirelessly install new software when
the exhibition changes.
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Figure 1.2: In a wireless building automation application, embedded devices automatically
connect to each other to regulate household functions.
Next-generation WSN applications also have the potential to result in signifi-
cant cost reductions. By accurately monitoring the distribution of temperature in
each room of a building, the air flow and heating can be more finely controlled.
According to [2], the installation of temperature monitoring WSNs in each build-
ing could correspond to a savings of $55 billion per year in the US, and a reduction
of 35 million metric ton of carbon emissions.
1.2.3 Body area networks
When multiple sensor devices that are worn on the body are able to communicate
with each other, the term Body Area Network (BAN) is used. Wireless body area
networks are able to measure multiple physiological parameters of a person. For
example, a BAN can be used to more accurately diagnose a person (Figure 1.3),
to monitor the performance of athletes and sportsmen or to monitor the physical
condition of a rescue worker such as a fire fighter. To minimize the health impact
of BANs, the transmission power of the sensor devices is typically kept very low.
BANs are often used in e-health applications [9, 10] to preliminary act upon
the detection of irregular medical symptoms. For example, a BAN can be used
to detect the onset of a heart attack, or can be used to automatically inject a new
dose of insulin through a pump when the glucose level of a diabetic patient is too
6 INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.3: A body area network (BAN) can be used to monitor the life signs of patients so
that a faster medical intervention is possible.
low. The use of sensors that are attached to patients or elderly people allows these
persons greater freedom of movement, whilst potentially dangerous anomalies or
situations are recognized earlier, resulting in better quality-of-life.
1.3 Hardware characteristics of a sensor node
Dust node
TMote Sky node
Smart Dust node
Wec Node
Mica Node
Dot Node
 
Figure 1.4: Typical sensor node hardware platforms
A large variety of sensor devices is currently available. Several example hard-
ware platforms are shown in Figure 1.4. A comprehensive listing of current plat-
forms is maintained by the Imperial College London [11] or listed in the Embed-
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ded WiSeNts Platform Survey [12]. Depending on the platform, the exact hard-
ware characteristics will differ. However, sensor devices do have the following
common characteristics [11, 12].
• The available memory is a limiting factor when designing network solutions
for sensor networks. For example, the TMoteSky sensor node has a memory
of 48 kB ROM and 12 kB RAM [13].
• The microprocessor of an embedded sensor node typically has a processing
speed of 8 MHz or less. Due to this low processing speed and the limited
amount of memory that is available on a sensor node, it is not feasible to use
a traditional operating system when programming sensor devices.
• The radio is designed for ultra-low power consumption. As a result, the
bandwidth is typically limited: an IEEE 802.15.4 radio [14] has a physi-
cal bit rate of 250 kbps [15]. Depending on the environment, the radio has
a maximum communication range of about 100 meter in outdoor environ-
ments, and typically far less in indoor environments [16].
• A sensor node is equipped with a sensing device that is able to sample its
environment. The sensor devices can be integrated in the embedded device,
or can be connected with the microprocessor through an external interface.
The cost and energy consumption of the sensor depends on the type and
purpose of the sensing device.
• Finally, sensor nodes are often battery-powered. An alternative is the use
of energy harvesting [17] whereby energy is derived from environmental
sources. Examples are the use of solar panels or motion converters.
As an example, Table 1.1 lists the hardware characteristics of a number of
sensor devices that are currently in use. In the future, the available hardware
platforms for sensor nodes will undoubtedly evolve. For the same cost, size and
energy-consumption, next-generation sensor nodes will be available that are more
powerful and are able to fulfill more complex calculations. However, at the same
time, even smaller and less-intrusive sensor devices will be developed, such as im-
plantable devices. As such, in the near future, there will still be devices that exhibit
similar hardware limitations as present day sensor nodes.
1.4 Wireless sensor networking issues
Due to their limited processing power and memory, the networking stack of most
WSNs is limited to the combination of a simple Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol and a simple routing protocol. On top of these two protocol layers, a
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Feature Imote
(2003)
Mica2
(2003)
MicaZ
(2004)
Telos/TMote
Sky
(2005)
IBCN-
Rmoni
(2010)
CPU type 32 bit
ARM
8 bit At-
mel
8 bit At-
mel
16 bit TI 16 bit TI
Processor speed
[MHz]
12 7.4 7.4 4 18
SRAM [kB] 64 4 4 10 16
FLASH [kB] 512 128 128 48 256
Radio Bluetooth Custom
300-900
MHz
IEEE
802.15.4
IEEE
802.15.4
IEEE
802.15.4
Bandwidth [kb/s] 720 38.4 250 250 250
CPU/Rx/Tx Cur-
rent [mA]
15/24/24 8/10/27 8/20/18 1.8/20/18 1/18.5/25.8
Sleep current
[µA]
1-250 19 27 6 2
Table 1.1: Hardware characteristics of wireless sensor nodes.
simple monitoring application is deployed. As such, existing network research
mainly focuses on optimizing the lower layers of the OSI reference stack [21]
in order to extend the lifetime of large-scale wireless sensor networks. Research
regarding high-level WSN functionality, such as end-to-end reliability or support
for mobility, is at the moment much less mature.
1.4.1 Networking definitions
Before describing the workings of typical WSN network protocols and behavior,
this section first gives several important networking related definitions.
A network protocol is a formal description of the way networked devices in-
teract and exchange information. The way devices exchange information is often
formalized in the form of an algorithm. In addition, the description of a network
protocol typically includes a formalization of the exchanged message formats.
A protocol architecture is a structured description of how network protocols
interact on a single device. Most present-day protocol architectures use the OSI-
reference protocol architecture [21]. This architecture uses a fixed number of pro-
tocol layers with well-defined functionality. The different layers do not interact
with each other: only packets are passed from one layer to another.
A communication framework (or communication system) is a reusable set of li-
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braries or classes for a software system. Whereas a protocol architecture represents
a conceptual way to integrate multiple network protocols, a framework describes
the actual implementation of the protocol architecture.
1.4.2 Characteristics of wireless transmissions
The use of a wireless communication medium has several advantages over wired
technologies. Due to the absence of wires, the set-up cost and maintenance cost
of the network is strongly reduced. In addition, wireless devices are less intrusive:
they can be installed without damaging existing structures. Finally, in cases when
mobility should be supported, wireless technologies are the only option. When
designing network protocols that use a wireless communication medium, the fol-
lowing transmission characteristics need to be taken into account.
Shared medium. In wireless systems, multiple devices typically use the same
channel or medium to transmit packets. To prevent packet collisions, send-
ing nodes typically verify the absence of other traffic on the medium before
transmitting a packet (i.e.: ‘carrier sense’). To support multiple sending and
receiving nodes on the same medium, the Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) protocol is frequently used.
Packet overhearing (Figure 1.5 a). Since all devices use the same communica-
tion medium, transmitted packets are received (‘overheard’) by all devices
that are located in the range of the transmitter. When a device overhears a
packet with a destination that does not match the address of the receiver, the
overheard packet is ignored and discarded.
No collision detection. In wired communication system, collision detection (CD)
systems are able to detect the occurrence of packet collisions, so that the
transmission can be terminated as soon as a collision is detected. However,
(i) wireless signals are strongly attenuated when they are transmitted over a
large distance and (ii) a wireless radio can not receive and send information
at the same time (i.e.: there is no support for full-duplex communication).
As such, wireless communication systems can not guarantee that collisions
at the receiving node are detected by the sending node. Wireless systems
have to rely on collision avoidance (CA) techniques such as waiting a ran-
dom back-off period when the medium is busy before sending packets.
Irregular packet reception areas (Figure 1.5 b). The transmission range of wire-
less sensor nodes are often represented as a circle with a fixed range. How-
ever, the signal strength of the transmitted signal typically degrades expo-
nentially. In addition, the transmission range is highly dependent on the
environment and the used hardware [16]. As a result, the packet reception
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Figure 1.5: Characteristics of wireless communication systems. (a) Since a shared medium
is used, transmitted packets can be overheard by other devices. (b) The contours
that indicates the link quality based on the distance between two nodes can have
very irregular forms. (c) The link quality between two devices can be asym-
metrical. (d) Due to the hidden terminal problem, transmitting devices do not
always know if packets have collided. (e) Due to the exposed terminal problem,
transmitting devices can unnecessarily be prevented from sending packets.
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contour formed by receptions at different locations from the same trans-
mitter does not form a perfect circle [18]. Instead, there are three distinct
regions of link quality: (i) a nearby connected region where packet recep-
tion rates (PRR) are consistently high, (ii) a transitional where the PRR are
highly variant and (iii) an area where the PRR are consistently low.
Asymmetrical links (Figure 1.5 c). Based on experimental studies [19], it was
observed that the link quality not only depends on the hardware and envi-
ronment, but it also changes significantly over time. As a result, it is possible
that the link between two devices is asymmetrical: the link in one direction
has a higher link quality (higher PRR) than the link quality in the other di-
rection.
Hidden terminal problem (Figure 1.5 d). A hidden node terminal problem can
occur when two devices A en B transmit a packet to the same destination
node. If devices A and B are out of each others transmission range, CSMA
can not detect that a packet is already being transmitted to the destination.
When both senders transmit simultaneously to the same destination, the
packet collision can result in a scrambled packet. The IEEE 802.11 RT-
S/CTS standard partly solves this problem [20]: any node wishing to send
data initiates the process by sending a Request to Send frame (RTS). The
destination node replies with a Clear To Send frame (CTS). Any other node
receiving the RTS or CTS frame is not allowed to send data for an indicated
time.
Exposed terminal problem (Figure 1.5 e). Finally, it is possible that the carrier
sense mechanism unnecessary prevents a device from sending a packet. The
exposed terminal problem occurs if two transmitters are in each others range
but their respective destinations are not part of the overlapping transmission
area. In this situation, carrier sense will mistakenly conclude that the devices
are interfering.
1.4.3 MAC protocols for sensor networks
A Medium Access (MAC) protocol is responsible for establishing a logical con-
nection between neighboring nodes, so that they can communicate to each other.
MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks differ strongly from MAC protocols
used in traditional wireless media. MAC protocols, such as IEEE 802.11 [22], are
designed for bidirectionial traffic, whereas MAC protocols for WSNs are often de-
signed only for one-way traffic from sensor nodes to a sink. In addition, traditional
MAC protocol for wireless networks focus mainly on increasing the throughput,
lowering the delay and increasing the fairness [23]. In contrast, MAC protocols
designed for sensor networks usually trade off performance (latency, throughput,
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fairness) for lower energy cost [24, 25]. To reduce the energy consumption, MAC
protocols aim to reduce the following sources of overhead:
• idle listening occurs when the radio is turned on but no packets are received
destined to the listening node;
• collisions happen when two interfering nodes transmit a packet at the same
time;
• overhearing occurs when a packet is received that was destined for another
node;
• protocol overhead is required when the nodes exchange signaling informa-
tion in the form of MAC headers or control packets (ACK, RTS, CTS);
• over emitting happens when a sender sends a packet to a receiving node that
is not yet ready so that the packet must be sent again.
Since WSN applications typically do not require high data throughput, the
amount of time spent on idle listening can be decreased by using sleep schemes,
whereby the radio is regularly turned of. The efficiency of a MAC protocol for
WSNs is often expressed in terms of its ‘duty cycle’, which corresponds to the
average percentage of time that the radio is turned on. When sleep schemes are
used, precautions have to be taken to ensure that whenever a packet is sent to a
neighboring sensor node, the radio of the receiving node is active. Three main
approaches are possible.
Figure 1.6: Illustration of a synchronized MAC protocol. All sensor devices use the same
sleep schedule.
(i) When using synchronized MAC protocols such as S-MAC [26], all co-
located nodes listen and sleep at the same moment (Figure 1.6). During the times
that the radio is awake, devices can communicate to each other by contending
for the medium. To match their sleeping schemes, the nodes regularly exchange
synchronization information with their immediate neighbors. Typically, all neigh-
boring nodes form a virtual cluster with a ‘SYNC master node’ that distributes the
synchronization information. Occasionally, due to mobility or the network size,
it is possible that a network is partitioned into multiple virtual clusters. To allow
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communication between these clusters, the edge nodes should either (i) remain
awake during the active period of multiple different sleeping schemes, or (ii) fur-
ther distribute the SYNC messages to devices from the second cluster. Finally,
to better cope with variable traffic loads, T-MAC [27] and DS-MAC [28] include
mechanisms for dynamically adjusting the sleep schedule depending on the ob-
served traffic.
Figure 1.7: Illustration of a non-synchronized MAC protocol. Each sensor device has a
different sleeping schedule.
(ii) In contrast, in non-synchronized MAC protocols, each node has its own
sleeping scheme (Figure 1.7). Typical examples are the preamble-sampling MAC
protocol [29] or low-power listening (LPL) [30]. Whenever a packet is exchanged
to a neighboring node, the transmitting node first sends a preamble to notify re-
ceivers of the upcoming packet transfer, after which the packet is transmitted. To
ensure that the preamble is correctly received by all destination nodes, the dura-
tion of the preamble should be at least as long as the sleep duration of the receiving
nodes. Nodes receiving the preamble will stay awake until they receive the packet,
only then can they reiterate their sleeping scheme. The X-MAC protocol [31]
optimizes this scheme by including the intended receiver in the preamble so that
other devices do not have to remain awake. In addition, a strobed preamble is used
so that the receiver can interrupt the preamble to indicate that the packet can be
transmitted. In addition, nodes do not go to sleep immediately after receiving a
packet, but instead stay awake to offer neighbors the opportunity to sent additional
packets. Finally, the WiseMAC [32] protocol reduces the energy consumption by
deducing the wake-up schemes of neighbors whenever a packet is overheard. By
taking into account the clock drift, the sending of the preamble is delayed until
it is likely that the receiver is awake. Non-synchronized MAC approaches do not
require synchronization overhead, but instead favor the use of additional energy
when transmitting packets. As such, these approaches are mainly beneficial for
low-traffic applications.
(iii) Finally, slotted MAC protocols, such as IEEE 802.15.4 [14], divide a time
duration (‘time frame’) into different slots (Figure 1.8). An always-on master de-
vice assigns a slot to each neighboring ‘slave’ device during which the device has
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of a slotted MAC protocol. A master device assigns a wake-up slot
to each neighboring slave device.
the sole right to transmit packets to the master device. As a result, all communica-
tion needs to pass through the master device. Several optimizations are possible.
(i) The energy consumption can be spread out more evenly over the network by
regularly selecting new master devices [33]. (ii) Multi-hop networks can be sup-
ported by also assigning slots to two-hop neighbors [34]. (iii) To cope with traffic
fluctuations the number of slots that are assigned to each node can be dynamically
adjusted [35]. Slotted MAC approaches typically require significant overhead in
the form of accurate time synchronization, but due to the strict structure of each
frame, nodes do not need to content for the wireless channel [36].
In conclusion, a large variety of energy-efficient MAC protocols has been pro-
posed for specific network topologies and traffic flows. Unfortunately, there is
currently no method to easily select the optimal MAC protocol for a specific ap-
plication [37].
1.4.4 Routing protocol for sensor networks
Routing protocols are responsible for the end-to-end delivery of packets. The rout-
ing protocol delivers data from the source to the destination by relaying the packets
across intermediary nodes of the network. The main performance criteria of rout-
ing protocols for WSNs is energy-efficiency. In addition, since a large number of
sensor nodes can be deployed to observe a phenomena, the routing protocol should
be able to support large-scale networks. Finally, the routing protocol should be ro-
bust enough to ensure that the failure of individual nodes may not harm the overall
functioning of a sensor network.
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In many monitoring applications, information is gathered by a sink node at
a central location, where the information is processed or stored in a database
for future use. As such, routing protocols for monitoring applications are typi-
cally designed for point-to-sink traffic patterns (sometimes called ‘convergecast’)
whereby all information is gathered in a central sink. To this end, a large amount
of point-to-sink routing protocols have been proposed. A comprehensive study
can be found in [38]. The protocols can typically be categorized into one of the
following classes.
In hierarchical routing protocols, sensor nodes are assigned different routing
roles depending on their capabilities. High-energy nodes are often given a coor-
dinating role: they are responsible for aggregating and routing information. For
example, the LEACH routing protocol [33] organizes the nodes into local clus-
ters, with one node acting as a coordinator or ‘cluster head’. The cluster head can
aggregate data from the different nodes and relay this data directly to the sink or
to the next-hop (also a cluster-head) that is located closer to the sink. The role
of the low-energy nodes is limited to sensing their environment and forwarding
the measured data to the most nearby cluster head. When no high-energy nodes
are available, the role as the cluster head can be rotated periodically to evenly
distribute the energy load.
Data-centric routing protocols are designed specifically for information gath-
ering applications. Instead of creating routes between addressable nodes, packets
are processed based on the description of the content that is encapsulated. For
example, the directed diffusion protocol [39] starts with one or more sinks that
distribute a query indicating an interest for a specific type of information through
the network. Devices that receive this query remember from which neighboring
node the interest was received. As such, each intermediate device stores a list of
next-hop addresses to which specific content can be transmitted. Nodes that are
capable of generating information of the correct type with the correct granularity
start sending the information to all neighbors from which an interest query was re-
ceived. Once the sink receives response data from multiple neighbors, one or more
of the available paths are reinforced and kept-alive, based on network character-
istics such as delay or link qualities. Data-centric approaches can be optimized
through the use of multi-path routing [40], more efficient query dissemination [41]
or in-network data-aggregation techniques [42].
Finally, geographic routing protocols use location information to efficiently
gather information. For example, the GEAR protocol [43] uses location informa-
tion to limit the exchange of queries and information to a small region of interest.
Other approaches, such as GAF [44], use the location information to deduce which
nodes are redundant for routing purposes. GAF assigns a virtual grid structure
over the monitored area. All sensor nodes that are located in the same grid cell are
considered equivalent for routing purposes. By keeping only one node active in
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each cell, the overall energy consumption can be reduced. To obtain location in-
formation, sensor nodes can use GPS (Global Positioning System). Alternatively,
the distance between neighboring nodes can be estimated based on the strength of
incoming signals.
In conclusion, routing in sensor networks is a well-studied research topic. In
addition to existing routing protocols for ad-hoc Wi-Fi networks, the unique chal-
lenges of WSNs resulted in a number of innovative (but often application-specific)
routing protocols. However, it remains a challenge to predict how these routing
protocols perform in specific applications or in combination with a specific MAC
protocol [37].
1.5 Outline and research contributions
Existing large-scale WSN deployments are mostly the result of application-specific
research [33]. Current WSN solutions often have two significant shortcomings: (i)
network protocols are often application-specific and as a result cannot easily be
integrated in future deployments and (ii) current networking protocols focus on
monitoring applications, rather than interactive, next-generation applications. To
efficiently realize next-generation applications for WSNs, the following research
challenges need to be solved.
QoS and mobility. When WSNs are used in emergency or tracking applications
[10], support for mobile nodes should be added. In addition, applications
such as e-health services can not be deployed without QoS guarantees.
Heterogeneous applications. It should be possible to easily reuse and combine
existing network protocols that were developed for other applications [37].
In addition, when the applications requirements change, it should be possi-
ble to easily change the behavior of the network.
Heterogeneous devices. Many next-generation WSN applications use sensor no-
des with very diverging capabilities [45]: they contain both simple nodes
(such as light switches) and more complex nodes (such as heating con-
trollers). Network solutions for WSNs should be small enough to imple-
ment on resource-constrained devices, but should be able to profit from the
additional capabilities of more powerful sensor nodes.
Heterogeneous wireless technologies. When embedded devices are introduced
in new environments, the number of co-located wireless communication
technologies increases [46]. It should be possible to efficiently integrate new
sensor devices with co-located devices that use different (wireless) commu-
nication technologies.
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This dissertation argues that current networking approaches are not capable
of solving these challenges on resource-constrained devices. Instead, a major
paradigm shift is required towards the development of new protocol architectures
that inherently cope with these next-generation WSN design criteria.
To this end, Chapter 2 introduces an ‘information driven architecture’ (IDRA)
for wireless sensor networks. IDRA is designed to support next-generation sen-
sor requirements such as heterogeneity, mobility, QoS and energy efficiency at an
architectural level. To this end, the IDRA architecture provides shared libraries
for network functionality, such as packet creation, packet interaction and buffer
management, that is traditionally included in multiple layers of a protocol stack.
This approach results in architecture-wide control of the packet behavior. In ad-
dition, by sharing these functionalities between different network protocols, the
memory requirements of IDRA protocols are reduced by up to a factor two to ten.
The performance analysis from Chapter 2 proves that IDRA is able to support the
above application requirements, even when using resource-constrained embedded
devices.
Chapter 3 discusses how the network lifetime can be increased by using the
IDRA architecture. To this end, IDRA reduces the number of packet transmis-
sions by automatically aggregating the information exchanges from all network
layers into a single packet. In contrast, current data-aggregation approaches for
WSNs typically combine only data from the application level [47, 48]. In addi-
tion, whereas many existing aggregation approaches are evaluated using simula-
tions or using small-scale sensor networks, the effectiveness of the IDRA aggrega-
tion is experimentally evaluated in a wide-range of scenarios with up to 200 sensor
nodes. The evaluation results show that IDRA outperforms existing approaches:
the number of packet transmissions is reduced by a factor of more than two when
compared to existing approaches, thus strongly increasing the network lifetime.
Chapter 4 discusses the role of IDRA in a future ’internet of things’ [46]. As
more and more sensor devices are installed in the same environment, an increasing
number of (wireless) devices will be co-located with devices using different com-
munication technologies. Traditionally, all communication between these devices
goes through a remote gateway, which results in inefficient use of the network.
To remedy this, this chapter discusses how IDRA can be used to optimize the
network performance by enabling direct communication between heterogeneous
devices that have multiple communication interfaces.
Finally, Chapter 5 focuses on cognitive networking. Traditionally, installed
(sensor) devices are separated into different networks that do not cooperate with
each other. As an alternative, this chapter proposes a methodology that takes into
account the application and node preferences (called ‘incentives’) to partition de-
vices into ‘communities’ of devices that have similar incentives. The described
‘incentive-driven’ negotiation methodology is designed to support efficient net-
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work cooperation between heterogeneous devices through the use of cross-layer
and cross-network optimizations. Different communities can cooperate with each
other by making (software or hardware) network resources available to other com-
munities, but only if cooperation is beneficial for all involved devices. Chapter
5 describes several possible negotiation and cooperation approaches and demon-
strates the feasibility of the methodology through the evaluation of an experimental
proof-of-concept implementation.
Finally, Chapter 6 gives the overall conclusions of this dissertation. It is worth
noting that all contributions from this dissertation are demonstrated on low-resource
sensor devices. It goes without saying that the developed solutions are also scal-
able towards a wide range of (more capable) devices. In fact, the typical WSN
wireless challenges that are the starting point of this work are applicable to many
(wireless) communication networks. As such, the concepts from this dissertation
can be applied to a wide range of network and communication technologies.
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2
IDRA: an Information DRiven
Architecture for Wireless Sensor
Networks
This chapter introduces the IDRA protocol architecture: an information driven
architecture designed to support next-generation applications on wireless sensor
networks. IDRA supports simple but useful optimizations at an architectural level.
These include support for cross-protocol interactions, energy efficiency optimiza-
tions, QoS optimizations (packet priorities, dynamic protocol selection), mobil-
ity support and heterogeneous network support. By using an architecture that
delegates specific tasks to a central system, the memory requirements of associ-
ated network protocols are decreased (at the expense of a bigger memory foot-
print of the IDRA system). Finally, a thorough experimental performance analysis
demonstrates that IDRA is much more scalable than traditional system architec-
tures in terms of memory requirements, energy requirements and processing over-
head. More information, example code fragments and tutorials are available on
http://idraproject.net, where the IDRA architecture is released as an open-source
project.
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2.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks were originally designed for large inaccessible areas.
However, more recently, WSNs are used for more advanced applications such as
wireless building automation, industrial process automation, security monitoring,
disaster intervention and medical interventions. These applications benefit greatly
from the flexibility and low deployment cost of WSNs. However, these next-
generation applications impose many network requirements which are not found
in traditional WSNs.
• In addition to point-to-sink traffic, more complex communication patterns
(such as multicast and point-to-point traffic) must also be supported.
• Many future applications use sensor nodes with very diverging capabili-
ties [1]. As a result, future WSNs will become heterogeneous, containing
both simple nodes (such as light switches) and more complex nodes (such
as heating controllers).
• Many commercial applications require mass-produced sensor nodes which
are cheaper and even smaller, sometimes up-to-the point where sensor nodes
can be implanted. As a result, new ways have to be found to ensure that
network protocols have an even smaller memory footprint and consume even
less energy.
• To provide sufficient end-user support, a WSN must be easy to update and
maintain. Run-time addition of new services and network protocols should
be supported.
• Sensor nodes can be used to monitor objects or persons. For these applica-
tions, mobility should be supported by the network protocols.
• Finally, Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements can no longer be ignored [2].
Medical, security and surveillance applications require that each application
has its own set of specific QoS requirements.
Due to these more and more challenging network requirements, developing net-
work protocols for WSNs becomes an increasingly complex issue.
2.1.1 The need for new architectures
A protocol architecture is a structured way to allow the combination of -and in-
teraction between- networks protocols. Even though a large number of WSN-
specific network protocols have been developed, these network protocols largely
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use the OSI-reference protocol architecture, which was not designed for resource-
constrained devices. Rather than focusing on the design of optimal network pro-
tocols, we strongly believe that redesigning the protocol architecture is a much
more promising approach. As stated by Culler et. al: “the primary factor cur-
rently limiting progress in sensornets is not any specific technical challenge but is
instead the lack of an overall sensor network architecture” [3]. As such, there is a
strong need for new architectures that inherently cope with the increasingly chal-
lenging network requirements of WSNs. The resulting architecture should ease
the integration of network protocols, should support cross-protocol optimizations
and have a very low implementation complexity to support even sensor nodes with
very limited capabilities. At present, there is no architecture that supports all of
these challenges.
Therefore, this chapter presents several architectural techniques that can be
used to (i) reduce the complexity of developing new network protocols for WSNs,
(ii) support advanced network requirements such as QoS and (iii) support hetero-
geneous networks. For each of the proposed architectural optimizations, exper-
imental measurements are given that describe how the network performance is
improved or, alternatively, which performance penalty is associated with the in-
crease in network flexibility. Finally, this chapter evaluates the performance of a
system in which all these individual optimizations are combined. Based upon our
results, architecture designers should immediately be able to decide whether or
not a certain optimization technique is suited for their network requirements. With
this detailed overview of the advantages and costs of architectural improvements,
we aim to persuade the research community that architectural design is equally
important as purely protocol development.
2.1.2 Remainder of the chapter
Section 2.1 discussed how WSN characteristics complicate the design of appli-
cations and network protocols. Based upon this discussion, IDRA was designed
with three main goals in mind. (i) Section 2.2 illustrates how IDRA simplifies
the design of network protocols. (ii) Next, Section 2.3 discusses how IDRA is
able to support the advanced network requirements that are needed to enable next-
generation applications sensor applications, such as support for energy efficiency,
for diverging application requirements, QoS and mobility. (iii) Finally, Section 2.4
demonstrates that the resulting architecture performs efficiently even in strongly
heterogeneous networks. A comprehensive evaluation of all the presented tech-
niques and optimizations discussed in this chapter can be found in Section 2.6.
Finally, Section 2.7 compares IDRA with existing architectures for wireless sen-
sor networks and Section 2.8 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 2.1: In the IDRA architecture, the role of a network protocol is simplified to two
tasks: (i) exchanging information and (ii) interacting with packets.
2.2 Simplifying network protocols
Currently, implementing a network protocol is time-consuming and complex. Be-
sides formulating a fully functional algorithm, many unrelated issues must be
solved. More specifically, each protocol layer must (i) define a message format
(including header and trailer fields), (ii) provide buffers to temporarily store pack-
ets and (iii) gather information from other nodes. We argue that this approach is
very inefficient. The main responsibility of a network protocol is to ensure that
information is relayed to the correct destination. It makes no sense that every
individual protocol layer has to bear the burden of gathering information, provi-
ding buffers and implementing header manipulations. Such functions, which are
repeated in each protocol layer, should be implemented in a single shared library.
In the IDRA architecture, protocol designers have to consider only the ‘infor-
mation exchanges’ when implementing a network protocol. Other tasks, such as
packet creation and buffer provisioning, are delegated to the architecture. As a re-
sult, network protocols are simpler and require less memory. In effect, the role of
a network protocol is simplified to its 2 main tasks (see Figure 2.1): (i) exchanging
information and (ii) interacting with the relayed information.
2.2.1 The exchange of information
Network protocols often exchange information with a remote node. Typical exam-
ples of exchanged information are:
• An application sends measured data values, such as the ‘ROOM TEMP-
ERATURE’, to a central monitoring node;
• a clustering protocol sends status information (e.g. ‘ENERGY REMAIN-
ING’) to all neighboring nodes;
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• or a routing protocol sends control information (such as a ‘ROUTE RE-
QUEST’) to a remote node.
Using our information driven approach, network protocols do not create a new
packet to send these types of information to a remote node. Instead, they rely on
the system to send and receive information. To send information to a remote node,
the protocol hands over an information parameter to the system, together with the
required destination. The system will transparently create a new packet, encap-
sulate the parameter into this packet and store the packet in a system-provided
queue (Figure 2.1, interaction i). Whenever a packet arrives at its final destination,
the system extracts the encapsulated information parameters from the packet and
distributes them to the interested protocols and applications. When the packet con-
tains no more information parameters, the empty packet is dropped by the system.
The main advantages of transferring the creation of packets to the system are:
(i) the system can ensure that similar control information is sent only once; (ii)
multiple interested network protocols can act upon the same exchanged informa-
tion; (iii) protocols are simpler since they do not need to create packets and do not
need to interact with packet buffers; and (iv) multiple information parameters can
be combined into a single packet, so that the number of required packets decreases
drastically (see Section 2.3.1).
2.2.2 Interacting with packets
Even when the system encapsulates the exchanged information in a packet for-
mat, network protocols must still interact with the forwarded packets. Traditio-
nally, protocol layers do this by associating information with passing packets in
the form of a (fixed size) packet header that precedes the packet payload. A packet
header typically contains multiple header fields that contain control information.
As pointed out in [4], this solution is inflexible, since information that is contained
in the headers is not available for higher layers, which limits cross-layer optimiza-
tion possibilities.
In our information driven architecture, protocols are not tasked with header
creation or manipulation. To ensure that network protocols can interpret all in-
coming packets, network protocols use a ‘Packet Facade’ to interact with packets
(Figure 2.1, interaction ii). Using this packet facade, protocols can associate packet
attributes with a packet, such as ‘source’, ‘destination’, ‘QoS ID’ or ‘time-to-live’.
The protocols do not require any knowledge about the actual packet structure. In-
stead, the packet facade is responsible for the storage and retrieval of the packet
attributes. Added packet attributes can be interpreted by any network protocol, not
only the protocol that added the attribute. As a result, the protocol logic and packet
representation are effectively decoupled, and no information is hidden from higher
layers.
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Figure 2.2: Through a packet facade, protocols interact with packets. Protocols do not re-
quire any knowledge about the actual packet format.
To correctly store and retrieve packet attributes, the packet facade should know
how each packet is constructed. This information is stored in packet part descrip-
tors (Figure 2.2) . Packet part descriptors describe how and where packet attributes
are stored in a header (e.g: the header offset, the byte-ordering, the number of allo-
cated bits, etc.). Examples of packet part descriptors are an IEEE 802.15.4 header,
an IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi header or an IP header.
New packet types can be created by combining multiple packet part descrip-
tors. A packet type is defined as a unique sequence of one or more well-defined
packet part descriptors. For example, an IEEE 802.15.4 packet part descriptor
can be combined with a 6LoWPAN packet part descriptor to create IPv6 compati-
ble packets. To create new packet types, developers can combine existing packet
part descriptors, or develop new propriety packet part descriptors. Alternatively, a
network designer can design a single highly optimized packet part descriptor that
efficiently compresses all packet attributes that are used in his specific network
scenario. Finally, it is important to note that network protocols are not limited to
the use of (standardized) packet attributes. Packet attributes that are not recognized
by any of the packet part descriptors are stored sequentially in the payload using a
type-length-value (TLV) representation.
Using a packet facade to associate attributes with a packet has the following
advantages: (i) protocol development is simplified, since there is no need to define
headers or header operations; (ii) packet attributes have a system-wide signifi-
cance: they can be inspected by the system or by any other protocol; (iii) multiple
packet types can be supported: the transmitted packet type can transparently be
changed without any changes to the protocols (e.g.: 6LoWPAN, IEEE 802.15.4 or
a custom packet).
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2.2.3 A system-wide shared queue
Finally, the system created packets must be stored. Layered networks use a ‘store-
and-process’ approach, wherein each network layer stores its own packets. Each
protocol requires a large enough internal queue to ensure that all received packets
can be stored. Thus, the total amount of buffer memory increases linearly with the
number of protocol layers (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: (a) In traditional layered architectures, each network layer allocates a packet
buffer. (b) In a shared queue approach, only one single, system-wide shared
packet buffer is allocated.
As part of the simplification process, the IDRA system is also responsible for
storing created and incoming packets (Figure 2.1, internal queue). Arriving pack-
ets are stored once in a system-wide shared queue and remain there until process-
ing is finished. This limits the total number of copy actions in the IDRA system.
Network protocols can interact with any of the packets from the shared queue using
the packet facade.
As stated by several authors [5, 6], the use of a shared, system-managed queue
has several advantages: (i) protocols are simpler and smaller since they do not have
to allocate queue memory; (ii) packets do not need to be copied between protocols,
resulting in less processing overhead; (iii) since the queue occupation from all
protocols is averaged, less total queue memory is required; and (iv) monitoring
and managing the total number of packets in the system is simpler.
2.3 Advanced architectural optimizations
Next-generation WSN applications should not only be energy efficient, but they
also require support for QoS and mobility. Moreover, as sensor networks be-
come increasingly interactive, the application requirements can change from time
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to time. This section discusses how the IDRA architecture efficiently copes with
these next-generation WSN requirements.
These next-generation requirements can not be solved by adapting a single net-
work protocol. On the contrary, efficient support for requirements, such as quality-
of-service or mobility, requires the redesign of several network layers and requires
advanced cross-layer cooperation. In an ideal situation, these features should be
addressed independently from the MAC and routing strategy. This way, developed
QoS and mobility solutions can be combined with any existing routing or MAC
protocol. This separation is only possible when advanced WSN requirements are
a part of the architectural design. It is well known that supporting additional fea-
tures after the design phase of an architecture is increasingly difficult. In fact, the
lack of architectural support for energy efficiency, QoS, mobility and heterogeneity
in existing WSN architectures is a major obstacle that hampers the deployment of
many next-generation applications for WSNs.
This section demonstrates how these next-generation applications requirements
can be supported at an architectural level in our information driven system. Thus,
our optimizations can be used to transparently enhance existing network protocols
with a basic form of QoS and mobility. As a result, IDRA will facilitate the support
of QoS and mobility without the need for changes to existing MAC and routing
protocols.
2.3.1 Energy efficiency
In contrast to traditional networks, wireless sensor networks are typically battery
powered. Even with a limited battery, a sensor network should have an operational
lifetime of at least several years without the need for any manual intervention. In
WSNs, most energy is spent when the radio is active. By periodically turning off
the radio, the network lifetime increases significantly [7]. However, this approach
is only feasible if the number of transmitted packets is very low. To reduce the
number of packet transmissions, ‘data aggregation’ is often applied, which is a
technique in which multiple measured data values are combined in a single packet.
Aggregation in WSNs is a well studied research topic [8, 9], on which many
specialized aggregation protocols have been proposed. However, these are gener-
ally highly optimized for very specific types of traffic flows, and they often require
complex fine-tuning to set-up optimal aggregation routes. To remedy this, IDRA
contains an in-built aggregation function which can be activated when no other
aggregation protocols are provided. This aggregation is part of the architecture
and is ‘non-intrusive’: no fine-tuning of aggregation settings is required and no
additional control messages are sent.
Our main assumption is that not all packet types need to be forwarded imme-
diately. Control packets generated by protocols (e.g. routing, power management,
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status information) often have a periodic character. Measurements, such as tem-
perature or remaining battery capacity do not vary a lot between subsequent status
updates. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that these packets are not very time-
sensitive, and can be delayed for a short amount of time before being sent.
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Figure 2.4: Extending the data aggregation concept. (a) Traditional architecture. (b) Archi-
tectural support for aggregation.
Whenever a protocol requests the sending of a parameter, the protocol also pro-
vides information regarding the maximum delay after which the parameters should
be sent. Before encapsulating the parameters in a packet, the system collects the
parameters in a central repository, called the waiting space (Figure 2.4). When-
ever a packet is relayed through the node, all information parameters to the same
‘next hop’ or ‘destination’ address are added to the packet. Delay-tolerant param-
eters can remain in the waiting space for up to a per-parameter predefined period
of time. If no data has been relayed within the allowed waiting time, the system
generates a new packet which combines all parameters that are destined for the
same node. To prevent the end-to-end delay from becoming too high, parameters
are only delayed in the waiting space of the initial node: packets are not further
delayed in intermediate nodes.
In contrast with traditional aggregation protocols, an architectural approach
has three main advantages: (i) both application level information and network
level control information can be combined, (ii) since aggregation is executed at an
architectural level, the aggregation approach is compatible with any networking
protocol, and (iii) this approach does not require any communication overhead
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between different nodes.
2.3.2 Supporting diverging application requirements
Sensor networks are used for increasingly complex applications, from controlling
thermostatic elements to security and health monitoring applications. These ap-
plications have very diverging network requirements in terms of QoS (reliability,
maximum delay, etc.) and network characteristics. In addition, a sensor network
is typically not an independent entity, but should interact with the outside world.
As a result, network protocols for WSNs are becoming increasingly complex: they
should support QoS requirements, they should interact with a diverse number of
communication technologies, and at the same time remain simple enough to im-
plement on a resource constrained sensor node.
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cols are fixed. (b) In IDRA, new network protocols can dynamically be added
per application requirement. The most optimal network protocols are automati-
cally selected by the system.
IDRA uses an alternative approach in which the network designer is given the
option to deploy multiple smaller and more specialized network protocols on a
single node. Whenever a packet requires processing, the system is responsible for
choosing and activa ing he most optimal network protocol (Fig re 2.5). For exam-
ple, a single node can contain: (i) an efficient broadcast protocol for disseminating
information; (ii) a data-centric routing protocol for collecting measured data; (iii)
a label switching protocol that creates virtual links between different nodes; and
finally (iv) a protocol for routing packets to an external network. The architecture
is able to dynamically change between these different routing or MAC protocols
at run-time.
Currently, IDRA implements a simple filter-based solution to select the most
optimal network protocol for each packet. Each IDRA protocol must register itself
by adding one or more filters to the system. These filters describe the function
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of the network protocol and indicate for which packets the protocol is optimized.
Consider the following examples:
• A voice routing protocol adds a filter ‘QoS label>5’. All voice packets that
require high QoS guarantees will be routed using this specialized protocol.
• A routing protocol implements an efficient broadcast algorithm. It registers
itself using the filter ‘address== BROADCAST ADDR’.
Through the packet facade, the system checks if the attributes of the arriving
packets match any of the registered filters. IDRA selects the network protocol
with most matching filters to process the packet. When no filters match, a default
routing or MAC protocol is chosen.
In layered architectures, network protocols are executed in a fixed sequence so
that each layer can remove the packet header from incoming packets. In contrast,
IDRA users can specify in which order protocols should be executed by defining
‘call sequences’. The default IDRA implementation contains a simple, determin-
istic call sequence that will suffice for most networks. The default call sequence
(application→ routing protocol→MAC protocol) mimics very closely the behav-
ior of traditional layered architectures. However, developers can define new call
sequences to design more flexible systems. It is possible to execute network proto-
cols in any order, and even change the execution sequence at run-time. Section 2.4
discusses how these advanced call sequences can be used to support heterogeneous
networks.
Using this flexible protocol selection approach has several advantages: (i)
smaller protocols that fulfill only a single function can be used; (ii) these smaller
protocols are more suited for resource constrained devices: they are often more
stable and are easier to maintain than monolithic protocols; (iii) the performance
of the network can be optimized by switching between different network protocols,
depending on the network circumstances [10].
2.3.3 Quality-of-Service
Before sensor networks can be used for critical and time-sensitive applications,
WSNs should be able to deliver Quality-Of-Service (QoS) guarantees. IDRA is
optimized for the design of transparent QoS solutions:
• Since all packets are stored in a shared packet queue, the system can monitor
all available packets. As a result, the QoS module has a clear view on the
number of packets, their current processing state and their expected delay.
• The QoS module can influence the order in which packets are processed and
which packets should be transmitted first.
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• Through the packet facade, the QoS module can read and modify the at-
tributes of relayed packets at any processing stage. This information can be
taken into account for intelligent packet selection and dropping strategies.
• Using dynamic protocol selection, packets with strict QoS requirements can
be processed by specialized protocols.
• Analyzing which parameters can be aggregated with relayed packets results
in additional processing delay. Therefore, the QoS module has the option to
disable aggregation for high-priority packets. As a result, additional delay
will only be introduced for low-priority traffic.
A single QoS module that is part of the IDRA system has control of all stored
packets. By rewriting this module, new QoS solutions can be implemented. To
implement new QoS logic, an interface is available through which the following
commands can be given to the system:
• drop a specific (low-priority) packet (useful when the queue is full);
• select which packet should be processed first;
• put the processing of low-priority packets on hold (even when those packets
are currently being processed by a protocol);
• activate the most suitable network protocol, depending on the characteristics
of each packet;
• indicates which packet should be transmitted first;
• enable or disable aggregation on a per-packet basis.
Together, these commands can be used to design a wide range of possible QoS
solutions. The developed QoS controller is protocol independent: it can transpar-
ently be combined with any IDRA network protocol. Of course, the developed
QoS solution can also be combined with QoS aware network protocols for even
more sophisticated results [11]. During the evaluation of IDRA, it will be demon-
strated that these system commands suffice to transparently add simple QoS fea-
tures to existing IDRA protocols.
2.3.4 Mobility support
Wireless sensor networks are also often used for localization or tracking pur-
poses [12]. However, the presence of mobile nodes has a profound influence on
the performance of the network. Whenever a node moves, all routes that involve
this node have to be set-up again. In addition, the MAC protocol must ensure that
communication is possible with all new nodes that arrive in the neighborhood.
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IDRA provides the following features to facilitate the design of mobility-aware
network protocols.
• A shared neighbor table is provided, which stores (network) statistics for
each neighboring node.
• To discover new (or leaving) sensor nodes, the default call sequence can
easily be extended with a neighbor discovery protocol (Section 2.3.2), that
can be made responsible for updating the neighbor table and adding new
neighbors.
• Whenever a neighbor is removed, all network protocols are informed about
these changes. This way, the routing protocol knows that it should update
all routes that involve this node.
The added neighbor discovery protocol can be either active or passive. Active
neighbor discovery protocols regularly broadcasts information to all neighboring
nodes. Newly discovered nodes are added to the neighbor table, whilst all nodes
that do not respond are removed. A passive neighbor monitoring protocol typically
does not exchange messages. Whenever a packet is received from a node, this
node is added to the neighbor table. When no packets have been received from a
node during a predetermined period, the neighbor is removed. As a result, passive
neighbor discovery requires less communication overhead, but reacts more slowly
to topology changes.
2.4 Towards heterogeneous networks
The previous sections presented several optimizations for (i) simplifying the devel-
opment of network protocols and (ii) supporting advanced network requirements
such as energy efficiency, dynamic protocol selection, QoS and mobility. These
features are adequate for developing next-generation sensor applications. How-
ever, in the long term, WSNs will become increasingly heterogeneous:
• New, next-generation sensor nodes will be added to existing (legacy) WSNs.
• Advanced wireless sensor networks are often deployed on hardware with
very diverging capabilities: from light switches to air-conditioning con-
trollers [1, 13].
• Support for interaction with surrounding networks becomes increasingly im-
portant. An example is ‘the internet of things’ [14], which describes a vision
in which any object is connected to any other object.
As a result, future sensor networks will be more diverse in regards to the capa-
bilities of the sensor nodes. These sensor nodes can differ in terms of:
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• node capabilities (diverging memory, processing or energy provisions);
• communication methods (different network protocols, packet types or radio
technologies).
This section describes how IDRA can be used to facilitate this transition towards
strongly heterogeneous networks.
2.4.1 Diverging node capabilities
Typical sensor nodes are too simple for complex tasks such as intrusion detection,
equipment tracking or for controlling advanced machinery. When additional inter-
action with the environment is required, more capable nodes (‘actuator nodes’) are
added to the WSN. These actuator nodes are sometimes connected to the power
grid, and are often equipped with secondary communication interfaces (e.g. wired
or Wi-Fi).
The availability of more capable nodes is often known at the design time of the
network. As such, the network protocols can take into account the capabilities of
the available nodes.
1 Non-essential protocols can be omitted from nodes with little capabilities.
Typical functions that can be delegated to more capable nodes include data
aggregation, position discovery and mobility detection.
2 In addition, the system can execute simpler protocol implementations on
lightweight nodes. A typical example is the use of a clustered MAC pro-
tocol, in which advanced nodes (‘clusterheads’) calculate the optimal slot
assignments and distribute these to the less capable nodes.
An example is shown in Figure 2.6. Based on their capabilities, four types
of nodes are defined: lightweight, advanced, actuator and computing nodes. The
lightweight nodes have very limited resources and only support basic functional-
ities, hence only the basic protocols are implemented. For example, the routing
protocol can be as simple as forwarding sensed data to a more advanced node. The
advanced nodes have more sophisticated functionalities. They implement func-
tionality that is needed for a scalable and energy efficient WSN, such as advanced
routing, clustering and the IDRA aggregation functionality. As such, advanced
nodes typically fulfill the functions of relay nodes. Next, actuator nodes can be
programmed to control individual sensor nodes. As such, they directly manage
a number of sensor nodes. Finally, the computing nodes are the most powerful
nodes and have a much larger battery capacity (e.g.connected to the power grid)
and computing power. They offer additional services, such as mobility support and
network monitoring, which are not required for data gathering and relaying, but
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Figure 2.6: Depending on their capabilities, the number of protocols can be varied.
are necessary for more demanding applications. For example: a position discov-
ery protocol can present valuable information for optimizing the routing protocol
or for supporting mobility.
To enable such flexible systems, IDRA developers can design different execu-
tion sequences based on the capabilities of each node. By defining custom call se-
quences, very flexible systems can be implemented (see Section 2.3.2). In layered
architectures, omitting network protocols would result in conflicts (for example,
by not or incorrectly removing protocol headers). However, in IDRA, packet at-
tributes remain associated with a packet even if network protocols are omitted at
intermediate nodes. As such, the IDRA architecture can be customized for both
high capacity and low capacity nodes.
2.4.2 Different communication technologies
Current wireless sensor networks typically consist of only a single network tech-
nology. However, new technologies are constantly being developed and integrated
in existing networks. These co-located technologies will need to cooperate to per-
form efficiently. By allowing communication between (co-located) networks the
network performance increases. For example, sensor packets can be routed over a
co-located mesh network to obtain a shorter end-to-end delay for the WSN (Fig-
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Figure 2.7: Routing a packet over multiple co-located network technologies can result in
more efficient paths with shorter delays.
ure 2.7). Connecting different types of networks can also provide business ad-
vantages: when checking e-mails on a cell phone, rather than using an expensive
3G network, the cell phone can instead use bluetooth to connect with a body area
network (BAN). The BAN, in turn, can make a connection with a nearby Wi-Fi
gateway to provide cheap internet access.
IDRA includes a shared neighbor table that can be used to associate informa-
tion with neighboring devices. For each neighbor, an entry can be made in the
shared neighbor table that indicates the preferred packet type, routing protocol
and MAC protocol. IDRA will automatically select the correct MAC protocol and
sent the preferred packet type over the correct radio interface. More details about
how IDRA can be used to transparently connect heterogeneous devices that use
different communication technologies will be given in Chapter 4.
2.4.3 Porting legacy protocols to IDRA
Finally, it is possible to port existing network protocols to IDRA. Three changes
need to be made to the internal logic of existing network protocols before they can
be used in the IDRA framework. (i) Instead of creating packets to exchange infor-
mation, protocols and applications hand over a parameter to the global aggregation
architecture. The architecture will either create a packet to send the parameter, or
add the parameter to a passing packet. (ii) Protocols and applications do not inspect
the payload of received packets. Instead, the architecture extracts from received
packets all the parameters that reached their destination and distributes them to all
interested network protocols or applications.
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2.5 IDRA implementation
The concepts discussed in the previous sections have been implemented using the
TinyOS [15] operating system. Run-time addition of protocols is currently not
supported, since TinyOS does not support dynamic code updates. First, the func-
tionality of each component is described. Afterwards, the packet processing flow
will be discussed in more detail.
2.5.1 Internal components
An overview of the IDRA implementation is shown in Figure 2.8. The IDRA
implementation has the following internal components.
Parameter sending / dispatching: through this component, protocols and ap-
plications can distribute information parameters to other nodes, and receive in-
formation parameters from other nodes (cfr. Section 2.2.1). When information
parameters do not need to be sent immediately, they are temporarily stored in an
internal parameter queue so that they can be added to forwarded packets (cfr. Sec-
tion 2.3.1).
Internal logic: this component manages the packet queue (cfr. Section 2.2.3).
For each packet, status information is stored that indicates which protocols already
processed the packet, whether or not the packet is ready for sending, etc.
QoS manager: at any moment, the QoS manager can drop a packet from the
queue, change the priority of a packet, or indicate to the system which packet
should be processed or transmitted first (cfr. Section 2.3.3).
Protocol Selection: this component is responsible for selecting which network
protocols should process each packet. Protocols add filters to this component to
indicate for which packet types the protocol is optimized (cfr. Section 2.3.2).
Packet Facade: the packet facade is used by network protocols to interact with
packets (cfr. Section 2.2.2) and by the ‘parameter sending’ component to create
new packets (whenever the acceptable delay of a stored information parameter has
been exceeded).
Neighbor table: network protocols can use this table to store information about
neighboring devices, such as link quality, battery status, etc.
Node information: this table is used as a general purpose ‘whiteboard’ where
network protocols can store and retrieve status information.
System Settings: through this component, network protocols can read system
information, such as the total number of transmitted or received packets, or update
system settings, such as the node ID.
Transmission Settings: through this component, MAC protocols manage the
sending of packets. It has provisions for (i) requesting how many packets from
the shared queue are ready for sending, (ii) ordering the system to send a specific
packet, and (iii) changing the radio settings.
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the IDRA implementation.
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Figure 2.9: Protocol sequence of the IDRA implementation.
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2.5.2 Processing flow
To better understand the internal logic of the IDRA implementation, this section
describes how packets are processed.
1. Storing incoming packets. To limit the number of copy actions, the radio
controllers can store incoming packets directly in the IDRA queue. To this end,
the radio controller asks the radio facade at which queue entry the next incoming
packet should be stored. Whenever a packet is copied to the queue, the radio
facade is notified and provides the radio controller with a new queue entry to store
the next incoming packet. After updating the packet metadata of the newly stored
packet (RSSI, LQI, packet status), the radio facade indicates to the queue manager
that the packet is ‘ready for processing’.
2. Selecting a packet for processing. This step starts when a new packet is
stored in the shared queue. This occurs when either (i) the queue manager (‘In-
ternal Logic’) is notified by the radio facade that a new packet has arrived, or
(ii) when the ‘parameter sending’ module creates a new packet to encapsulate an
information parameter. If multiple packets are available, the queue manager is re-
sponsible for selecting which packet should be processed first. Unless otherwise
notified by the QoS manager, the packet with highest priority is selected first for
processing. If multiple packets with the same priority are present, precedence is
given to the packet that arrived first.
3. Processing the packets. Next, the ‘protocol selection’ component is re-
sponsible for selecting which protocol should process the packet. Section 2.5.3
will describe in more detail how the protocol selection component decides which
network protocols should be executed. Whenever a network protocol finishes pro-
cessing a packet, the status of the packet is updated and the queue manager chooses
which packet should be processed next. When the protocol selection component
indicates that no more protocols remain to process the packet, the packet status of
this packet is updated to ‘ready for sending’. If multiple packets are available for
sending, the QoS manager can indicate which packet should be transmitted first.
4. Sending the packet. The ‘ready for sending’ packet is stored until the MAC
protocol uses the ‘Transmission Settings’ to indicate when and how (e.g. trans-
mission power, radio channel, ...) the packet should be transmitted. The ‘Radio
Facade’ selects which radio interfaces should be used to transmit the packet (cfr.
Section 2.4.2) and forwards the packet to the selected radio controllers.
The next section describes in more detail step 3 of the processing flow, i.e. how
does the ‘protocol selection’ component decides which protocols should process a
packet.
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2.5.3 Protocol selection
Whenever an IDRA protocol finishes processing a packet, the protocol signals one
of the following return values to the system:
• SUCCESS The network protocol finished successfully; the next protocol
can be executed.
• FAIL The network protocol can not process the packet; the packet should be
dropped from the shared queue.
• BUSY The network protocol is not yet ready to process the packet; the pro-
tocol will be called again at a later time.
An IDRA protocol can implement either a complex network algorithm (such
as a routing protocol), or a simple modules that requires no communication with
other devices (such as duplicate detection). IDRA does not make a distinction
between these types of functionality: both complex protocols and simple network
functions register to the ‘protocol selection’ component. By default, the following
protocol execution sequence is used (see Figure 2.9).
(i) First, filtering protocols are executed to filter away unwanted incoming
packets. All filtering protocols are executed sequentially. The following filtering
protocols are available.
• ‘Packet identification’ is responsible for identifying the packet type of in-
coming packets (see Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 4). Once the packet type is
identified, the packet facade can be used to interact with the packet. If a
packet is not recognized, it is dropped.
• The ‘destination check’ module drops all packets that are destined for dif-
ferent nodes.
• ‘Duplicate detection’ drops duplicate packets.
• Other user-created filtering protocols can be included. For example, ‘link
quality protocols’ can be implemented that only accept packets from nodes
that have a good link quality, or ‘topology control protocols’ that restrict
from which neighbors packets can be received.
• Finally, the ‘parameter extraction’ module is executed. If the packet reaches
its final destination, the encapsulated information parameters are extracted
and distributed through the ‘parameter dispatching’ component. Afterwards,
the packet is dropped1.
1If the destination of the packet is equal to the BROADCAST or NEIGHBOR address, the parame-
ters are also extracted but the packet is not dropped.
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(ii) Next, the protocol selection implementation executes all relevant moni-
toring protocols. Monitoring protocols typically gather network information (for
example, to fill in the neighbor table). All monitoring protocols are executed se-
quentially. When a new packet is created by the ‘parameter sending’ component,
the execution schedule starts from the ‘packet creation’ component. Thus, newly
created packets will not be dropped by any filtering protocols, but will be inspected
by all monitoring protocols.
(iii) A routing protocol is used to determine the next hop address of the packet.
The packet facade is used to update the next hop address or to add a path label to
the packet. To set-up a network path, routing protocols typically send out ‘route
request’ information parameters through the ‘parameter exchange’ component. If
multiple routing protocols are available, only one will be selected.
(iv) Similarly, only a single MAC protocol is executed. The MAC protocol can
update packet attributes, but can not yet order IDRA to sent the packet. Sending
the packet will be possible afterwards through the ‘Transmission Settings’ compo-
nents, once the packet has been fully processed.
(v) Finally, the post processing protocols prepare the packet for sending.
• The ‘packet conversion’ module can convert the packet to a different packet
type. More implementation details are available in Section 4.5.1 of Chap-
ter 4.
• The packet updating module updates the ‘sender’ packet attribute.
• The aggregation module checks if information parameter are available in the
‘parameter sending’ component. If possible, the information parameters are
aggregated to the packet (cfr. Section 2.3.1).
Applications also register to the ‘protocol selection’ component. However,
since applications do not process any packets, they are not part of the packet pro-
cessing flow. It is possible for a protocol to register itself multiple times. For
example, a MAC protocol can register itself to be executed both as a filtering pro-
tocol (to drop unwanted incoming packets) and as a monitoring protocol (to send
packet acknowledges). Finally, by reconfiguring the protocol selection component,
users can change the behavior of the protocol execution sequence.
2.6 System evaluation
For the performance evaluation of IDRA, the iLab.t wireless sensor test bed [16,
17] was used, which is located in the IBBT - Ghent University office building in
Belgium. The iLab.t test bed consists of 200 TmoteSky sensor nodes, spread out
over 3 floors. By setting the transmissions power of the sensor nodes to an output
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power of -15 dBm, packets require 4 to 5 hops to be transmitted from one side of
the building to the opposite side.
The following sections evaluate how each of the techniques described in Sec-
tions 2.2 and 2.3 influence the overall system performance of IDRA. For each of
the techniques, a thorough qualitative and quantitative analysis in terms of pro-
cessing time, memory overhead, throughput and behavior is provided.
2.6.1 Evaluation of the aggregation approach
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Figure 2.10: Performance of in-built IDRA aggregation in a point-to-point scenario. Each
floor consists of ± 60 TMoteSky sensor nodes.
To evaluate the performance of the aggregation approach, all nodes of the test
bed were configured to regularly broadcast status messages to their neighbors. In
addition, 20% of the nodes were used as a source for point-to-point traffic: they
contacted a random other node to which measured information was sent every 60
seconds. To set-up routes, the AODV [18] protocol was used. To compensate for
the unreliability of the paths, the maximum lifetime of a AODV path is set to 10
minutes, after which a new path setup is executed. The maximum parameter delay
of the information exchanges was set to 30 seconds.
Figure 2.10 shows that the resulting number of packet transmissions reduces
by more than a factor two when architectural aggregation is enabled. The main
reason for this significant reduction of packet transmissions is the fact that any
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type of information (both application and network information) can be combined
with information generated by any other protocol layer.
For a more in-depth comparison of the IDRA aggregation approach with exist-
ing techniques, we refer to Chapter 3, where it is demonstrated that our approach
can increase the network lifetime by 30-50 percent, depending on the MAC proto-
col.
2.6.2 System processing overhead
Optimization Avg execution Percentagetime per packet
Network Protocols CTP & S-MAC 2.42 msec 37.99 %
Basic IDRA functionality
IDRA System Overhead 1.28 msec 20.09 %
Information Management
(Section 2.2.1)
0.59 msec 9.26 %
Packet Facade and Packet
Identification (Section 2.2.2)
0.97 msec 15.23 %
Advanced IDRA optimizations
Aggregation (Section 2.3.1) 0.58 msec 9.11 %
Protocol Selection (Sec-
tion 2.3.2)
0.02 msec 0.31 %
QoS (Section 2.3.3) 0.51 msec 8.01 %
Total 6.37 msec 100 %
Table 2.1: Processing overhead of the architectural components of the IDRA system.
Table 2.1 shows the contribution of each technique to the average processing
delay of a packet. For ease of comparison, the results from this section are given
in msec as measured on a 8 MHz TMoteSky node. The estimated number of
clock cycles can be derived by multiplying the resulting milliseconds by 8000.
To get these results, the average execution time that was spent in each module
was measured using the network scenario described in Section 2.6.1. The results
in Table 2.1 give a broad indication of the contributions of each technique to the
total processing overhead. Of course, these results depend strongly on the network
topology and the number of information exchanges.
Based on Table 2.1, it is clear that most processing overhead is caused by
the network protocols (almost 40%). The IDRA system overhead (about 20%) is
caused by copying packets to the shared queue and for managing internal timers
and tasks. The flexibility of the packet facade comes at an overhead of about 15%
of the total processing overhead, which is a little less than 1 msec. The overhead of
the advanced IDRA optimizations is limited to at most 10% of the total processing
time.
Table 2.1 can be used by system developers to decide for each feature whether
or not the advantages compensate for the additional processing overhead. How-
ever, even when all IDRA features are enabled, the processing delay is about 6-7
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milliseconds on a TMoteSky sensor node. As such, the total processing overhead
is negligible for most WSNs, since the duty cycle (sleep period) of typical MAC
protocols for WSNs is typically 200 msec or higher.
2.6.3 System memory overhead
Component ROM RAM
Radio Controller CC2420 11196 493
Basic IDRA functionality
System Components 7016 909
Information exchanges (Section 2.2.1) 1862 353
Shared queue (Section 2.2.3) 1934 1858
Packet facade (interpretor) (Section 2.2.2) 806 8
Advanced IDRA optimizations
Aggregation (Section 2.3.1) 1012 58
Protocol selection (Section 2.3.2) 1564 86
Quality-Of-Service (Section 2.3.3) 728 4
Total 27118 3769
Table 2.2: Memory footprint (in bytes) of the architectural components of the IDRA system.
The memory footprint of the different architectural components is shown in Ta-
ble 2.2. The entry ‘System Components‘ includes modules for duplicate detection,
print statements and timer management.
The full architecture requires about 27kb ROM and 4 kB RAM memory (11
kB of these ROM requirements are required by the radio controller). As such, the
total memory requirements are well under the limits of most sensor nodes. This
demonstrates that IDRA can be used in most typical sensor networks. Moreover,
Section 2.2 will demonstrate that this larger initial memory cost is compensated
by the smaller size of the IDRA network protocols. For nodes with even more
constrained memory limits, the advanced IDRA optimizations can be disabled.
2.6.4 Performance of the shared queue
Copying packets from one layer to another causes a significant processing over-
head. According to [19], multi-hop throughput in WSNs is limited mainly by the
number of times a packet needs to be copied. On the TMoteSky, the processing
overhead for copying a single packet of 128 bytes corresponds to±1530 clock cy-
cles, or 0.19 msec. Using a shared queue, only two copy actions are required: one
to copy incoming packets from the radio to the queue and one to copy outgoing
packets from the queue to the radio. In contrast, when using a layered ‘store-and-
process’ architecture, packets traverse through each layer twice (once to remove all
headers and once to process the packet). As a result, processing overhead increases
by twice this amount for each protocol layer.
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Total queue entries Packet drop ratio
Shared queue
1 56.4 %
2 5.6 %
3 0.1 %
Layered
Routing MAC
1 1 47.8 %
2 1 46.6 %
1 2 4.8 %
2 2 3.7 %
Table 2.3: Comparing the packet drop ratios (lower is better) for different queue sizes when
using a shared queue versus a layered approach.
The optimal size of the shared queue depends on many factors, such as the
average processing delay of the network protocols (including route set-up), the
number of required control messages, the network characteristics and the applica-
tion requirements. As an example, Table 2.3 shows the average number of packet
drops for different buffer sizes. These results were obtained using the data collec-
tion scenario (without aggregation) from Section 2.6.1 on a single floor with 60
sensor nodes. Not only is the processing overhead of a shared queue lower, but the
use of a shared queue (i) is significantly better in terms of packet drops (for a fixed
number of queue entries) and (ii) makes it easier to determine the required number
of queue entries.
2.6.5 Support for traffic streams of different priorities
This section demonstrates that the available QoS commands are sufficient to trans-
parently add simple QoS features to existing IDRA protocols. To this end, a simple
QoS module was developed for IDRA that implements the following two rules: (i)
when the packet queue is full, the packet with the lowest priority is dropped; (ii)
the packets with the highest priority are always processed and transmitted first.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the available QoS commands, the QoS module
was added to a scenario whereby a collection tree protocol [20] was used to collect
data. One node was configured as an always on sink node. The other nodes were
generating data packets every 4 seconds but, due to their sleeping scheme, they
could only transmit a packet every second. This way, an overloaded network was
created where packets had to be dropped. Two types of traffic were generated, each
having a different priority level. The high priority traffic flow was generated on
only one node, while all the other nodes were generating a low priority traffic flow.
Using the provided libraries, the implementation of these QoS policies required
only 782 bytes ROM and a processing overhead of 4080 clock cycles (about 0.5
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Low-priority stream High-priority stream
No QoS Avg delay 14.69 sec 15.07 secAvg packet reliability 8.90 % 15.67 %
Architectural QoS Avg delay 17.59 sec 1.58 secAvg packet reliability 3.76 % 98.22 %
Table 2.4: Average delay and the end-to-end reliability (percentage of successfully packet
received) of packet streams with different priority level with and without QoS
support. The QoS solutions are implemented at the architectural level (i.e.: the
network protocols are not QoS-aware).
msec on a 8 MHz processor) per packet.
Table 2.4 shows the end-to-end delay and packet drop results from the high
priority traffic flow compared with the average of the low priority traffic flows on
the same hop level. The delay and packet loss for the high priority stream is sig-
nificantly lower, even though the network protocols do not support any QoS at all.
Thus, when using IDRA, it is possible to increase the global network performance
by combining protocol-independent QoS solutions with any network protocol.
2.6.6 Performance of the packet facade
To decouple the packet structure from the protocol logic, the IDRA architecture re-
lies on the use of a packet facade. This section investigates the cost that is incurred
by using a packet facade to update packet attributes.
Table 2.5 shows the memory requirements that are used by different packet part
descriptors to describe a packet structure. There is a clear correlation between the
complexity of a packet part descriptor and its memory and processing overhead.
For example, the 6LoWPAN packet part descriptor requires up to 588 bytes to
describe the header structure. In contrast, the most simple packet part descriptor
uses a Type-Length-Value (TLV) representation to sequentially store attributes.
This TLV packet part descriptor requires only 34 bytes ROM and is used to store
packet attributes in the packet payload. This ensures that all packet attributes can
be stored, even when no other packet part knows how to process a certain packet
attribute.
Table 2.6 compares the processing overhead for creating and manipulating
packets with the overhead for traditional methods (e.g: using fixed C structures).
Due to the low total processing delay, the overhead is expressed in clock cycles. To
measure the packet update overhead, all packet attributes that are recognized by the
packet part (for example: the sender, receiver and packet ID for a 802.15.4 packet
part) were updated. Again, there is a clear correlation between the complexity of
the packet structure and its processing overhead.
In general, creating a new packet using the packet facade does not require
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Packet part descriptor ROM footprint Header size
Sequential storage (TLV) 34 bytes Variable
IEEE 802.15.4 120 bytes 9 bytes
IPv6 396 bytes Variable
6LoWPAN (HC4 spec.) 588 bytes 13 bytes
Table 2.5: Memory footprint (in bytes) and header size (in bytes) of multiple packet part
descriptors.
Packet part descriptor
Packet creation overhead Packet update overhead
Traditional Packet part Traditional Packet part
approach descriptor approach descriptor
Sequential storage (TLV) n/a 376 cycles n/a ± 620 cycles per update
IEEE 802.15.4 288 cycles 456 cycles 172 cycles 940 cycles
IPv6 604 cycles 640 cycles 232 cycles 884 cycles
6LoWPAN (HC4 spec.) 1860 cycles 2040 cycles 604 cycles 1276 cycles
Table 2.6: Processing overhead (in clock cycles) of the available packet part descriptors.
significantly more processing than when using more traditional approaches. How-
ever, updating a header through the packet facade can require up to 5 times more
processing cycles than directly assigning values to header fields. For most WSN
networks this result is acceptable, since the total overhead of the packet facade
is still significantly smaller than the overhead of the network protocols (see Ta-
ble 2.1). At the cost of this additional processing overhead, the packet facade
results in additional flexibility in terms of packet construction.
2.6.7 System throughput
For most WSNs, little emphasis is put on the maximal throughput of the system.
Theoretically, an 802.15.4 network has a maximal physical bitrate of 250 kbit/sec.
However, MAC protocols for sensor networks make heavy use of duty cycling in
the form of sleep schemes. These sleep schemes create artificial bottlenecks in
terms of throughput, resulting in a maximal throughput which is typically a factor
10 lower. However, as sensor networks are increasingly used for more demanding
applications, such as camera surveillance networks, the importance of the maxi-
mum throughput might increase in the future.
Table 2.8 shows the measured single hop IDRA throughput for different packet
types and payload sizes. Creating a packet using more advanced packet part de-
scriptors result in smaller packets, since a higher number of packet attributes will
have a fixed header location.
Using the notations from Table 2.7, the theoretical single hop throughput is
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Variable Meaning
TIDRA Per packet processing overhead of the IDRA architec-
ture
Tradio Processing overhead of the radio driver before a
packet transmission
Ttransmission Time to transmit a packet of PacketSize kilobits
Table 2.7: List of symbols used in calculation of the theoretical throughput.
shown in Formula 2.1. It can be observed that a higher system processing overhead
TIDRA results in a lower effective throughput. In general, creating and processing
a packet with a simple packet description requires about 6 msec, which results in
a measured throughput of about 167 kbps. The use of a more complex 6LoWPAN
packet type decreases the total packet size and increases the processing delay to 7
msec, which corresponds to a measured throughput of about 143 kbps.
Throughput =
PacketSize
TIDRA + Tradio + Ttransmission
=
PacketSize
TIDRA + Tradio +
PacketSize
Phys.bitrate
(2.1)
These measurements correspond to an ‘ideal’ radio with no radio processing
overhead (Tradio = 0). In practice, the radio controller also requires CPU cycles.
When using a blocking radio, no calculations can be executed by the CPU while
the radio is transmitting. Since the performance of the default TinyOS radio is
very low, IDRA includes an optimized CC2420 radio controller, which blocks the
CPU for only 4 to 6 milliseconds per packet transmission (Tradio = 4-6 msec).
Table 2.8 shows the resulting measured throughput. The combined IDRA and
radio overhead for transmitting a packet is up to 12 msec. As a result, the resulting
maximal throughput is about 95 kbps.
In contrast, the default TinyOS CC2420 radio controller blocks the CPU for up
to 20 msec per packet transmission (Tradio = ±20msec). When using this default
radio, the time required for sending a packet is significantly larger than the packet
processing time of IDRA, which results in very low throughputs. The maximum
throughput is limited to about 50 kbps.
Using Section 2.6.2, it is possible to estimate the cost (in terms of throughput)
of each proposed technique. For example, as shown in Table 2.1, disabling QoS
and aggregation lowers the processing overhead per packet by 1 msec. A decrease
of processing time results in an increase of the throughput. Since the processing
time will decrease by 17%, the maximum throughput will increase by a similar
percentage from 167 kbps to 197 kbps. Using similar calculations, the throughput
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cost for new architectural techniques can be estimated before the actual deploy-
ment of the network.
To summarize, these results show that the maximum single-hop throughput is
currently mainly limited by the radio controller, rather than the system. The use
of a non-blocking radio controller would almost double the throughput. Other
techniques to increase the throughput include: the use of a faster radio, increasing
the CPU clock frequency, using simpler packet types or disabling architectural
features such as QoS or aggregation.
2.6.8 Performance of the network protocols
Traditional Protocol ROM RAM
MAC
TOS2.1 MAC [21] 11528 320
X-MAC [22] 19854 876
SCP-MAC [23] 21372 1056
Routing
Lunar [24] 5000 1518
CTP [20] 7234 1198
TYMO [25] 11404 482(+60 per route)
Table 2.9: Memory requirements (in bytes) of typical layered WSN network protocols.
IDRA Protocol ROM RAM
MAC
LPL MAC [26] 822 176
S-MAC [27] 1126 184
FlexMAC 10210 858
Routing
CTP [20] 712 130
AODV [18] 1836 158(+7 per route)
HYDRO [28] 1924 692(+28 per route)
DYMO [29] 5008 312(+18 per route)
Table 2.10: Memory requirements (in bytes) of different IDRA network protocols.
Section 2.2 demonstrated that it is easier to design network protocols for IDRA
since packet creation, packet interaction and buffer provisioning are delegated to
the architecture. As a result, network protocols also require significantly less mem-
ory. This is shown in Tables 2.9 and 2.10, where the memory requirements of
typical layered protocols can be compared to those of different IDRA protocols.
When using a layered architecture, the total memory consumption increases
linearly with the number of network protocols. As shown earlier in Table 2.2, us-
ing IDRA requires a significant initial memory investment (11.6 kB ROM and 3.1
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kB RAM for the basic IDRA functionality). This initial cost is compensated by the
lower memory requirements of IDRA protocols. In some cases, the memory foot-
print of IDRA network protocols is reduced by up to a factor 10. This shows that,
using IDRA, it is indeed feasible to combine multiple routing and MAC protocols
on a single node.
2.7 Related work
This section gives an overview of related existing WSN architectures.
2.7.1 A Sensor Network Architecture (SNA)
The sensor network architecture (SNA) [30] is based on ‘functionality’: the au-
thors analyzed thoroughly which ‘functions’ or ‘components’ are often executed
by protocols. They provided a modular MAC layer (Sensornet Protocol or ‘SP’) [5]
and a modular routing layer (Network Layer Architecture or ‘NLA’) [3, 31]. A pro-
tocol designer can use the available modules to ‘build’ a custom network protocol.
The components are ‘glued together’ using a cross-layer database that shares in-
formation such as a message pool (similar to the ‘shared queue’), a link estimation
table and an extensible neighbor table. As such, SNA can be regarded a collection
of ‘puzzle pieces’ that can easily be combined to create new network protocols.
The SNA has several similar goals as IDRA, but differs in the following ways.
(i) Rather than delegating tasks to a central system, their goal is to enable the quick
development of protocol layers, using the provided components for each layer.
(ii) Protocols need to define their own headers and must encapsulate packets from
higher layers. (iii) Dynamic selection between protocols is not supported, and pro-
tocols can not view or reuse each others packet attributes. (iv) SNA has only lim-
ited support for energy-efficiency. Since their system can not extract meaningful
parameters from packets, they combine full packets rather than only the relevant
information. Additionally, they can not aggregate information to non-neighboring
nodes. (v) Provisions for QoS or heterogeneity are not supported.
2.7.2 Mac Layer Architecture
A similar component-based architecture is the ‘MAC Layer Architecture’ (MLA)
[32]. This architecture provides optimized, reusable components that implement
common features that are shared by existing MAC protocols. Similar to the SNA
architecture, the main focus of MLA is code reusability.
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2.7.3 The Chameleon Architecture
The Chameleon architecture [6] is part of the Contiki operating system [33]. Sim-
ilar to the packet facade presented in this chapter, the chameleon architecture
uses packet attributes which are transformed into packets by header transforma-
tion modules. The architecture includes example header transformation modules
for IEEE 802.15.4, UDP/IP and TCP/IP packets. In addition, an interesting trans-
formation module is included that automatically calculates the optimal packing of
attributes into a packet.
The main differences with the IDRA architecture are the following. (i) IDRA
packet attributes are stored directly at (and read directly from) the correct header
offset, which results in minimal processing overhead. In contrast, the Chameleon
architecture dismantles every incoming packet and stores each packet attribute at
a separate location. As such, the Chameleon approach requires additional buffer
spaces and copy operations to process each incoming packet. (ii) The Chameleon
header transformation modules are implemented in the higher network layers above
the MAC protocol. As a result, the MAC header does not profit from the decou-
pling of protocol logic and packet structure. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, IDRA
is able to support multiple packet recognition approaches. (iii) The chameleon ar-
chitecture provides only a single approach to identify incoming packets (a unique
‘channel’ identifier which is added to each transmitted packet). (iv) In the Cha-
meleon architecture, part of the MAC protocol logic needs to be implemented in
the Chameleon header transformation module. As a result, the Chameleon packet
structure modules are significantly larger than the IDRA packet descriptors. (v) No
solutions are provided to support energy efficiency, QoS, mobility or heterogeneity
at an architectural level.
2.7.4 A declarative sensornet architecture
The declarative sensor network architecture (DSN) [34, 35] aims to facilitate the
programming of sensor nodes, using a declarative language (called Snlog). This
language provides a high level of abstraction: protocols describe what the code is
doing, but not how it is doing it. Algorithms are implemented using predicates,
tuples, facts and rules.
The compiler represents all this information as tables. Rules are converted to
dataflow plans, using database operations (Join, Select, Aggregate and Project).
Execution of the dataflow plans is triggered by the associated predicates. Finally,
the intermediary operators are compiled into a nesC program.
DSN is especially suited for recursive protocols, such as tree construction
(which requires only 7 lines of code). Additionally, protocol interoperability can
be supported using database scheme matching techniques on the packets. How-
ever, the architecture currently has several disadvantages: (i) complex data struc-
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tures are not supported, (ii) total memory size increases (up to a factor 3) and (iii)
no fine grained radio control is supported (which makes the language unsuited for
low-level MAC protocols).
2.7.5 Modular architectures
One of the limitations of a layered architecture is that it is difficult to incorporate
new cross-layer services, since interfaces are explicitly embedded in each layer.
An alternative is to completely discard the layered structure. Instead of using
protocol layers, all responsibilities of a protocol layer are divided over separate
modules [4] with a well-defined function. For example, a complex MAC layer can
be divided into a neighbor management module, a sleep management module, a
channel monitoring module and a retransmission module.
The use of a modular architecture has several advantages:
• duplication of functionality is prevented;
• when developing a new network protocol, existing modules can easily be
reused;
• cross-layer information can be exchanged, supporting the development of
energy-efficient protocols;
• depending on the node capabilities or network conditions, it is easy to add
or adapt a single module.
IDRA is designed to support both layered, modular or hybrid approaches. To
prevent a large number of dependencies between the different modules, IDRA pro-
tocols do not interact with each other directly. Instead, communications between
modules go through a cross-layer database repository [36]. To support modular
approaches, developers can define new call sequences (Section 2.3.2) that deter-
mine the order in which the modules should be executed. To support system-wide
(cross-layer) cooperation between protocols a shared neighbor table and informa-
tion repository is provided. Thus, IDRA is not only specifically designed to be
suitable for both layered and layerless approaches, IDRA can also be configured
for backwards compatibility with any existing layered or layerless architecture (see
Section 2.4).
2.7.6 Performance comparison of IDRA with existing architec-
tures
Giving a performance-based comparison with existing architectures is not an easy
task:
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• each related work architecture implements different functionalities and fo-
cuses its evaluation on different design goals;
• several of the conceptual architectures still lack a practical implementation
(see further);
• some performance metrics, such as ease-of-use, are subjective and can not
easily be measured;
• finally, the performance metrics used to evaluate the architectures are often
strongly different.
Keeping these limitations in mind, this section aims to compare the perfor-
mance of IDRA with the performance of the architectures discussed in the related
work section.
(i) The sensor network architecture (SNA) does not analyze the architectural
behavior, but instead evaluates the performance of the implemented network pro-
tocols. The memory requirements of the implemented routing protocols varies
from 6140 bytes ROM and 1862 bytes RAM for MintRoute to 9060 bytes ROM
and 1889 bytes RAM for BVR routing [31]. As shown in Table 2.10, the memory
requirements of IDRA routing protocols are significantly smaller. On the other
hand, the processing overhead of SNA varies from 0.8 msec (for mintrouting) to
3.9 msec (for BVR routing), which is in the same order of magnitude as the IDRA
protocol overhead. No advanced network requirements, such as QoS, are evaluated
in the SNA architecture.
(ii) The MAC Layer Architecture (MLA) also evaluates the behavior of a num-
ber of implemented MAC protocols. According to [32], the typical overhead of a
MAC protocol that uses MLA is about 20kB ROM and 1 kB RAM. Again, as
shown in Table 2.10, the memory requirements of IDRA routing protocols are
significantly smaller (up to a factor 10). The processing overhead of the MAC
protocols is calculated whilst using sleeping schemes. As such, the delay is in
the order of several 100 milliseconds. No results are given about the architectural
processing overhead.
(iii) The header transformation modules from the Chameleon architecture [33]
have a similar function as the IDRA packet facade. However, Chameleon header
modules also contain protocol logic. For example, the UDP/IP module also in-
cludes the ARP protocol. The memory requirements of the Chameleon header
modules vary from 475 bytes for a TLV-representation to 6042 bytes for the TCP/IP
representation. Since the IDRA packet part descriptors do not contain any proto-
col logic, the IDRA header descriptors are smaller by more than a factor 10 2. The
2Even though the IDRA packet part descriptors do not contain protocol logic, it is possible in IDRA
to associate packet-dependent protocol logic to existing packet types. For example, a ARP protocol can
register itself to be executed before the transmission of a UDP/IP packet (see Section 2.3.2).
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processing overhead of the Chameleon header transformation modules is similar
to the packet processing overhead from IDRA, which is shown in Table 2.6.
(iv) Similar to SNA and MLA, the evaluation of the declarative network archi-
tecture [34, 35] focuses on protocol behavior, rather than architectural behavior.
According to the paper, the high level of abstraction offered comes at a high mem-
ory cost. For example, the implemented CTP routing protocol requires 48.8 kB
ROM and 3.2 kB RAM, which is more than the available memory on many sensor
nodes.
(v) Finally, no performance comparison can be made with the heap based archi-
tecture from [4] since this architecture was not implemented in a proof-of-concept.
To conclude, the performance analysis of existing architectures mainly focuses
on demonstrating that the architecture can be used to implement new network pro-
tocols. It is unfortunate that these papers do not evaluate the influence of their
design choices: this information would have been very valuable for designers of
future protocol architectures. However, when comparing the performance of the
implemented network protocols, the IDRA architecture typically outperforms ex-
isting architectures, even those that offer less functionalities.
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, the IDRA architecture was presented and evaluated. IDRA is de-
signed for next-generation sensor applications, such as e-health, wireless building
automation, asset tracking or emergency rescue operations. These next-generation
applications impose very challenging network requirements which are difficult to
support on resource constrained nodes. Since existing traditional layered architec-
tures are not designed with these constraints in mind, new and innovative system
architectures are required.
To solve this problem, the IDRA architecture was created. This architecture
has three main goals: (i) the simplification of network protocols and (ii) support
for advanced requirements such as energy efficiency, flexibility, QoS and mobility
at an architectural level and finally (iii) support for an easy transition towards fully
heterogeneous network environments.
The first goal, the simplification of network protocols, is realized by delegating
common operations to the system. More specifically, the system is responsible for
queue provisioning, packet generation and all packet interactions. By providing a
separate packet facade for packet interactions, protocols are not tied to a specific
packet structure. Thus, IDRA network protocols only worry about exchanging
information. The system is responsible for managing all information exchanges.
By intelligently manipulating the exchanged information, the system can fulfill
the second goal: supporting advanced network requirements for next-generation
sensor applications. (i) Energy efficiency is supported by intelligently combin-
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ing multiple information exchanges in a single packet. (ii) Flexibility is improved
since multiple network protocols can be designed that are optimized for a specific
function. The system will dynamically select the optimal network protocol on a
per-packet base. (iii) System wide quality-of-service (QoS) is enforced by intel-
ligently managing the shared queue. Moreover, the developed QoS solutions can
transparently be combined with any IDRA network protocol. And finally, (iv) to
support mobility, a shared neighbor table notifies all network protocols of arriving
or leaving nodes.
With regard to the third goal: it was argued that the IDRA architecture can
be used to facilitate a future transition towards strongly heterogeneous networks.
To cope with different capabilities, network protocols can be added to a node ac-
cording to its resources. The system supports transparent communication with co-
located networks that use different communication technologies by intelligently
managing multiple radio interfaces and automatically converting outgoing packets
to the correct packet type.
Finally, the overhead of each of these techniques was thoroughly evaluated.
As part of the evaluation, it was shown that the built-in aggregation mechanism
can more than double the network lifetime, that the single hop throughput of our
system is up to 4 times higher than the throughput of the default TinyOS radio im-
plementation and that IDRA network protocols require significantly less memory,
at the cost of a larger initial architecture memory cost. Moreover, it was demon-
strated that the processing and memory overhead of each architectural technique
is small enough to be implemented on resource constrained embedded devices. In
addition, to help users decide which techniques are suitable for their applications
needs, the chapter includes detailed overviews that give a quantitative analysis of
the overhead of each technique.
To conclude this chapter, we are convinced that future applications for WSNs
will be very demanding for the network in terms of flexibility, reliability and adap-
tivity. We claim that support for these network requirements should be part of the
architectural design, rather than being added as an afterthought. As such, innova-
tive architectural techniques that support these requirements will be indispensable
for the successful development of next-generation network architectures.
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3
Non-intrusive Aggregation in Wireless
Sensor Networks
This chapter focuses on the energy efficiency of the IDRA architecture. Since en-
ergy is scarce in sensor nodes, wireless sensor networks try to limit the number of
radio transmissions. To achieve this goal, sensor protocols often aggregate mea-
sured data from multiple sensor nodes into a single packet. The previous chapter
introduced a ‘non-intrusive’ aggregation approach that is capable of combining in-
formation exchanges from all network layers. In this chapter, it is shown both
mathematically and experimentally that this architectural aggregation approach
outperforms existing non-intrusive aggregation techniques in a wide range of sce-
narios.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 The need for aggregation
Due to the large number of sensor nodes in a single network, developers aim for a
functional lifetime of at least several years before battery replacement. As shown
in Figure 3.1, the radio is one of the main sources of energy consumption in a
wireless sensor node [1]. To save energy, and thus obtain a longer network lifetime,
MAC protocols of wireless sensor networks use sleep schemes which alternately
turn on and off their radio interface [2].
To ensure that the radio can be switched off regularly, the number of packet
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Figure 3.1: Average energy consumption for the TMoteSky sensor node.
transmissions must be low. To this end, data-aggregation protocols have been
proposed, which combine measured information from multiple sources in a single
packet at intermediate nodes. Since less packets need to be sent, the radio can be
put into an energy saving state for a longer time. Moreover, because the number
of packets is reduced, the total amount of interference and network contention is
decreased.
However, as will be shown in Section 3.2, current data-aggregation approaches
often assume that (i) the network does not contain mobile nodes, (ii) the used com-
munication patterns are predictable (all information is sent to a limited number of
sink nodes), (iii) information is gathered in predictable intervals, (iv) the over-
head of the routing and MAC protocols are negligible compared to the application
overhead and (v) only a single application is deployed on the sensor network. In
addition, for efficiency reasons, existing data-aggregation approaches are tightly
integrated into a specific routing protocol. As a result, it is generally not possible
to combine the aggregation approach with the routing protocol of your choice.
3.1.2 Beyond the state-of-the-art
In contrast to traditional sensor applications, next-generation sensor network ap-
plications are neither predictable nor static [3]. As of recently, WSNs have been
used for advanced applications, such as wireless building automation [4], e-health
applications [5] or voice over sensor networks [6]. The nodes in these scenarios are
typically more heterogeneous: nodes with more capabilities can act as ‘actuators’
that interact with their environment [7]. Communication patterns are also more
complex: information is no longer gathered by a single sink, but can be sent to
any other sensor node. Moreover, in contrast with special purpose networks, mul-
tiple services are often deployed on a single network [3]. As a result, the above
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data-aggregation assumptions are no longer applicable.
Therefore, in this chapter, an alternative ‘non-intrusive’ aggregation approach
is proposed and evaluated. To support next-generation sensor applications, the pro-
posed aggregation scheme overcomes the issues of existing aggregation schemes.
More specifically, the proposed approach:
• also copes with monitored events that occur with a non-predictable fre-
quency;
• can be used with complex traffic patterns such as point-to-point communi-
cation;
• combines information exchanges from any network layer (rather than only
application data);
• aggregates efficiently when multiple applications are deployed on a single
WSN;
• is not hindered by networks that contain mobile or failing nodes, which
traditionally break fixed aggregation paths; and
• can be used when the network developer lacks time or knowledge to manu-
ally fine-tune the aggregation settings.
3.1.3 Remainder of this chapter
In the remainder of this chapter, the performance of a new non-intrusive global ag-
gregation scheme is theoretically and experimentally analyzed. Section 3.1 argued
that current data-aggregation approaches are only applicable in static, predictable
networks that use point-to-sink communication. Section 3.2 supports this state-
ment by giving a survey of existing aggregation techniques and methods. In order
to enable aggregation for a wider range of scenarios, Section 3.3 presents the non-
intrusive aggregation architecture that is part of the IDRA architecture but that can
also be applied to other architectures for next-generation sensor networks. The
proposed aggregation approach is theoretically evaluated in Section 3.4, based on
a closed-form ILP formulation. In addition, Section 3.5 experimentally evaluates
the proposed aggregation scheme on a large-scale sensor testbed. A wide range of
test scenarios is used to validate how our non-intrusive aggregation method per-
forms against existing aggregation methods. Finally, after listing future directions
in Section 3.6, the chapter is concluded in Section 3.7.
3.2 Related work
To reduce the number of packets, three main approaches are used.
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1 In IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi networks, the most popular approach is the ‘packet
combination’ paradigm. Since the number of hops is limited in wireless in-
frastructure LANs, this approach is designed for small-scale networks with
mainly single-hop information exchanges.
2 In contrast, wireless sensor networks most often use ‘data-aggregation’ ap-
proaches. These approaches assume that packet transmissions are mainly
used for the sending of measured information to a far-away sink node. As
such, these approaches are often optimized for large-scale point-to-sink net-
works.
3 Finally, to simultaneously reduce the number of packet transmissions from
multiple network layers, wireless networks sometimes resort to the joint de-
sign of multiple network layers.
This section describes the concepts behind these aggregation paradigms and
discusses the main limitations of each approach.
3.2.1 Packet combination in Wi-Fi based LANs
Wi-Fi based LANs are suffering from a large MAC and PHY control overhead.
The payload of a IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi packet is encapsulated in a MAC and PHY
header. Regardless of the data rate at which the MAC frame is sent, the corre-
sponding PHY header is transmitted at basic rate only, leading to a sub-optimal
channel usage. The RTS/CTS and ACK mechanisms add additional overhead to
each packet being sent.
In an attempt to decrease this overhead, several authors have investigated the
use of aggregation for wireless LANs. The authors of [8] present an analytical
framework for estimating the performance of WLAN aggregation schemes. They
list four different types of aggregation techniques. Firstly, there are the IEEE
802.11e [9] and similar block ACK schemes, in which an ACK is only sent af-
ter a group of data frames is received correctly instead of on a per-packet basis.
Secondly, some techniques expand the block ACK scheme by reducing the IEEE
802.11 short inter-frame spacing (SIFS), allowing frames to be aggregated over
less time. A third aggregation technique combines MAC frames by separating the
packet payload from its MAC headers, creating a new, larger packet with a single
compressed MAC header. This technique is suitable for MAC frames destined to
a single receiver. A fourth technique combines IEEE 802.11 frames at the PHY
layer while retaining the original MAC headers. While the first two techniques are
specifically designed for use with IEEE 802.11 networks, MAC and PHY aggre-
gation can also be used in sensor networks.
The recent IEEE 802.11n standard [10] describes two options to combine
frames: Aggregated MAC Service Data Unit and Aggregated MAC Protocol Data
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Unit. The Aggregated MAC Service Data Unit (A-MSDU) technique collects eth-
ernet frames transmitted to the same destination and wraps them in a single IEEE
802.11n frame. Since a single aggregated MAC frame header is created, all origi-
nal MSDUs must have the same source, destination and priority class. The Aggre-
gated MAC Protocol Data Unit (A-MPDU) option collects ethernet frames with
the same destination, but wraps each frame in a separate 802.11n frame. As a re-
sult, the aggregated frames can have different priority levels and the frames can be
acknowledged and retransmitted on an individual base.
Wi-Fi packets are in general considerably larger than packets sent by sensor
networks. As a larger packet size increases the chance of transmission errors and
collisions, the benefits of Wi-Fi packet combination largely depend on the channel
conditions. Authors such as [11] propose the use of adaptive schemes, which op-
timize the aggregated packet size depending on the channel conditions. However,
since the maximum packet size for wireless sensor networks is generally smaller,
WSNs offer less possibilities to alter the packet size.
Packet combination approaches in Wi-Fi networks typically have the follow-
ing limitations: (i) packets are only combined, the information they contain is not
inspected nor processed; (ii) the concept is limited to communications with neigh-
boring nodes; (iii) packet combination relies on the MAC/PHY protocol, and as
such cannot be combined with different MAC/PHY layers; (iv) several techniques
assume broadcast packets are overheard by all neighboring nodes, which is not the
case in sensor networks using asynchronous sleeping schemes.
3.2.2 Data-aggregation in WSNs
Traditional WSN applications, such as environmental monitoring applications,
consist of a network where a large amount of nodes gather information and send
this information to one or more sinks. The measurements from different nodes are
typically highly correlated, especially when the nodes are densely deployed. Data-
aggregation protocols for WSNs strive to exploit this correlation by processing the
measured data from different sensor nodes locally, before sending the resulting
packet to a remote sink node.
The different data-aggregation techniques are often categorized according to
their networking approach [12, 13]: how can the data be processed in intermediate
nodes.
(i) Cluster-based data-aggregation approaches, such as LEACH [14] and COU-
GAR [15], select cluster head nodes which collect the measured data from sur-
rounding neighbors. The cluster head performs local aggregation and sends the
digest to the sink. To prevent the cluster head from running out of battery power,
the role of cluster head is rotated regularly. Implementations differ in the way
routing is executed (single-hop or multi-hop clusterheads) and in the way cluster
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heads are selected and rotated.
(ii) Other aggregation approaches, such as Directed Diffusion [16] and TAG
[17], construct aggregation trees. For each node, a predetermined path is setup
towards the sink. All these paths form a directed tree: the measuring nodes are
located at the leaves and the sink is located at the root. Data packets traverse the
directed tree towards the root. Aggregation is executed at the location where the
different branches merge.
(iii) A third category of aggregation approaches uses multiple aggregation
paths. Since a tree topology is not robust against node and communication failures,
schemes such as Synopsis Diffusion [18] send the aggregated result over multiple
paths towards the sink.
(iv) Hybrid approaches, such as Tributaries and Deltas [19], combine the ad-
vantages of cluster based and tree based data-aggregation. Depending on the net-
work conditions, the aggregation scheme in the different regions of the network is
adjusted.
(v) A different approach is taken in PEGASIS [20], which uses chain based
aggregation. Each data packet is received from and transmitted to the nearest
neighbor. By selecting the nearest neighbors, the transmission power (and energy
consumption) of these transmissions is very low. Gathered data moves over the
‘chain’ of nodes: the measured data gets fused at every intermediate node and is
eventually transmitted to the sink once the end of the chain is reached.
(vi) Suppression based aggregation techniques [21] refrain from sending in-
formation if the measured data has not changed from the last measured value, or
send less data packets by exploiting the spatial correlation of the measured values.
(vii) And finally, location-aware approaches, such as [22], use spatial knowl-
edge to optimize aggregation trees.
Based upon this overview, it can be concluded that current data-aggregation
approaches in sensor networks have the following concepts in common: (i) Ag-
gregation is not implemented as a dedicated aggregation protocol, but is tightly
coupled with the routing protocol. As such, the concepts cannot directly be reused
with new routing approaches. (ii) Data-aggregation is limited to the measured
‘data’. It does not include other exchanged information such as control messages.
(iii) Data on the same node that originates from different applications is not ag-
gregated in a single packet. (iv) Data-aggregation schemes for WSNs are designed
for monitoring applications with point-to-sink traffic pattern. As such, they cannot
be used for fully interactive WSN applications with point-to-point traffic.
3.2.3 Joint design of several layers
A third paradigm to reduce the number of packet transmissions is the joint design
of several network layers. By combining the control overhead of different network
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Figure 3.2: Original packet sequence and new packet structure after applying (a) packet
combination, (b) packet fusion, or (c) information merging.
layers, the number of control packets can be reduced. For example, in [23], a ‘final
destination address’ field is added to the RTS and CTS frames, thus combining the
routing and MAC algorithms. This way, joint design can be used to define common
packets that can be used by more than one layer. Many authors agree that sensor
networks can profit strongly from cross-layer design [24].
However, joint design also introduces several disadvantages. (i) Dependencies
between the different layers are introduced, which complicates protocol design.
(ii) Jointly-optimizing network layers results in large, monolithic code blocks that
are difficult to maintain. (iii) It is not possible to reuse the developed protocols and
aggregation methods in different protocol combinations.
3.2.4 Packet reduction techniques
From the previous sections, it can be concluded that current aggregation paradigms
typically use one of the following options to combine packets.
Packet combination: this approach combines entire packets (including their
headers) into a new aggregated packet. The aggregated packet (with a new header)
is the ‘carrier packet’ for the inner packets (Figure 3.2a).
Packet fusion: this approach combines only the payload from the packets
(without any headers), resulting in smaller packets. A new, common header must
be created (Figure 3.2b). To reduce the complexity of this common header, this
approach is best suited for networks with multiple traffic flows towards a single
destination node.
Information merging: an even higher compression ratio can be obtained by
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not combining the payload but only the information it contains. This way, sim-
ilar information coming from different protocols or nodes can be processed and
merged together, resulting in a higher compression ratio (Figure 3.2c). However,
this approach requires that the aggregation technique knows (i) from which appli-
cation the information originates, (ii) which function should be used to merge the
information, and (iii) that the information is similar enough to be merged. The
merging function can be a very simple mathematical function, such as max, min
or average, or it can be a more complex algorithm which is either lossy (not all
the original information can be reconstructed) or lossless (retaining all original
information).
3.3 Non-intrusive aggregation
To overcome these limitations of traditional aggregation approaches, we argue that
future aggregation approaches should be non-intrusive. To be considered non-
intrusive, an aggregation approach should be (i) independent of the network pro-
tocols, (ii) independent of the information source, and (iii) easy-to-use.
1 In our vision, the aggregation protocol should be protocol-independent.
The aggregation mechanism should not influence the behavior of the net-
work protocols, nor should it make any assumptions about the traffic pat-
terns or the inner workings of the network protocols. This ensures that the
aggregation mechanism can be used in combination with any network pro-
tocol.
2 In addition, an efficient aggregation scheme should aggregate information
from any source. This includes control and application information from
all layers of the stack and from any node. When all information exchanges
are considered, the number of transmissions can be reduced more strongly
than when considering aggregation of measured data only.
3 Finally, non-intrusive aggregation approaches should be easy-to-use. Ap-
plication developers should not be forced to fine-tune aggregation specific
parameters, such as the optimal aggregation path refresh rate. Optimizing
these parameters should be part of the proposed aggregation scheme. Thus,
non-intrusive aggregation should work out of the box for any network sce-
nario.
In which situations are non-intrusive aggregation approaches more suitable
than traditional aggregation approaches? To answer this question, we envisage
two types of future wireless sensor networks: custom made sensor networks and
general purpose sensor networks (see Table 3.1).
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Custom network General purpose network
Traffic pattern Point-to-sink Any
Events Predictable Unpredictable
# of applications 1 Varying (≥ 1)
Packet overhead Mainly data Any
Development cost High Low
Suggested aggregation Traditional Non-intrusive
Table 3.1: Traditional data-aggregation approaches are better suited for custom high-cost,
high-performance point-to-sink sensor networks. Non-intrusive aggregation ap-
proaches are best suited for dynamic, adaptive or low-cost sensor networks.
(i) Custom sensor networks are specifically designed to support one or more
functions. Thus, these networks are predictable and can be highly optimized in
terms of energy consumption or desired QoS. A drawback is that, due to the cus-
tom design, these networks are expensive to develop and serve only a single pur-
pose. As such, little value is given to compatibility with other protocols. This type
of network will be used for applications with stringent requirements. For these
networks, traditional aggregation approaches are a justifiable solution.
(ii) General purpose networks are more adaptable to changing network condi-
tions and will support a wide range of applications that are unaware of underlying
network conditions. These networks will have to support multiple tasks in one
network. For applications such as wireless building automation, nodes with new
functionalities can be added after deployment. As such, great care should be taken
to allow interoperability with existing protocols and to support changing traffic
patterns. To promote the use of off-the-shelf WSNs, both the hardware and the
deployment cost of these networks should be as low as possible. For these types
of networks, non-intrusive aggregation approaches are better suited, being both
more flexible and easier to deploy. In the next section, one such non-intrusive
architecture, called ‘global aggregation’ is described.
3.3.1 An architecture for global aggregation
System architectures based on the OSI reference model, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.3a, are based on the assumption that packets should be sent as fast as possible,
as every delay in the send buffer results in an unwanted increase of the end-to-end
delay of the packet. Packets which are generated at different protocols are passed
down to an output queue and are transmitted as soon as the physical medium is
available.
However, in wireless sensor networks, not all packet types need to be for-
warded immediately. Control packets generated by protocols (e.g. routing, power
management, status information) often have a periodic character. Measurements,
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Figure 3.3: (a) Protocol stack based on the OSI reference model. (b) The ‘global aggrega-
tion’ architecture which supports both single-hop and multi-hop non-intrusive
aggregation.
such as temperature or remaining battery power, typically do not vary a lot between
subsequent status updates. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that these packets
are not very time-sensitive, and can be delayed for a short amount of time before
being sent. Similarly, low-priority monitoring packets generated by an application
often show a high tolerance for delay.
Using our global aggregation approach, depicted in Figure 3.3b, protocols and
applications subscribe to an information management system. To exchange in-
formation, the protocols and applications do not generate packets. Instead, the
information management offers a uniform API for exchanging information with a
remote node. To send information, the protocol or application hands over a param-
eter to the information management system. The information management system
is responsible for the encapsulation of the parameter: the information manage-
ment system will either (i) add this parameter to a passing packet or (ii) create a
new packet that encapsulates the parameter. Typical examples of parameters are:
• measured data values, such as the local temperature;
• status updates, such as the remaining battery capacity;
• or control information such as a route-request or packet acknowledgments.
The example code in Table 3.2 shows how the API can be used to send a sink
notification parameter to remote nodes.
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call InformationExchange.sendParameter (
SINK NOTIFICATION, // Parameter type
sizeof(parameter), // Size of the parameter
&parameter, // Location of the parameter
BROADCAST ADDR, // Destination of the parameter
QoS level, // Priority of the parameter
ACCEPTED DELAY); // Maximum acceptable delay (msec)
// before packet creation
Table 3.2: Example code: the provided aggregation API is used by a sink node to send a
sink notification parameter to all other nodes.
When using our aggregation architecture, each parameter has a unique param-
eter type. Uniquely identifying network information has greatly aided the devel-
opment of uniform network management solutions for IP based networks [25].
Similarly, standardization solutions can be used to better integrate diverging ap-
plications from different sensor networks. This uniqueness should be enforced
network wide, either (i) by manually assigning each parameter a unique type, (ii)
through the use of descriptive ontologies, (iii) by using standardization forums, or
(iv) by using hashing methods that generate a unique parameter type based on a
description.
When handing over a parameter to the information management system, the
parameter priority is given, as well as an indication of the maximum acceptable
delay. The maximum acceptable delay indicates how much delay a specific param-
eter can tolerate on the initial node before it should be encapsulated in a packet and
sent over the network. All parameters are collected in a central repository, called
the waiting space. Parameters that do not need to be sent immediately can remain
in the waiting space for up to the per-parameter predefined maximum period of
time. As the acceptable delay increases, so does the probability that the parameter
can be added to a passing packet. To prevent the end-to-end delay from becom-
ing too high, parameters are only delayed in the waiting space of the source node:
packets are not further delayed in intermediate nodes.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for processing incoming packets.1
• For each incoming packet, the architecture will first extract all parameters
which are destined for this intermediate node. The extracted parameters
are distributed through the information management system to all registered
protocols and applications.
• If the packet contains no more parameters in the payload, it is dropped by
1The implementation evaluated in Section 3.5 also supports broadcast destinations.
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1: // Phase 1: check all encapsulated parameters
2: for all encapsulated parameters do
3: if parameter destination == local address then
4: a. Copy the parameter to the parameter space
5: b. Notify all interested protocols
6: c. Remove the parameter from the packet
7: end if
8: end for
9:
10: // Phase 2: drop empty packets
11: if number of remaining parameters == 0 then
12: Drop the packet
13: else
14: Route the packet (determine the next hop address)
15:
16: // Phase 3: add new parameters to the packet
17: Sort all parameters in the waiting space according to their deadline, starting
with the most urgent parameter.
18: for all the parameters in the sorted list do
19: if the destination of the parameter equals the next hop address of the
packet or the destination address of the packet then
20: if the size of the parameter ≤ unused payload size of the packet then
21: Add the parameter to the packet payload
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if
26: Forward the packet
algorithm 1: Pseudocode for processing incoming packets.
the system. Otherwise, the routing protocol processes the packet and sets
the next hop address of the packet.
• The system checks if the destination of any of the parameters from the wait-
ing space corresponds to the destination address or the next hop address of
the packet. All matching control parameters are added sequentially to the
payload of the relayed packet, starting with the parameter with the nearest
deadline. This process continues until the maximum packet size is reached.
A similar algorithm is executed when the maximum delay of any of the pa-
rameters from the waiting space is reached. First, a new packet is created which
encapsulates the corresponding parameter. This packet is then routed to the correct
next hop address, after which phase 3 of algorithm 1 is executed. This way, the
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system ensures that time-sensitive protocol parameters are delivered timely.
3.3.2 Implementation
For the implementation of these aggregation algorithms, the IDRA framework was
used, which was presented in the previous chapter of this dissertation. Thanks to
the packet facade from IDRA, any incoming packet can be interpreted, as long as
the correct packet descriptor is available [26]. Thus, the packet facade approach
ensures that our aggregation architecture can request the next hop and destination
address of any packet that passes through the system. As a result, our aggregation
approach does not require any specific knowledge about the format of relayed
packets (for example: IEEE 802.15.4 (zigbee), 6LoWPAN or propriety packets).
This way, our implementation is not only protocol-independent, but also packet-
independent. Of course, the proposed algorithms can also be implemented on
different frameworks on the condition that the next hop address and destination
address of each relayed packet can be located.
3.3.3 Available packet aggregation options
The IDRA implementation of global aggregation has the following options to com-
bine information exchanges into a single packet.
1 By default, all aggregated parameters are stored sequentially in the payload.
This is an efficient solution in case no information merging is required or
in case multiple protocols and applications exchange different information
types.
2 Alternatively, the protocols or applications can indicate to the system that
the parameters in the waiting space may be overwritten so that they contain
only the most recent information. This option is useful when several proto-
cols at different layers of a single node wish to send identical information to
another node. For example, multiple network protocols might send a param-
eter that contains information regarding the remaining node energy. In this
case, the outdated energy information will be discarded and only the most
recent energy information will be transmitted.
3 Finally, applications can intelligently merge gathered information at inter-
mediate nodes. To realize this, the application can use the packet facade
to retrieve, update or remove a specific parameter from the payload of the
packet. Using this retrieved information, the application developer can im-
plement application-level aggregation solutions.
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Variable Meaning
Tj Time message type j is generated for the first time
∆Tj Time between two generated messages of type j
ADj Maximum Acceptable Delay for message of type j
Table 3.3: List of symbols used for the ILP formulation.
Protocol Message Frequency Size
MAC Synchronization 15 sec 10 bytes
Routing Route reinforce 3 min 15 bytes
Routing Location information 30 sec 25 bytes
Clustering Clusterhead signaling 60 sec 10 bytes
Clustering Energy update 10 min 4 bytes
Application Data measurements Variable Variable
Table 3.4: Typical messages resulting in periodical exchanges between neighbors
3.4 Mathematical analysis
In this section, a mathematical model is constructed that can be used to quantify
the benefits of global aggregation. Section 3.5 compares the mathematical results
with the results of a real-life performance study.
The packet savings will first be mathematically evaluated for single-hop ag-
gregation. For simplicity, in this section, only periodic information sent in discrete
time intervals is considered (every ∆T seconds).
3.4.1 Definition of variables
Table 3.3 lists the symbols that are used in the following analysis. Assume that the
first information exchange is generated at T1. This information is repeated every
∆T1 time units. It is assumed that the information must not be sent immediately:
it is allowed to remain in the data buffer until its acceptable delay AD1 is reached.
However, once this moment is reached, a new packet must be sent, and all other
stored information parameters from other protocols are added and sent together
with it. This ensures that the information is combined in an optimal way, so that
the least amount of packets needs to be sent.
Assumption:
∀∆Ti : ADi < ∆Ti
Example values of typical periodic message intervals for different protocols
are given in Table 3.4.
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3.4.2 ILP formulation for multi-protocol optimization
Using these variables, it is possible to derive an ILP formulation of the problem
which can be applied to any K number of applications.
Consider:
xi, i = 0...RP − 1 (3.1)
∆Tj , j = 1...K (3.2)
In Equation (3.1), RP = lcm(∆T1, ...,∆TK) is the repetition period for all
K protocols. It is defined as the amount of time between two identical sending
patterns of the considered protocol messages, that is, the amount of time units
before the initial situation reoccurs. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The repetition
period is 20 time units, which is the lowest common multiple of 4 and 5. After this
repetition period, the moment of information generation is indistinguishable from
the initial situation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 200
P1
P2 P1 P1 P1 P1
P2 P2 P2 P1
P2
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If the acceptable delay of packet 
P2 is 1 (AD2 = 1), these packets 
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T
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(AD2 = 2), these packets can be combined
P1
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Px = a packet from protocol X is put 
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∆T1 = 4, ∆T2 = 6
Pj = a packet from protocol j is put into the 
send buffer
P1
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the repetition period for 2 network protocols.
These protocols are each characterized by an inter packet time ∆Tj , j = 1..K.
The xi variables are binary variables, each representing a timeslot in which a
packet can be sent. They are defined as follows:
xi =
{
1 if a packet is sent during timeslot i;
0 if no packet is sent during timeslot i.
Then minimize:
RP−1∑
i=0
xi (3.3)
Satisfying, ∀j = 1...K,∀l(j) = 0...σj
Elj∑
i=Slj
xi ≥ 1 (3.4)
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Minimize
∑5
i=0 xi (Formula (3.3))
With regards to Formula (3.4):
The following equations ensure that the packets
from the first protocol are sent in time: x0 + x1 ≥ 1;x2 + x3 ≥ 1;
x4 + x5 ≥ 1;
The following equations ensure that the packets
from the second protocol are sent in time:{
x0 + x1 ≥ 1;
x3 + x4 ≥ 1;
Table 3.5: Example ILP formulation for ∆T1 = 2 and ∆T2 = 3. AD1 = AD2 = 1
where
σj =
RP
∆Tj
− 1 (3.5)
Slj = l(j) ·∆Tj (3.6)
Elj = S
l
j +ADj (3.7)
This formulation can be understood as follows: equation (3.5) specifies the
number of information parameters of protocol j that are generated in the RP in-
terval. Equation (3.6) indicates the timeslot when information parameter l from
protocol j is available (starting to count from 0). Equation (3.7) indicates the lat-
est timeslot that information should be sent. Equation (3.4) then assures that during
this span of timeslots at least one packet is sent, and this for every protocol j and
every information parameter to be sent. The ILP formulas are illustrated with an
example in Table 3.5.
By minimizing equation (3.3), the amount of packets sent is minimized. The
number of packets per time unit (PPT) can be obtained by dividing equation (3.3)
by the RP. This way, the number of required number of packets per time can be
obtained for any number of protocols.
A reduction of the number of transmitted packets occurs when (i) the accept-
able delay of applications increases, (ii) the information exchange interval of dif-
ferent applications are multiples of each other, or (iii) both these situations happen
at the same time. The average number of packets per time unit can decrease up to
a minimum of 1∆Tx , with ∆Tx the lowest information interval. Or, in other words,
the maximum possible transmission savings are limited by the lowest information
generation interval. The influence of the acceptable delay is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.5, where the ILP formulation is solved for a variable number of protocols.
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Figure 3.5: Required number of packets per time unit when using our non-intrusive aggre-
gation scheme with multiple protocols (∆Ti = i+ 4).
3.4.3 Advanced ILP formulation
The linear program can be extended to also take into account the maximum packet
size. To this end, Table 3.6 introduces several new constants that will be used in
the advanced linear program.
Variable Meaning
S(i,j) Size of the messages generated by application j during timeslot i
Smax Maximum size of a single packet
Table 3.6: List of symbols used for the advanced ILP formulation.
The goal of the linear program does not change. Using the binary variables xi:
xi =
{
1 if a packet is sent during timeslot i;
0 if no packet is sent during timeslot i.
Then minimize:
RP−1∑
i=0
xi (3.8)
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However, to keep track of which application sends a message during which
timeslot, additional binary variables are introduced:
x(i,j) =
{
1 if application j sends a message in timeslot i;
0 if application j does not send a message in timeslot i.
For the advanced ILP formulation, three boundary conditions are required.
(i) First, the following conditions guarantees that the packets from each appli-
cation are sent in time.
∀j = 1...K,∀l(j) = 0...σj
Elj∑
i=Slj
x(i,j) ≥ 1 (3.9)
where
σj =
RP
∆Tj
− 1 (3.10)
Slj = l(j) ·∆Tj (3.11)
Elj = S
l
j +ADj (3.12)
Equation (3.10) specifies the number of information parameters of protocol j
that are generated in the RP interval. Equation (3.11) indicates the timeslot when
information parameter l from protocol j is available (starting to count from 0).
Equation (3.12) indicates the latest timeslot that information should be sent. Equa-
tion (3.9) then assures that during this span of timeslots at least one packet is sent,
and this for every protocol j and every information parameter to be sent.
(ii) The following conditions ensures that the maximum packet size is taken
into account.
∀i = 0...RP − 1
K∑
j=1
x(i,j) ∗ S(i,j) ≤ Smax (3.13)
(iii) Finally, the following conditions indicate that a slot xi is used if at least
one protocol sends a message in timeslot i. To express this condition, a disjunctive
constraint is used that requires the introduction of new binary variables yi.
∀i = 0...RP − 1
K∑
j=1
x(i,j) ≤ (1− yi) ∗K (3.14)
xi ≥ 1− yi (3.15)
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This condition can be understood as follows. Formula (3.14) forces yi to be
equal to zero in timeslots i when at least one application uses this timeslot to send
a message. Formula (3.15) then ensures that xi is equal to one when yi is zero.
3.4.4 Applying the formulas to more complex scenarios
Up until now, the mathematical analysis assumed that all applications sent infor-
mation exchanges to a single sink node. However, the situation becomes more
complex if applications, such as building automation, send information parame-
ters to different destinations and next hop addresses. If this is the case, the mathe-
matical analysis must be applied once for every set of applications that exchanges
information with a specific destination. In addition, the analysis does not account
for scenarios where packets must be routed over multiple intermediate hops. In
this situation, the total number of transmitted packets needs to be modified, de-
pending on the size of the network and the characteristics of the applied routing
protocol. The upper limit of the total number of required packets can be obtained
by multiplying the results of the ILP formula (3.3) by the average hop count. The
number of packet transmissions will be lower in case the intermediate nodes gen-
erate information to the same destination, since these information exchanges can
also be added to relayed packets.
In the next section, the performance of our aggregation scheme will be exper-
imentally evaluated in real-life scenarios. In addition, the performance of our ag-
gregation will be compared to the performance of traditional aggregation schemes
in varying network conditions.
3.5 Real-life performance evaluation
Network protocols for wireless sensor networks are often evaluated using simu-
lation software (ns2, glomosim, j-sim, matlab, etc.). The use of simulation soft-
ware has two major benefits: (i) experiments are repeatable and (ii) large-scale
networks are easy to simulate. However, simulation software uses many simpli-
fications that are not found in real-life deployments. As such, simulations often
return non-realistic results, which can be very different from the results of real-life
deployments. Characteristics like clock drift, failing nodes or fading and reflection
of transmissions, are not accounted for. In order to get realistic results, it is nec-
essary to use a real-life testbed [27]. Before giving the results of the performance
evaluation, the experimental setup is described.
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3.5.1 Experimental setup
Testbed description
For our experiments, the iLab.t wireless sensor testbed [28, 29] was used, which is
located in the IBBT - Ghent University office building in Belgium. The iLab.t test
bed consists of about 200 TmoteSky sensor nodes, spread out over three floors.
Some of the sensor nodes are situated in ventilation shafts between the floors. As
such, these ventilation shafts provide a connection corridor through which commu-
nication is possible between different floor levels. Figure 3.6 shows the location
of the sensor nodes on the three floors. The sensor nodes are marked with a circle,
the ventilator shafts are indicated with a rectangle. Large-scale multi-hop exper-
iments are created by setting the transmissions power of the sensor nodes to an
output power of -15 dBm. Using these settings, packets require 4-5 hops to be
transmitted from one side of the building to the opposite side. Each test case has
a duration of 1 h, and is executed five times. The results are averaged to remove
outliers.
Information exchanges
To evaluate the effectiveness of our aggregation scheme, traffic must be generated
by the sensor nodes. As stated in [2], most traffic in wireless sensor networks con-
sists of two communication types: information exchanges to a remote destination
(measured data) and information exchanges with direct neighbors (to exchange
local status information).
Depending on the exact application, multiple types of data are often gath-
ered [3, 30], for example temperature, air pressure, humidity or webcam images.
For our evaluation, the number of information types on each node were limited
to (a) two types of data traffic and (b) two types of control information between
direct neighbors. The applications on the nodes are not synchronized: they start
generating information at a random start-up time. The following information is
exchanged (see also Table 3.7):
• Each node has two separate applications that send measured information to
a sink, which is located on floor 3 at the edge of the building (Figure 3.6).
• In addition, whilst the network is operational, networking protocols send
notification messages to directly neighboring nodes. These information ex-
changes contain status information, such as the remaining energy or the sig-
nal strength. This information is typically used by neighbor discovery, slot
assignments, link quality estimations or synchronization protocols.
In case more types of information exchanges are used, the benefits of our global
aggregation approach will increase accordingly.
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Figure 3.6: The ilab.t wireless sensor testbed contains about 200 nodes spread over 3 floors.
Each floor measures 15 by 90 meter. The sensor nodes are indicated with a
dot. Elevator shafts, indicated with a rectangle, provide connectivity between
different floors.
Information
exchange
destination # of ex-
changes
∆T Acceptable delay
(AD)
Sensor data unicast to the
sink
2 0 to 60 sec. 0 to 50% of ∆T
Control traffic broadcast to
the direct
neighbors
2 0 to 60 sec. 0 to 50% of ∆T
Table 3.7: Information exchanges in the monitoring scenario.
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Communication patterns
Wireless sensor networks typically use point-to-sink communication for moni-
toring applications and point-to-point communication for interactive applications
such as wireless building automation. When evaluating point-to-sink scenarios
(Sections 3.5.3-3.5.5), communication paths are setup in advance by broadcasting
a message from the sink to all other nodes. In the case of point-to-point commu-
nication (Section 3.5.6), a random destination node is chosen for each traffic flow
during the experiments.
3.5.2 Evaluated aggregation paradigms
In the next sections, the performance of global aggregation is compared to the per-
formance of several traditional aggregation approaches. First, a short description
is given of all aggregation approaches that have been evaluated using the real-life
testbed.
No aggregation: When no aggregation is used, packets are never combined. This
situation is used as a reference scenario.
Packet combination: This approach is the most commonly used aggregation so-
lution for Wi-Fi networks (see related work Section 3.2.1). Created packets are
delayed for a short time at the MAC or PHY layer before they are sent over the
wireless network. If multiple packets to the same next hop address are delayed in
this way, they are combined in a single MAC or PHY frame.
Traditional data-aggregation: This approach describes the most common non-
intrusive aggregation approach for wireless sensor network (see related work Sec-
tion 3.2.2). Each application generates information which is encapsulated in a
packet. In intermediate hops, the packet is decapsulated and the payload is of-
fered to the application. The application can choose to fuse its own measured data
with the received information. Afterwards, the packet is further forwarded to its
destination. Data packets coming from different applications are not aggregated.
Joint-application data-aggregation: This approach depicts the approach whereby
all applications are jointly designed (see related work Section 3.2.3). The result is
similar to traditional data-aggregation, but the resulting application can combine
data packets from any application. The evaluated joint-design approach includes
only the application levels, thus control packets cannot be combined.
Global aggregation: This is our non-intrusive approach which was described in
section 3.3. Applications can be maintained by different developers, but their data
is combined as if using joint-application data-aggregation. In addition, control
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messages are also aggregated, without the need for introducing any dependencies
between the network layers.
In the following sections, the performance of these different aggregation ap-
proaches is evaluated under the following conditions: (i) changing network size,
(ii) using different time intervals of control traffic versus data traffic, (iii) using
different acceptable delay values, and (iv) using point-to-point traffic patterns. In
addition, the average processing overhead, queue occupation and energy savings
of the evaluated aggregation approaches are studied.
3.5.3 Influence of network size
According to the vision of ‘the internet of things’, a future office building could
exist of several thousands of sensor nodes. As such, it is important to have detailed
knowledge about the scalability of different aggregation methods. Therefore, our
first analysis investigates which aggregation methods are most scalable for large
networks in terms of the number of saved transmissions. For this analysis, the data
and control information intervals are fixed, but the network size is varied from half
a floor (40 nodes) to three floors (about 200 nodes). The resulting average packet
transmissions per minute per node are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Influence of the network size on aggregation method (∆Tdata = ∆Tcontrol =
60 sec; ADdata = ADcontrol = 30 sec). Each floor consists of ± 60 TMoteSky
sensor nodes.
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Packet combination is mainly advantageous in small-scale scenarios, with many
single-hop information exchanges. In these networks, many packets are destined
to the same next hop address. As the network size increases, packet combination
becomes limited to combining control messages to neighboring nodes. As a result,
using the number of packet exchanges from Table 3.7, the average netto savings
in our scenario converge towards a fixed reduction of 1 packet transmission per
minute.
In contrast, traditional data-aggregation becomes more useful in large-scale
networks. As the network size increases, more intermediate nodes can add their
information to passing data packets, each time resulting in a saved packet trans-
mission.
In small, single-hop networks, the use of joint-application data-aggregation
results in the same number of packet transmissions as the packet combination ap-
proach. After all, when using single-hop networks, aggregation based on next hop
addresses results in the same packet combinations as aggregation based on des-
tination addresses. However, when the network size increases, the efficiency of
joint-application data-aggregation becomes much more noticeable. In multi-hop
networks, the reduction of a single packet means a packet transmission less for
each intermediate hop towards the sink. This shows that (i) aggregating multi-hop
packets has a much larger influence than aggregating single-hop packets and (ii)
packets should be aggregated as soon as possible, preferably on the node where
the data originates.
Finally, global aggregation combines the advantages of both approaches: both
the destination and the next hop field of each packet are checked for combining
packets. Thus, the number of packet reductions of this approach are similar to
those of joint-application aggregation, together with the (fixed) netto saving of 1
packet/s from the packet combination approach.
3.5.4 Ratio of control traffic versus data traffic
Depending on the application, the time interval (∆T) between sensor measure-
ments can vary widely, from a few seconds for fire-detection applications to sev-
eral hours for the monitoring of long-term nature phenomena. Similarly, unreliable
networks with mobile nodes or frequently occurring node failures require more
frequent status updates than static sensor networks. Since existing aggregation
protocols are often optimized for data traffic, the ratio of data traffic versus control
traffic has a profound influence on the performance of the aggregation protocol.
In a realistic scenario, the ratio of control traffic versus data traffic depends on
many factors, such as:
• protocol design, for example: reactive routing versus proactive routing;
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Figure 3.8: Influence of the traffic frequency on aggregation methods (1 floor; ∆Tdata =
variable; ∆Tcontrol = 60 sec; ADdata = ADcontrol = 30 sec).
• network stability: a network with many node failures requires regular ‘alive’
messages between neighbors; and
• network mobility: mobility requires the use of regular discovery and regis-
tration messages.
In the previous situation, both control information and measured data were
sent every 60 seconds. In the next scenario, the number of control messages is
kept constant, but the time interval of the data traffic to the sink is varied. The
results are shown in Figure 3.8. In Area B of Figure 3.8, the data interval is 60 s,
which corresponds to the results from Area A of the previous figure.
Section 3.5.3 demonstrated that traditional data-aggregation does not perform
well in small-size networks. Since this experiment uses only a single floor (about
80 nodes), the performance of traditional data-aggregation is accordingly also very
poor. Traditional data-aggregation will only result in profound transmission sav-
ings if the number of data exchanges is several times higher than the number of
control exchanges.
For a network with an equal amount of data and single-hop control traffic (Area
B of Figure 3.8), the use of joint-application data-aggregation results in more
packet savings than packet combination, since each data packet requires additional
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packet transmissions in intermediate hops towards the sink. From this, it can be
concluded that for networks with data traffic higher or equal to the amount of
control overhead, a destination based aggregation approach is the better choice. In
contrast, for networks where the major transmission overhead consists of control
messages to direct neighbors (the far right side of Figure 3.8), the use of a packet
combination becomes a better approach.
Finally, global aggregation again has the best performance of the compared
aggregation methods. The number of packet transmissions is always reduced by
over 50% when compared to the reference scenario.
3.5.5 Influence of acceptable delay
For the previous experiments, information could be delayed for up to 30 s. In this
experiment, the influence of the acceptable delay is evaluated. Using the notation
from Table 3.8, the probability that information from the waiting space can be
combined with another packet is the following:
P [pckt reduction] = P [info available] ∗ P [pckt passing]
Variable Meaning
P[pckt reduction] Probability that a packet transmission is avoided.
P[info available] Probability that information is waiting in the waiting
space.
P[pckt passing] Probability that a packet passes through the system to
which the information can be added, or a local packet is
created to encapsulate another information parameter to
the same destination.
Table 3.8: Significance of the symbols used to calculate the number of packet reductions
Figure 3.9 shows the resulting average packet transmissions per minute per
node in a network of 1 floor when the acceptable delay is varied. When both
applications on each node generate information with the same time interval, an
acceptable delay of 50% (Figure 3.9, point α) ensures that the information is de-
layed long enough to guarantee that the information from the first application can
be combined with the data from the second application. Similarly, all control pack-
ets of the first network protocol can be combined with the control packets of the
second network protocol. This situation corresponds with point α of the previous
Figure 3.7.
Once the acceptable delay reaches zero, information will no longer be delayed
on the first node (point β of figure 3.9). In this situation, our aggregation scheme
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Figure 3.9: Influence of the acceptable delay on aggregation methods (1 floor; ∆Tcontrol =
∆Tcontrol = 60 sec; ADdata = ADcontrol = variable).
does not result in transmission savings, since no parameters can be combined.
As such, this situation corresponds to the results from the experiments without
aggregation (point β of previous Figure 3.7).
For the described network, linearly decreasing the acceptable delay results in
a linear increase of the packet transmissions. The graphs describing the influence
of acceptable delay for the other aggregation schemes can be deduced similarly
based on previous figures, by drawing a line from the required number of packet
transmissions of a specific aggregation approach, to the required number of packet
transmissions in the same scenario without aggregation.
3.5.6 Point-to-point communication patterns
This section evaluates how efficient different aggregation methods support next-
generation sensor applications that use complex traffic patterns. In the following
scenario, all nodes exchange regular status messages with their neighbors. How-
ever, 20% of the nodes are used as a source for point-to-point traffic: they contact
a random other node to which they send their measured data. To setup routes,
the AODV [31] protocol is used. The AODV implementation generates a limited
amount of control overhead: every 10 min the maximum lifetime of an AODV path
is reached and a new path setup is executed. In Figure 3.10, the resulting average
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Figure 3.10: Performance of different aggregation methods in a point-to-point scenario
(∆Tdata = ∆Tcontrol = 60 sec; ADdata = ADcontrol = 30 sec). Each floor
consists of ± 60 TMoteSky sensor nodes.
number of packet transmissions is shown for different aggregation methods.
The number of packet transmissions when using no aggregation increases
more quickly than when using the previous point-to-sink scenario. This is mainly
due to the additional broadcast messages that are required for route-setups.
Destination-based aggregation schemes (traditional and single application data-
aggregation) have a positive effective on the number of packet transmissions. How-
ever, this effect is rather limited, since the probability of having multiple nodes
sending information to the same destination is small.
In comparison, packet combination approaches perform better: (i) control mes-
sages to direct neighbors can be piggybacked on the route-requests that are broad-
cast and (ii) due to the random selection of destination nodes, routes are shorter
on average when compared to the single sink scenario which favors the packet
combination approach.
Global aggregation and packet combination perform similarly for small net-
works. This demonstrates the fact that in many small networks, the packet reduc-
tion from destination based aggregation methods consists mostly of control mes-
sages that have both the same next hop and the same destination address. When the
number of hops becomes larger, global aggregation scales even better than packet
combination in terms of packet transmissions, reducing the total amount of packet
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transmissions up to 45%.
In conclusion: destination based approaches do not perform well in point-
to-point scenarios, due to (i) the increase of broadcast control packets (used for
path-setups), (ii) the decreased probability of having many nodes with the same
destination, and (iii) the decrease of the average path length (due to the random
selection of a destination node). Packet combination or global aggregation still
result in a significant reduction of the number of transmitted packets.
3.5.7 Processing overhead
During the experiments, the same simple information merging function was used
for all aggregation approaches: all aggregated parameters are copied sequentially
to the payload. Thus, the average processing overhead of the individual aggrega-
tion method depends mainly on the number of addresses that should be inspected
when relaying a packet, e.g.: checking the next hop address of passing packets,
checking the destination address or checking both.
Aggregation type Aggregated
Addresses
Avg process-
ing delay
No Aggregation None 5.54 msec
Traditional Data-Aggregation Destination 6.53 msec
Packet Combination Next Hop 7.15 msec
Joint-Application Data-Aggregation Destination 6.52 msec
Global Aggregation Destination &
Next Hop
8.21 msec
Table 3.9: Typical processing overhead of the different aggregation techniques.
Table 3.9 shows the delay that is required until a received packet is fully pro-
cessed (e.g. it is ready for sending) using different aggregation methods.2 It is
clear that the use of more complex aggregation methods results in additional pro-
cessing delay. However, a large processing delay is generally not problematic for
WSNs: a MAC protocol for WNSs typically has a sleeping interval that is larger
than the processing delays from Table 3.9. Thus, the delay caused by the MAC
protocol will typically become the bottleneck with regard to total throughput. In
non-WSN deployments, the delay can be lowered by disabling aggregation on a
per-packet basis, depending on the required QoS guarantees of the packet.
3.5.8 Queue occupation
Wireless sensor nodes are usually limited in terms of memory. Lowering the size
of the packet queues results in additional memory for other purposes. However,
2This result is obtained using a microprocessor with a clock speed of 8 MHz.
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using a small packet queue is only possible when the number of packets in the
system (‘the average queue occupation’) is low. The average queue occupation
depends on (i) the average number of packets that need to be transmitted; (ii) the
duration that a packet remains in the packet queue (i.e. the processing delay from
Section 3.5.7); and (iii) the packet size (which is less relevant for WSNs, since
most sensor nodes use queues with a fixed packet size).
Aggregation type Avg queue occu-
pation (%) (1)
Avg queue occu-
pation (%) (2)
No Aggregation 0.317 13.775
Traditional Data-Aggregation 0.374 13.581
Packet Combination 0.301 13.124
Joint-Application Data-Aggregation 0.102 12.900
Global Aggregation 0.080 11.688
Table 3.10: Average queue occupation of the different aggregation techniques when using:
(1) CSMA/CA and (2) S-MAC [32] with a sleeping period of 200 msec. (max
queue occupation = 10 packets).
In Table 3.10, the average queue occupation is shown for the results from the
experiments depicted in Figure 3.8, with a data interval of 90 seconds. The col-
umn with the first results shows the average queue delay when using a CSMA/CA
MAC protocol. This type of MAC protocol sends packets as soon as the wireless
medium is free. Note that the average queue occupation when using ‘no aggre-
gation’ is lower than the average queue occupation when using ‘traditional data-
aggregation’, even though more packets are transmitted. This can be explained by
the higher processing overhead of the latter approach, which is not compensated
by a significant decrease of packet transmissions. Thus, when the queue size is
limited, it is important to use an aggregation scheme that is efficient in both terms
of processing overhead and packet reductions.
The column with the second results from Table 3.10 shows that, when a MAC
protocol with sleeping schemes is used [32], the aggregation delay becomes neg-
ligible compared to the sleep duration of the radio. Due to the fixed delay of each
packet, the queue occupation depends only on the number of packet transmissions
and not on the processing complexity of the aggregation protocol.
In summary, for energy-efficient networks that use a MAC protocol with sleep-
ing schemes, the additional processing delay is generally not an issue. The fact
that the average queue occupation is lower has two possible positive effects: (i)
less packets are lost due to packet overflows and (ii) memory can be saved by
assigning smaller queues for the packets.
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3.5.9 Energy savings
By intelligently turning on and off the radio, the amount of time spent in low-
power sleep modus is increased. However, the sleep time is limited by the total
throughput that the MAC protocol should support. Thus, if less packets need to be
sent, the sleep duration can be increased without causing network congestion.
Throughput (bits / sec) S-MAC B-MAC
25 4 mW 5 mW
50 7.5 mW 7 mW
75 11.5 mW 9 mW
100 15 mW 11 mW
150 23 mW 13 mW
200 31 mW 16 mW
Table 3.11: Estimated average energy consumption required for a given throughput when
using the S-MAC [32] or B-MAC [33] protocols (mW = mJ / second).
As an example, Table 3.11 shows the expected energy consumption (estimated
from [33]), associated with different throughputs for the popular S-MAC and B-
MAC protocols. In the previous sections it was demonstrated that our aggrega-
tion protocol can reduce the number of packet transmissions with more than 50%,
which in turn increases the network lifetime by 30-50%, depending on the MAC
protocol.
3.5.10 Conclusions from the real-life performance evaluation
The results from these real-life benchmarks show that the choice of an optimal ag-
gregation scheme depends on many external factors. Traditional data-aggregation,
while often used in current sensor networks, is mainly suited for large multi-
hop networks with a single application that generates point-to-sink traffic. Joint-
application aggregation performs better than traditional aggregation, both in small
and large-scale networks. However, its main use is still limited to scenarios with
point-to-sink traffic. In contrast, packet combination performs well in small-size
networks, for scenarios that require point-to-point traffic and in networks where
control traffic to direct neighbors is dominating the data traffic.
In addition, it was shown that, in order to obtain the best results, aggregation
should be executed as soon as possible, preferably on the node where the data
originates. Finally, it was shown that our non-intrusive approach combines the ad-
vantages of both Wi-Fi packet combination and joint-application data-aggregation.
As a result, our proposed aggregation approach is currently the best non-intrusive
solution for reducing the number of packet transmissions in a multitude of scenar-
ios.
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3.6 Open research directions
During the mathematical and experimental performance evaluation, it was con-
cluded that the optimal (traditional) aggregation approach depends on the network
situation. Using this analysis as a basis, new adaptive or hybrid aggregation proto-
cols can be developed that change their behavior depending on the network condi-
tions.
Current state-of-the-art data-aggregation approaches often ignore Quality-of-
Service (QoS) constraints [3]. To cope with different QoS classes in our architec-
ture, global aggregation can be configured to:
• disable aggregation for certain QoS classes; and
• automatically update the QoS field of outgoing packets to the QoS class of
the parameter with highest QoS requirements.
As there is as of yet no agreement on the necessary QoS provisions for next-
generation applications for WSNs, it is too early to evaluate if this solution suffices
for future networks.
Finally, in current aggregation approaches, it is generally assumed that the
most energy-efficiency is obtained by aggregating as much information as possible
in a single packet. This assumption is plausible, considering the small size of data
in sensor networks. However, using big packets may not be most optimal in terms
of reliability and delay. As such, the definition of an optimal packet size for WSNs
depending on the network conditions can be an interesting research topic, similar
to research which has been done for Wi-Fi networks in [11].
3.7 Conclusions
Data-aggregation approaches reduce the number of packet transmissions in data-
gathering applications. However, many existing aggregation approaches need to
be custom fine-tuned for use in specific scenarios. In addition, they are typically
tightly integrated with the routing protocol and work only for predictable sensor
deployments (in terms of communication patterns and/or event periodicity).
To remedy this situation, this chapter presented a non-intrusive aggregation
architecture in which information exchanges from all layers are aggregated and
combined to reduce the number of wireless transmissions. In contrast to traditional
data-aggregation protocols, our architecture can be used for networks that (i) gen-
erate regular but unpredictable events, or (ii) have unpredictable communication
patterns, or (iii) require rapid deployment without prior information about the net-
work characteristics. In addition, the presented approach is protocol-independent:
the aggregation approach can be combined with any other network protocol.
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Even though the aggregation approach is included in the IDRA architecture
from chapter 2, the concepts can also be used in different architectures for WSNs.
The aggregation approach uses a very simple queuing system without complex
calculations or aggregation functions, making it suitable for both Wi-Fi and sen-
sor networks. Nevertheless, even a simple architecture such as the one described
results in a profound reduction of the wireless transmissions. This was demon-
strated through a thorough mathematical analysis, which showed that the number
of packets per time unit can decrease up to a minimum of 1∆Tx , with ∆Tx the
lowest information interval.
In addition to the mathematical analysis, the performance of different exist-
ing aggregation schemes was compared in various network conditions. The main
conclusion is that currently no existing single solution is suited for a wide range
of applications and network scenarios. However, by combining several existing
techniques, our aggregation method proves to be superior in all tested use cases.
Aggregating measured data is currently considered essential for obtaining a
long network lifetime for wireless sensor networks. Throughout the chapter it was
shown that the same will hold true for the extension of data-aggregation towards
aggregation of information in general, both control and data information. As such,
we strongly believe that aggregation research should be tackled with as few depen-
dencies as possible with existing network protocols.
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4
Connecting Heterogeneous Internet of
Things Objects through a Network
Service Oriented Architecture
In a future internet of things, an increasing number of every-day objects are con-
nected with each other. These objects can be very diverse in terms of the used
network protocols and communication technologies, which leads to a wild growth
of co-located networking technologies. However, at the moment, communication
between these devices is only possible through the use of gateway nodes, resulting
in inefficient use of the wireless medium. To remedy this situation, this chapter
discusses how the IDRA architecture can be used to facilitate the integration of
devices into a single internet of things by supporting efficient direct connectivity
between heterogeneous objects.
4.1 Introduction
New communication technologies are introduced and deployed on a regular basis.
Even common everyday objects nowadays come equipped with (wireless) com-
munication possibilities. As a result, many sources have described an ‘internet of
things’ view of the future, in which every object is connected with every other
object [1] (Figure 4.1). By connecting these different objects, intelligent next-
generation applications such as wireless building automation applications [2] or
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Figure 4.1: In the vision of the internet of things, everyday objects will all become inter-
connected using a variety of communication technologies. These objects can be
used in intelligent applications such as wireless building automation or e-health
scenarios.
e-health applications [3, 4] become possible.
However, as the number of communicating objects increases, so does the num-
ber of co-located communication technologies. When multiple networks operate in
the same geographical environment, co-located networks overhear transmissions
from multiple networks. Most often, overhearing these transmissions results in
harmful interference and performance degradation, since the overheard transmis-
sions can not be interpreted by devices that are not part of the originating network.
This is especially a problem in ‘last mile’ home and office networks. A typical
example is the interference in the free license ISM band, which is used by a vari-
ety of communication technologies such as IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), car alarms, baby
monitors, IEEE 802.15.1 (bluetooth), cordless DECT phones and IEEE 802.15.4
(zigbee) personal body area networks.
Even when co-located devices use the same radio technology, direct communi-
cation between devices is not always supported. For example, existing sensor and
actuator networks often use propriety network technologies that are incompatible
with technologies from other vendors, even though the devices use the same ra-
dio chip. To enable communication between networks from different vendors, or
between devices that use different network protocols, each network is connected
to a different vendor-specific translation gateway. This translation gateway ter-
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minates the connection from one network and sets up a new connection to a sec-
ond network. However, translation gateways break the end-to-end communication
paradigm and are inherently complex to design, manage and deploy [5, 6]. In ad-
dition, forcing all communication through the gateway results in additional packet
overhead, which in turn leads to increased interference, lower throughput and a
lower network lifetime for battery powered devices. To remedy this situation, this
chapter describes how the IDRA architecture, which was previously implemented
in [7], can be used to enable efficient direct connectivity between heterogeneous
wired and wireless devices using different communication technologies.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 gave an in-
troduction on the vision of the internet of things, and argued that current devices
are typically not able to efficiently connect with co-located devices that use differ-
ent communication technologies. Section 4.2 discusses this topic further by giving
a thorough overview of the requirements that should be solved to realize a more
efficient internet of things. Related work is given in Section 4.3 where existing
architectures are listed and the advantages and disadvantages of each of these ap-
proaches are discussed. In Section 4.4, a discussion is given on how the main
IDRA concepts fit in the vision of an internet of things. Afterwards, Section 4.5
describes how IDRA can be used to support two typical internet of things use
cases: (i) supporting backwards compatibility with legacy networks and (ii) bridg-
ing networks using different communication technologies. The economic viability
of introducing IDRA in existing networks is discussed in Section 4.6. Finally,
Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Requirements of a future internet of things
Several sources already listed a large amount of challenges that must be overcome
to support an all encompassing connectivity between objects [8–10]. Amongst the
listed internet of things requirements, the following four requirements can typi-
cally be found: providing network connectivity, supplying content, easily manag-
ing the network and being extensible.
4.2.1 Network connectivity
The first and foremost requirement of the internet of things is to provide connectiv-
ity between any type of object: from machine to machine, from person to machine
or from machine to person. The involved objects differ in terms of both communi-
cation technologies and capabilities.
• Co-located devices that wish to exchange information often use different
communication technologies. Any architecture suitable for an internet of
things must be able to efficiently support communication between devices,
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even if they use different protocol stacks, different radio frequencies, dif-
ferent communication technologies and different packet types. In addition,
many objects will be equipped with multiple communication interfaces such
as a IEEE 802.15.1 bluetooth interface and a IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi interface.
• In addition, the devices will have different hardware and software capabili-
ties. Internet of things devices range from high-end PC devices to low-end
battery powered embedded devices. Even networks that use only a single
communication technology can consist of heterogeneous nodes. For exam-
ple, a networks used for wireless building automation or industry monitoring
used both resource-constrained embedded devices and high-end controller
PCs. Using the traditional OSI reference stack, this heterogeneity is difficult
to support: each communicating device requires exactly the same protocol
stack. However, the communication stack of the powerful devices should
not be limited by the capabilities of the most restrictive objects.
4.2.2 Content and context
The internet of things will also become increasingly content oriented [11]. Users
expect to be able to retrieve any content, from any device. This includes content
that is part of the public domain (dictionaries, transportation information, etc), but
also private content such as e-mails, personal media and home information such as
the current home temperature. Some of the challenges that need to be overcome
are the following.
• Location awareness is increasingly important. This includes awareness of
the personal surroundings, the tracking and positioning of objects, as well
as support for user and object mobility. For example, in applications that
require vehicle-to-vehicle communication all networked objects are mobile.
• The context associated with information is also increasingly important. Fu-
ture devices require mechanisms to easily associate metadata with content,
such as the originating location, information about the producer of the con-
tent and the content description. This metadata should also be included at
the network level. For example, by associating metadata with packets, the
location of the packet destination can be added to packets to facilitate geo-
graphic routing.
• Media, security and emergency content often has strict real-time require-
ments. As such, mechanisms are required that provide quality-of-service
solutions that span several networks.
• Finally, mechanisms that control access to information, and that provide
privacy, security and anonymity should be supported over several network
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layers and physical network boundaries.
4.2.3 Network management
To be commercially viable, a future internet of things should be easy to set up and
use even for non-network experts [9].
• Self configuration [12, 13] solutions are required that automatically set up
and configure devices. This includes solutions for automatic address alloca-
tion and automatic detection of configuration inconsistencies.
• The internet of thing can be fully autonomous: in the absence of human
intervention the network should be able to take its own decisions by detect-
ing potential (network) problems and proposing solutions based on artificial
intelligence algorithms.
• Finally, to ease network management, underlying network solutions should
become more ‘invisible’. To be able to reuse network solutions in differ-
ent contexts, underlying communication interfaces should be presented in
an abstract and ubiquitous way. However, this abstraction should not hin-
der the collection of detailled metadata (such as the radio frequency) that is
associated with the used technology.
4.2.4 Network extensibility
Finally, a sustainable internet of things architecture should not only be robust, but
needs to cope with continuously changing application requirements and changing
hardware capabilities.
• It should be easy to install new software so that new applications can be
deployed on previously installed devices.
• Networks should become more ‘service-like’, where network services can
be added and reconfigured according to the applications needs.
• In addition, to support ongoing innovation, it should be possible to change
any protocol characteristics such as the addressing schemes (for example
from IPv4 to IPv6), the used packet types, the communication technology
or the security mechanisms without making any changes to the network pro-
tocols themselves. Ideally, these changes should be possible at run-time,
without breaking the active communication between devices.
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4.3 Related architectures
There is a need for new protocol architectures that inherently support these re-
quirements, such as reconfigurability and support for heterogeneity, over all net-
work layers [14]. This related work section gives a non-exhaustive overview of
architectures that are designed to support direct network connectivity between het-
erogeneous networks. Two main approaches are discussed: (i) incremental ‘evolu-
tionary’ architectures and (ii) clean slate ‘revolutionary’ architectures.
4.3.1 Evolutionary internet of things approaches
Advocates of an evolutionary approach to a future internet of things create new ar-
chitectures by reusing as many components as possible from existing networking
solutions. In their vision, the current internet should ‘evolve’ into an architecture
that is more suited for an internet of things. A first approach is to gradually im-
prove the existing communication stacks, replacing one function at a time, when-
ever the need arises. A typical example is the introduction of IPv6 addresses to
replace current IPv4 addresses. For this approach to be successful, architectures
should be easily extensible. Otherwise, this approach results in a difficult adop-
tion of new technologies, as shown by the problematic transition into IPv6 we are
witnessing at the moment.
An alternative evolutionary approach is the use of virtualized network compo-
nents. Network virtualization [15] is used to present underlying network layers in
a uniform way towards a high level application. Different devices are connected by
forming virtual networks on top of existing networks: logical links are created be-
tween distributed systems using native internet routing and standard IP addresses.
Well known examples are Virtual Private Networks (VPN) [16] or peer-to-peer ap-
plications [17]. The FP7 4WARD project [18] considers virtual networks to be a
fundamental part of the design of future internet devices. The project includes vir-
tualized network solutions for in-network management, generic connectivity and
content-centric information objects [19]. Similarly, the MAGNET project [20, 21]
offers network virtualization at both layer 2 and layer 3, whereas the ITEA2 usenet
project [22] focuses on network virtualization for machine-to-machine communi-
cation. One well-developed solution is VPAN [23], in which self-organizing and
self-maintaining overlay networks are created that provide a shielded and trusted
environment for networked applications that share a common context.
In the context of an internet of things, network virtualization can be viewed in
two ways [24]. First, these techniques can be used as a tool for evaluating new
disruptive architectures on a large scale using existing networks. Secondly, virtu-
alization can be regarded as a fundamental part of next-generation architectures,
whereby multiple ‘overlay’ networks coexist by creating different logical networks
for communication purposes [25]. However, for directly connecting heterogeneous
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networks (such as described in our vision of the internet of things), the use of vir-
tualization techniques has the following disadvantages. (i) Network virtualization
is not yet proven to be highly scalable, since setting up an overlay network is often
difficult and time-consuming. (ii) Virtualization techniques are often too complex
and inefficient to be implemented on resource-constrained embedded devices. And
(iii) virtualization techniques are often too high in the protocol stack to efficiently
bridge networks that use different communication technologies.
4.3.2 Revolutionary internet of things approaches
Opponents of the evolutionary approach emphasize the need for a redesigned,
clean slate architecture that inherently copes with next-generation network chal-
lenges [14, 26], sometimes even abandoning IP based addressing in favor of dif-
ferent addressing schemes. Clean slate initiatives are not always meant to be used
directly in new devices, but can be used to sketch a revolutionary new perspective,
which can then be brought into existing networks. Several approaches have been
proposed.
(i) Database centric architectures hide the heterogeneity of underlying net-
works by only allowing access to network information using database operations.
For example, the SENSEI project [27] solves the inaccessibility of low-resource
end devices by collecting all data from the end devices and making it available
in a centrally accessible database. Unfortunately, this approach often results in
significant network overhead.
(ii) Content centric architectures focus on describing the information that is
exchanged between networks. For example, the SemsorGrid4Env project [28]
focuses on the development of a semantic middleware layer. At the network
layer, network protocols are implemented semantically using a ‘descriptive lan-
guage’ [29] that focuses on functionality rather than implementation. Unfortu-
nately, support for directly connecting different networks at the lower network
layers is still lacking.
(iii) Cloud computing approaches try to offload resource intensive tasks to
more capable nodes. Typically, cloud computing can offer infrastructure, plat-
forms or software as a service to less capable devices [30, 31]. Since cloud com-
puting is regarded as a high layer service, this approach does not solve connectivity
challenges.
(iv) Service oriented architectures (SOAs) use loosely coupled software enti-
ties that implement a single software function. These software services are dynam-
ically combined to form ad hoc applications. In regards to the internet of things,
SOAs have two main disadvantages [32]: (i) SOAs focus mainly on higher layers
rather than solving network issues and (ii) the technologies used to realize service
oriented architectures, such as ML, SOAP, Web Services or BPEL, are often not
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suited for use in resource-constrained devices.
(v) Modular approaches have also been proposed, whereby the protocol stack
is divided into different modules which can be combined to create new network
protocols with different functionalities. As such, these approaches can easily in-
tegrate new network technologies by updating a single module. Modular frame-
works, such as SNA [33], can be used to design new network layers. However,
most existing modular frameworks compile these distinct modules into a static
network layer. In addition, current modular approaches do not focus on supporting
connectivity in heterogeneous environments. Thus, although promising, existing
modular approaches offer no additional run-time flexibility when compared to tra-
ditional layered approaches. In contrast, the NewArch project [34] discusses how
a flexible internet architecture can be created whereby different roles can dynam-
ically be combined at run-time to form ‘heaps’ [35] which can be adapted to the
needs of the network. Unfortunately, the project did not result in a practical proof-
of-concept implementation.
4.3.3 The need for new architectures
As shown in the previous sections, several research projects are currently involved
with the design of new network architectures. However, an economically viable
solution might still be a long way off:
• Though several research projects are currently involved with future internet
research, most of these efforts focus on the design of a (high-speed) future
internet backbones. These solutions are not suitable for use in resource-
constrained environments.
• As cited in [36] ‘too many future internet proposals are just extensions of
existing protocols or architectures’. As such, these proposals lack the inno-
vation to cope with specific internet of things challenges.
• Finally, too many proposals remain ‘paperware’: there is a definite lack of
implemented prototypes [14, 37].
As such, more practical implementations are needed before a decision can be
made regarding the feasibility of an all-encompassing internet of things solution.
Especially for resource-constrained devices, there is still room for several improve-
ments. More specifically there exists not yet a simple architecture that
• enables optimized communication at a network and link level between
co-located heterogeneous networks without the use of complex translation
gateways;
• has been implemented and evaluated as a prototype in a large scale experi-
mental setting;
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• is compact enough to fit even on low resource embedded devices;
• is fully clean slate, but is also backwards compatible with legacy networks;
In the following section, we will discuss how our IDRA architecture fills this gap.
4.4 IDRA as an enabler of the internet of things
As discussed in Chapter 2, IDRA [7] was originally designed to support next-
generation applications on wireless sensor networks. Each year, the WSN re-
search community develops new and optimized hardware devices, communication
technologies, network protocols and applications, resulting in a strongly heteroge-
neous and varying environment. To cope with such a varying environment, IDRA
has built-in solutions to support heterogeneous devices (in terms of hardware and
communication technologies) and to support evolving services and applications.
As such, there are many similarities between the requirements of WSNs and those
of a more general internet of things.
This section discusses which IDRA design choices can also be useful in the
context of the internet of things.
4.4.1 Network protocols as services
The OSI reference architecture [38] uses a layered protocol stack whereby all net-
work functionality is assigned to a specific protocol layer. For example, the rout-
ing layer includes functionality for providing reliability, for duplicate detection,
for retransmissions, etc. In contrast, in IDRA it is possible to implement these dif-
ferent network functions (such as addressing, naming, CRC calculation, routing,
etc.) each in a simple, standardized, technology-independent component. These
components can implement either a full network protocol (such as routing) or a
simple function (such as duplicate detection). Each component implements the
same interface and functions independent, without direct interaction with other
components. To indicate that these components are part of the packet processing
flow and influence the network behavior, they are called ‘network services’ in the
remainder of this dissertation.
New network services can be added whenever there is a need for them. For
example, a localization service can be added when an application is run that re-
quires location information. This way, more advanced network services can be
composed by combining elementary network services according to the needs of
the network (Figure 4.2c). A default ‘call sequence’ is included that indicates the
order in which the network services should be executed. By adding new network
services or by changing the call sequence, the network behavior can be changed.
Some examples of network services are:
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Figure 4.2: Conceptual presentation of the IDRA architecture. (a) The IDRA system is
responsible for packet creation, packet storing and packet interactions. (b) In-
teractions between the network services and IDRA are mainly descriptive in
nature. (c) Network services can be added dynamically according to the needs
of the device.
• a localization service inspects the RSSI of received packets so that it can
provide the network with accurate location information;
• a MAC service is responsible for controlling the timing and sending of pack-
ets;
• a topology service decides from which neighboring devices packets can be
received;
• a synchronization service delivers a network wide reference clock;
• a reliability service is responsible for the retransmission of packets;
• a management service collects and makes available network statistics such
as the background noise level and the number of failed transmissions.
Initially, such a network service oriented approach is compatible with a layered
approach: fully implemented network layers can register themselves as network
services. A transition towards a network-service oriented architecture can occur
gradually by standardizing a further decomposition of the protocol layer into mul-
tiple well-defined network services. In the context of the internet of things, a
network-service oriented network architecture has the following advantages.
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Pervasiveness Separating network functionality into different services results in
a lower memory-footprint, since (i) network services are only added on a
per-need base and (ii) functionality is not duplicated in several protocol lay-
ers. As such, this approach is well suited for networks that contain resource-
constrained devices.
Extensibility and maintenance A second advantage of a service oriented net-
work architecture is the ease with which the network copes with future de-
velopments. New applications are supported at a network level by plugging
in the appropriate network services (for example: an advanced encryption
service can be added to process all packets from an online banking applica-
tion).
Transparency Rather than directly interacting with a multitude of different com-
munication technologies, such as IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee), IEEE 802.15.1
(Bluetooth), IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), LAN or UMTS, the ‘radio facade’ from
Figure 4.2a translates the communication capabilities of the underlying com-
munication technology in terms of the services they can provide, such as
average reliability, energy cost, etc.
4.4.2 Information driven network services
To limit the dependence of network services on specific technologies, network ser-
vices in IDRA are made technology independent. Rather than creating technology-
dependent packets to exchange information, network services hand over to the
IDRA system any information they wish to send (Figure 4.2b, interaction 1). Ex-
ample information exchanges are a route request, a web page request or a packet
acknowledgment. IDRA creates the actual packet, encapsulates the information in
the payload and stores the resulting packet in a system wide queue. IDRA can be
configured to create or interpret any packet type (see Section 4.4.3). Thus, instead
of packet-based sending, IDRA offers information based communication.
Similarly, all interactions with the communication interfaces are descriptive.
For example, a MAC protocol can describe when and how each packet is allowed
to be transmitted (e.g: the maximum tolerated background noise, the scheduled
sending time, the radio frequency, etc) and how the communication interfaces
should be configured (listening frequency, power state, etc.). A conflict resolu-
tion scheme is used to detect conflicting settings and inform the MAC service of
undesired behavior. As a result, multiple MAC services can reside on the same
node, each with one or more associated communication interfaces.
Delegating all technology related functions, such as packet creation, packet
manipulation, packet sending and buffer provisioning, to the IDRA architecture
has the following advantages.
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Hardware heterogeneity Tasks which are typically duplicated in several net-
work layers (ie: packet creation, packet manipulation, packet sending and
buffer provisioning) are delegated to the system, thus avoiding code redun-
dancy. As a result, the overall code size is reduced, making it possible to
support a large number of services even on resource constrained devices.
Ease of use Since network services need to consider only ‘information exchanges’,
the development of network services is simplified.
Transparency The same information exchange mechanism is used for all net-
work services, independent of which packet type will be created and which
communication interface will be used. The complexity of low-level opera-
tions (buffer management, packet construction, etc) are thus hidden from the
network services. This way, network services are not technology dependent,
which promotes reuse of network services in different contexts.
4.4.3 Decoupling of protocol logic and packet representation
Since the network services do not create the packets, they have no knowledge about
the header structure of received packets. To retrieve information about created or
received packets, network services interact with packets through a ‘packet facade’
(Figure 4.2b, interaction 2). Through this packet facade, standardized packet at-
tributes (metadata) can be added, updated or requested. This metadata can repre-
sent header fields such as ‘destination’, ‘quality-of-service’ or ‘time-to-live’, but
can also be used to describe extra context information such as the packet origin or
destination location, the packet owner or additional descriptive information about
the packet.
To interpret the structure of created or received packets, the packet facade
uses one or more ‘packet descriptors’. These packet descriptors describe at which
header offset each packet attributes should be stored (Figure 4.3). This way, any
packet type can be generated or interpreted, as long as the correct packet descriptor
is available. Packet attributes that do not have a fixed location in the packet header
are stored sequentially in the payload in the form of type-length-value (TLV) el-
ements. Since there is no direct interaction between network services and packet
descriptors, the packet type can be changed without any changes to the used net-
work services. Decoupling the protocol logic from the packet structure has several
advantages.
Packet heterogeneity Since any packet type can be interpreted as long as the
correct packet descriptor is available, it is possible for multiple packet types
to reside on a single node, transparent for the network services.
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Figure 4.3: Network services can transparently interact with any packet type. (a) Network
services can associate metadata with, or retrieve metadata from, stored packets
using the packet facade. (b) Only the packet facade requires knowledge about
the packet format. As long as the correct packet descriptor is available, the
packet facade knows how and where metadata is stored. (c) Finally, the packet
facade accesses the correct header offset or the packet payload.
Legacy support By providing the packet descriptors of legacy devices, IDRA
services can interpret packets from legacy networks and interact with legacy
packet types.
Context awareness Any type of context information can be associated with a
packet in the form of a packet attribute. This promotes the development
of new network services which rely on advanced packet information such
as ownership or visibility rights. Metadata can also be used to facilitate
mobility solutions [39].
Hardware heterogeneity Using a packet facade, network services do not need
to strip the protocol headers from received packets to interact with packets.
Thus, when non-essential network services are omitted from devices with
low resources, the remaining network services can still interpret the received
packets. In addition, packet attributes remain associated with a packet even
if network protocols are omitted at intermediate nodes. Thus, when light-
weight nodes are provided with simpler versions of the network services,
these simpler services can inspect the packet attributes that were added by
more advanced network services.
Future proof Network services can be implemented independently from the rep-
resentation of the packets. As a result, reuse of network services is pro-
moted. To change the packet structure or support new packet structures,
only the packet descriptor needs to be updated. All other network services
remain unchanged.
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4.4.4 Queue management
Depending on the required network performance, different queuing systems can be
used in IDRA. To reduce the memory footprint of the queues, the current imple-
mentation of IDRA uses a single, system-wide queue for storing packets. Arriving
packets are stored once in the shared queue and remain there until processing is
finished. This approach limits the number of copy actions of the packets. Net-
work protocols can interact with any of the packets from the shared queue using
the packet facade. Since network services are not responsible for queue manage-
ment, the complexity and memory footprint of the network services is reduced.
The advantages of using a single, system wide queue are the following.
Simplicity In layered architectures, each network layer requires overprovisioning
of its provided buffers to ensure that all packets can be stored. Using a
shared queue approach, this overprovisioning is required only once. As a
result, network services are simpler and have a small memory footprint.
Network management Using a single queue ensures that the system can monitor
all available packets. This eases the gathering of real-time network statistics.
QoS management The shared queue has an associated QoS module. This QoS
module has a global view on the number of packets, their current processing
state and their expected delay. The QoS module can drop packets and selects
which packets are processed or transmitted first. Since the QoS module only
interacts with the queue, it can provide basic, protocol independent QoS
which can transparently be combined with any IDRA network service.
4.4.5 Network service broker
Network services can be dynamically added, removed or updated according to
the needs of the network. Rather than having a strict execution order (such as in
layered networks), network services are activated only when they are needed. Cur-
rently, IDRA implements a simple service broker. Each network service registers
itself using ‘filters’ which describe the function of the network service (e.g: rout-
ing, localization, etc). In addition, the filters specify for which types of packets
the network services can be used (Figure 4.2b, interaction 3). For example, a QoS
aware routing service can register itself for routing high priority packets (‘QoS at-
tribute higher than 5’), a georouting service can be used for routing when location
information is available (‘location attribute is available’) and a multicast routing
service registers itself for routing packets to multicast addresses.
In high end devices, intelligent service discovery mechanisms can be used to
detect the capabilities of the network services, and to automatically select and
configure the appropriate network services depending on the application require-
ments. For example, to support a fire alarm or emergency reporting service, the
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network broker can disable energy-efficient routing in favor of an optimized low-
delay routing service. Or a key-distribution service can be activated before a device
is allowed to join an existing network. As such, a dynamic network service broker
promotes a more flexible internet of things.
Self configuration Devices can change their own behavior by plugging in new
network services when required. Intelligent self configuring networks can
use the service broker for self-adaptation and for automatic network up-
grades.
Hardware heterogeneity Devices with less capabilities can be configured to use
simplified execution sequences which contain less network services. Alter-
natively, they can negotiate with neighboring nodes to use simplified ver-
sions of the required network services.
Legacy support When interacting with legacy neighboring devices, the service
broker can be configured to execute legacy network services in a typical
layered order (e.g: MAC, routing, transport, application). This way, network
service oriented devices can coexist with traditional layered devices.
4.4.6 System wide aggregation
Many information exchanges (such as status updates, low-priority monitoring in-
formation or delay tolerant measurements) between different devices do not need
to be transmitted immediately. In the IDRA system, network services can include
information about the maximum tolerated delay when handing over information
exchanges to the IDRA system. Time sensitive parameters are immediately en-
capsulated in a packet, but all other parameters are temporarily stored in a cen-
tral repository. Whenever a packet is relayed through the node, all information
parameters with the same ‘next hop’ or ‘destination’ attribute are added to the
packet. Delay-tolerant parameters can remain in the waiting space for up to a
per-parameter predefined period of time. If no data has been relayed within the
allowed waiting time, the system generates a new packet which combines all pa-
rameters that are have the same destination. As a result, information exchanges
from all network services using IDRA can be combined. To avoid high end-to-
end delays, the current implementation only delays the parameters in the waiting
space of the initial node: packets are not further delayed in intermediate nodes.
Since the aggregation is part of the IDRA architecture, the aggregation approach
can be changed or optimized depending on the network requirements, without any
changes to the network services. The advantages of aggregation at an architectural
level are the following.
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Reduced interference By limiting the number of transmissions, the overall wire-
less interference decreases, resulting in more optimal use of wireless band-
width.
Increased throughput It has been shown that the use of small packets has a neg-
ative influence on the maximum throughput of transmission systems, in par-
ticular for wireless networks. By combining multiple information exchanges
in a larger packet when possible, the overall throughput increases.
Increased energy efficiency Finally, for devices powered by small batteries or
by energy scavenging, the use of a radio for transmitting packets results in
a serious decrease in network lifetime. By limiting the number of transmis-
sions, the time before battery replacement increases.
4.5 Advanced IDRA use cases
The previous section gave a high level overview of different IDRA concepts and
discussed their relevance in the context of the internet of things. This next sec-
tion describes in more detail on how IDRA can support two important internet of
things use cases: (i) supporting backwards compatibility with existing networks
and (ii) transparently bridging a diverse number of (co-located) wired and wireless
communication technologies.
Backwards compatibility Before an all encompassing internet of things exists,
there will be a need for a transitional period, whereby internet of things de-
vices transparently coexist with existing (legacy) networks. As an example,
consider a scenario in which an existing corporate Wi-Fi mesh network is ex-
tended with new internet of things Wi-Fi devices that use a next-generation
protocol stack. Most clean slate solutions solve this by setting up a new net-
work that is fully separated from the existing legacy network (Figure 4.4).
Communication between the legacy nodes and the state-of-the-art devices
typically requires the development of a complex gateway device, in which
all network protocols are translated. In contrast, when IDRA is used on the
new devices, nodes can communicate directly with any existing Wi-Fi node
resulting in an optimized network performance.
Heterogeneous networks In the future, the internet of things will be accessi-
ble using a large number of communication technologies. As an example,
consider an industry building where the following communication technolo-
gies are used: a wireless entrance and security system is installed, wireless
internet access is provided through Wi-Fi access points, the wireless com-
pany phone network uses DECT, a company LAN network is used for high
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Figure 4.4: The coverage of an existing legacy network is expanded by installing an addi-
tional next-generation backbone. (i) Using existing technology, all communi-
cation must pass through a translation gateway, resulting in suboptimal use of
the network. (ii) A next-generation IDRA network can converge with existing
networks and use direct communication paths, thus prolonging the operational
lifetime of legacy networks.
speed connections and finally an expensive UMTS connection is used to pro-
vide connectivity to remote parts of the industry terrain. When a resource-
constrained Body Area Network (BAN) is introduced to monitor the health
of the employees, the BAN nodes should be able to connect directly to all ex-
isting co-located networks, without the use of a remote gateway (Figure 4.5).
When using IDRA, it is not necessary to install a full protocol stack for each
of these diverse communication technologies. As such, IDRA can imple-
ment ‘always best connected’ (ABC) solutions even on resource constrained
internet of things devices.
To realize these use cases, IDRA has built-in features that are able to cope
with the following network challenges: (i) heterogeneous (legacy) devices can
use different packet types, (ii) heterogeneous (legacy) devices can use conflict-
ing medium access mechanisms and (iii) heterogeneous (legacy) devices can use
different higher layer network protocols
4.5.1 Connecting devices that use different packet types
In a heterogeneous environment, multiple packet types can transparently reside on
the same node at the same time. The IDRA packet facade is able to interpret any in-
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Figure 4.5: A resource-constrained personal Body Area Network (BAN) monitors the
health of an employee. For efficient communication, the BAN should be able to
communicate directly with all co-located network technology such as wireless
entrance and security control, UMTS, Wi-Fi and DECT.
coming packet type, as long as the correct packet part descriptors are available. To
this end, IDRA includes a packet identification service that indicates which packet
descriptors should be used to interpret incoming packets. To identify incoming
packets, one of the following identification services can be used.
• Networks that utilize multiple communication technologies can associate a
packet type with each interface (e.g: an 802.11 packet type for the Wi-Fi
interface, an 6LoWPAN packet type for the IEEE 802.15.4 interface, etc).
• Alternatively, in case multiple packet types can arrive on the same inter-
face, a publicly available, standardized packet type can be added as a unique
packet identification field to each outgoing packet.
• If the radio offers hardware address recognition features, the address of the
sending node can be identified. In this case, the neighbor table is used to
describe the expected packet type of each neighboring node. This approach
is not possible for networks that use non radio-compliant MAC headers or
networks that include address-free communication interfaces (such as USB
interfaces).
• Finally, a last option is to compare incoming packets with the descriptors of
existing packet descriptors using bitmap operations.
This wide range of identification methods ensures that network designers can al-
ways choose the most optimal method for identifying incoming packets. The
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IDRA system automatically drops all packets that are not recognized by any of
these packet identification services.
To select the correct outgoing packet type, a configurable shared neighbor table
is used. For each of its neighbors, an entry is available in the shared neighbor table
that indicates the preferred packet type, routing protocol and MAC protocol. IDRA
will automatically select the correct MAC protocol and sent the packet over the
correct radio interface. This shared neighbor table can be configured at run-time
or at compile-time.
In heterogeneous networks, the outgoing packet type might be different from
the incoming packet type. Packet conversion occurs when an outgoing packet
must be transmitted to a neighbor that is associated with a different packet type.
When packet conversion is required, the packet facade is used to create a new
packet of the correct type. Next, the packet facade extracts all packet attributes
from the original packet (thus dismantling the original packet). Finally, the packet
facade is used to add all extracted packet attributes to the newly created packet.
The conversion process is fully transparent for the network protocols: the network
protocols can not distinguish the new packet from the original packet.
4.5.2 Connecting devices with different MAC protocols
IDRA can also support communication with (legacy) devices that use different
MAC protocols. To this end, both the legacy and the new MAC service can be reg-
istered to manage the same network interface. Using the shared neighbor table, the
IDRA service broker will automatically use the correct MAC service when send-
ing packets to the legacy nodes. Also, using packet filters incoming packets can
be directed towards the correct MAC protocol based on their packet type or other
packet attributes. Finally, IDRA includes several simple algorithms for resolving
MAC conflicts that occur when multiple MAC protocols want to manage the same
radio interface. For example, the radio will only be disabled when all registered
MAC protocols have requested a low power radio state.
4.5.3 Connecting devices which use different routing protocols
To cope with different routing protocols, the legacy routing protocol can be in-
stalled on the IDRA device as an additional routing service. The dynamic network
service broker can be configured to use this routing protocol for any packet that
goes to (or comes from) a legacy device. In addition, by providing the correct
packet descriptor, IDRA nodes can interpret legacy headers to retrieve the source
and destination of each (legacy) packet. As such, IDRA devices can route legacy
packets to their destination using a new state-of-the-art routing protocol, without
changing the packet structure. This way, next-generation IDRA devices can be
used to transparently route packets from legacy nodes.
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4.6 Feasibility of the concepts
According to [14, 40], the development of actual prototypes is crucial to prove
the merit of future protocol architectures. To prove the feasilibily of the IDRA
concepts, IDRA has been tested in several network deployments.
4.6.1 Proof-of-concept implementations
The concepts above have all been implemented in the DEUS project [41] using
a large scale testbed of 200 TMoteSky nodes and two real-life network deploy-
ments (the arts center ‘Vooruit’ and a home for the elderly). Devices were installed
that use different routing protocols (DYMO, HYDRO or AODV) [42]. Depend-
ing on their neighbors and the packet metadata, the nodes automatically selected
the appropriate routing protocol, thus enabling direct connectivity between these
different devices. As a result, even on such a large scale, devices running IDRA
are capable of efficient direct communication by using packet conversion and a
dynamic network service broker on each intermediate hop.
IDRA currently includes several network services such as routing, MAC, topol-
ogy control, duplicate detection, packet identification, packet ownership, quality-
of-service and localization services, which can all be combined as required by
the network. A full list of experimental IDRA deployments can be found at
http://idraproject.net/content/experimental-validation.
4.6.2 Business aspects
Apart from technical aspects, one of the main drivers behind innovation are mar-
ketable results. In regards to IDRA, we identified the following economic advan-
tages.
• Due to its low memory and processing requirements, IDRA can reduce the
hardware costs of involved devices.
• Low cost end devices can be included in IP networks since IP packets can
be generated and processed even without a full protocol stack.
• By activating the built-in aggregation service, increased wireless through-
put can be provided and battery powered devices have a longer functional
lifetime.
• IDRA transparently supports an ‘always best connected’ strategy between
different technologies at all network levels. Network cooperation can save
the consumer money. For example: when watching videos on a cell phone,
rather than using an expensive 3G network, the cell phone can connect with
a body area network (BAN) using the bluetooth connection. The BAN, in
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turn, can make a connection with a nearby Wi-Fi gateway to provide cheap
internet access.
• The architecture supports the concept of dynamically plugging in new net-
work services whenever required. This paves the road for pay-per update
services and stimulates the development of companies supporting network
services.
• Finally, IDRA can be used to deploy next-generation networks while still
supporting existing legacy networks.
These advantages can be exploited by business innovators even before the com-
mercialization and roll-out of a large scale internet of things.
4.7 Conclusions
Our everyday environment is equipped with an increasing number of communi-
cation technologies, from high speed internet backbones to ‘last mile’ access and
cable replacement technologies such as Wi-Fi, bluetooth or UMTS. This trend will
likely not change, prompting the need for internet of things architectures that inher-
ently cope with this diversity. This chapter gave an overview of existing promising
architectural approaches. However, at the moment, none of these offers a solution
to enable efficient direct communication between co-located resource-constrained
devices that use different communication technologies.
This chapter argues that this gap can be filled by the IDRA architecture. To
motivate this, a broad overview of the IDRA architecture was given, and it was
motivated how the discussed concepts fit within the vision of the internet of things.
The following contributions of IDRA towards a future internet architecture were
discussed in greater detail. (i) IDRA is a clean slate architecture, but is backwards
compatible with legacy networks. (ii) The complexity of IDRA is low enough to
implement even on resource-constrained devices. (iii) IDRA enables direct com-
munication between co-located networks without the use of complex translation
gateways. In addition, (v) IDRA copes with changing network and application
requirements by introducing a dynamic service broker responsible for selecting
the most optimal network services. And finally, (iv) IDRA has fully been imple-
mented and evaluated, which proves the feasibility of the proposed concepts. As
such, the IDRA architecture is a promising candidate to connect heterogeneous
next-generation networks in a straightforward way, while supporting many of the
requirements of the internet of things at an architectural level.
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5
A Negotiation-Based Networking
Methodology to Enable Cooperation
Across Heterogeneous Co-located
Networks
In a future internet of things, an increasing number of every-day objects will be-
come interconnected with each other. To cope with these increasingly large and
heterogeneous networks, this chapter presents an ‘incentive-driven’ networking
approach that aims to (i) increase the network performance of co-located devices
through cross-network cooperation and (ii) simplify the configuration and setup of
networks for the end-users. To this end, a negotiation approach is presented that
takes into account the network preferences of individual devices. The incentive-
driven negotiation methodology enables efficient network cooperation between
heterogeneous devices through the use of cross-layer and cross-network optimiza-
tions. The feasibility of the methodology is demonstrated through an experimental
proof-of-concept implementation that optimizes the network performance of two
networks of resource-constrained embedded devices. Finally, to show that the pro-
posed methodology is applicable to a wide range of marketable applications, the
chapter describes a large number of example use cases that can benefit from incen-
tive driven networking.
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5.1 Introduction
In the future, an increasing number of objects will be (wirelessly) connected with
each other [1, 2]. The rising popularity of wireless car ports, televisions, ra-
dios, rolling shutters and different types of environmental sensors demonstrates
that even every-day household objects will come equipped with (wireless) com-
munication possibilities. Supporting connectivity between these fixed and mobile
objects enables an increased interactivity with our environment, which in turn en-
ables wireless next-generation applications such as wireless building automation,
automated e-health solutions, interactive museum exhibitions and personalized en-
tertainment systems [3, 4].
Nowadays, supporting connectivity between these co-located devices is sup-
ported by manually grouping together the different devices in separate subnets
based on their network technology. Regardless of the characteristics of the de-
vices, the same network configuration and network policies are used for all the
devices of a single subnet.
However, this manual approach is complex and inefficient [5].
• Due to the sheer amount of co-located devices, a manual configuration ap-
proach is very time-consuming and expensive, especially in large-scale net-
works.
• Manual or static configuration approaches do not take into account dynam-
ically changing network requirements such as networks that change over
time, networks that use mobile devices or networks that are formed sponta-
neously after impromptu encounters [6].
• Devices from different subnets typically ignore each other, resulting in harm-
ful interference [7] and missed opportunities for cooperation.
• Finally, current networking approaches most often do not take into account
the heterogeneity of next-generation networks. Different devices typically
have (i) different network preferences and (ii) different hardware and soft-
ware capabilities [8].
As such, there is a need for network solutions that efficiently support at run-
time cooperation between devices from different subnets while taking into account
the diverging goals and capabilities of the networked objects. To fill this gap, this
chapter presents a networking approach called ‘incentive driven networking’ that
aims to both (i) increase the network performance of co-located devices through
cross-network cooperation and (ii) simplify the configuration and setup of net-
works for the end-users.
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What’s ‘new’ about Symbionets ? 
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Figure 5.1: The characteristics of incentive driven networking.
Incentive driven networking describes a cross-layer, cross-network negotiation
methodology for optimizing network resources such as throughput or latency (Fig-
ure 5.1). Using our methodology, devices (even from different owners) can engage
in efficient cooperation with co-located devices that have different network pref-
erences and capabilities, ultimately resulting in an overall increase in the network
performance.
The remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 argued that current
networks are not designed to support interconnected objects that differ in terms
of behavior and network requirements. As a possible solution, this chapter intro-
duces incentive driven networking. Section 5.2 defines the terms and concepts that
are used in incentive driven networking. Afterwards, Section 5.3 presents the in-
centive driven methodology that is used to realize the negotiation based network
optimization. The feasibility of the proposed concepts is defended in Section 5.4,
where the performance of an experimental implementation is evaluated. Next, Sec-
tion 5.5 gives an overview of related network approaches. Afterwards, Section 5.6
gives an overview of potential marketable applications that can be realized using
the proposed incentive driven networking concepts. Finally, Section 5.8 concludes
the chapter.
5.2 Terminology
Before exploring the methodology, the key components of the cooperation schemes
are described in more detail.
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5.2.1 Incentives
Each device involved in incentive driven networking has a number of well-defined
incentives that describe the preferred high-level network behavior. An incentive
can either (i) describe behavioral aspects of the network (i.e: ‘limit the battery
consumption’); or (ii) express the need for additional functionality (i.e: ‘get in-
ternet access’); or (iii) give an indication of the expected performance network
metrics (i.e: ‘support video streaming’). Example incentives are the following:
• HIGH THROUGHPUT, HIGH RELIABILITY or LOW DELAY (to obtain
better QoS guarantees)
• HIGH NETWORK LIFETIME (to prevent frequent battery replacement)
• HIGH COVERAGE (to reach more clients)
• LOW EXPOSURE (due to health regulations)
• GET PUBLIC ACCESS (to get internet connectivity)
Incentives describe the ‘reasons for cooperation’: devices will only engage in
cooperation with other devices when this cooperation is beneficial for the incen-
tives of the participating nodes. The incentives of a device are typically set by the
application, or configured manually by a network administrator.
5.2.2 Communities
A community is defined as a set of nodes that have derived common incentives
(‘network goals’). As such, a community describes a set of co-located nodes that
have the same network behavior and the same network goals: they are similar
in terms of capabilities (such as available services) and incentives. All devices
of a single community should be able to communicate with each other (either
directly, or through intermediate devices that are part of the same community). As
an example, the devices of an office building can be divided into the following
three separate communities: Wi-Fi enabled devices that are battery powered, Wi-
Fi enabled devices that are plugged into a power line and UMTS capable devices.
Devices require a trust relation with all other community members before join-
ing a community. Devices that belong to the same owner are implicitly assumed
to trust each other. Otherwise, a trust relationship can be established through the
use of certificates which are issued by a (remote) trusted certification authority.
5.2.3 Network services
An incentive can be realized using a large number of networking techniques.
For example, the reliability incentive can be improved by using retransmission
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Network Description Expected influence on
service Through-
put
Delay Relia-
bility
Network
Life-
time
Shared
routing
Allows cooperating communi-
ties to interpret and route packets
from other communities
+ + + ±
Interference
avoidance
Communities cooperate by se-
lecting the transmission frequen-
cies which are least harmful for
each other
+ ± + ±
Coordinated
sleeping
schemes
To conserve energy, the devices
from the involved communities
use matching sleep schemes
- - ± +
Packet
aggregation
To reduce the number of trans-
missions, multiple information
exchanges are aggregated into a
single packet
+ - - +
Table 5.1: Example list of network services and their influence on community incentives
(+: positive influence, -: negative influence, ±: variable or no influence).
schemes, by increasing the transmission power or by using advanced error cor-
rection codes. These optimization techniques, that influence one or more of the
incentives, are called network services. Thus, whereas incentives indicate network
goals, network services are the means to realize these goals.
Table 5.1 lists several example network services and their influence on the in-
centives. A network service is not crucial for the correct working of the individual
communities, but can be activated or deactivated in a community depending on the
required incentives of the communities. For example, activating retransmissions
will positively influence the reliability, at the cost of a lower network lifetime.
5.2.4 Negotiation profiles
To enable negotiation, the characteristics of each community are described in ne-
gotiation profiles. A negotiation profile should contain at least the following infor-
mation.
• A timestamp (time of last update).
• A certificate guaranteeing that the community can be trusted.
• The community ID and priority.
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Figure 5.2: Profiles are constructed in a hierarchical manner. One or more application pro-
files are combined in a single device profile. Similarly, a community profile is
generated based on the profiles of all participating devices.
• A list of incentives and their associated importance for the community.
• A list of available network services.
• A description of the configurable settings (transmission frequencies, avail-
able packet types, etc).
Profile information can be represented using new or existing standardized XML
schemes [9]. Alternatively, resource-constrained networks can utilize more effi-
cient binary formats to represent the profile information.
Negotiation profiles are constructed in a hierarchical manner (Figure 5.2). The
incentives of the applications are described in an application profile. If only a
single application is deployed on a device, a direct conversion from application
incentives to device incentives is possible. However, if multiple applications are
deployed on the same device, the application profiles are merged into a device
profile. In the case of conflicting incentives, different application priorities can be
used to prioritize certain incentives. Similarly, the community profile represents
a merged representation of the device profiles of all participating nodes (see Sec-
tion 5.3.1).
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5.2.5 Incentive driven networking
For optimal network performance, it is important to make intelligent decisions
about which network services should be activated. Since incentives describe high-
level network requirements, an incentive can be improved using different network
services. For example, the incentive ‘reliability’ can be improved by utilizing
better error correction codes, by activating packet acknowledgments or by using
reliable routing protocols. To identify which set of network services should be
activated, it is important to note that a single network service often influences
multiple incentives. For example, the additional transmissions required for packet
acknowledgments influence the network lifetime of battery-powered devices, and
the use of reliable routing protocols might increase the end-to-end delays.
Incentive driven networking is defined as the selection and activation of the
optimal set of network services in each community with the goal to optimize the
incentives of each participating community. Based on this definition, the distinc-
tion between incentives and network services can be understood as follows: a
network service can be activated or deactivated, whereas an incentive indicates a
high-level application or management objective.
5.3 Incentive driven networking methodology
As stated before, our incentive driven networking approach aims to globally opti-
mize network resources through negotiation based cross-layer and cross-network
optimizations. Figure 5.3 gives a general overview of the discussed incentive
driven network methodology. The methodology to support incentive driven net-
working consists of the following 5 phases, all of which will be discussed in more
detail:
1 First, communities of similar devices are created.
2 The communities use varying communication technologies to discover each
other.
3 After discovery, the communities negotiate about the optimal set of network
services.
4 This is followed by the actual activation of the services.
5 Finally, the communities monitor if all services are actually deployed and if
the communities behave correctly.
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Figure 5.3: The 5 phases of the incentive driven network methodology
5.3.1 Phase 1 - Community Creation
Initially, devices are deployed with a simple (standardized) MAC and routing pro-
tocol. They can communicate with co-located devices, but no network services are
yet activated. After deployment of the devices, the nodes first find out if they can
form a community with similar co-located devices. Joining a community has both
benefits and disadvantages for a device. When a device joins a community, the
community incentives might differ from the incentives of the individual device. In
this situation, the community will optimize towards incentives that are suboptimal
for the joining device. On the other hand, by joining a community, the device en-
ters a stronger negotiation position, since a community can negotiate on behalf of
a large group of nodes.
The partitioning of devices into separate communities can occur either at run-
time or at design-time. To cope with dynamically changing network conditions,
as well as to avoid complex and time-consuming manual network configuration, a
non-manual approach is preferred. The end result of this phase is a partitioning of
the devices into communities of directly connected devices. As an example, the
outline of a simple at run-time partitioning protocol is presented in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm assumes that the incentives, services and settings of each commu-
nity are described using a standardized community profile, which is transmitted
over a predetermined radio frequency. The algorithm starts when each individual
device creates a device profile based on the requirements of its high-level appli-
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Require: initial condition: all devices form their own community
1: repeat
2: Each device single-hop broadcasts its profile P0 over all available commu-
nication interfaces.
3: From the received profiles Pi, select the one that best matches your own
profile P0
4: Propose to Pi to be part of the community
5: if Pi accepts then
6: // create common community profile
7: P0 ← merge(P0, Pi)
8: else
9: Ignore Pi from now on
10: end if
11: until No new devices can be added to the communities
algorithm 2: Outline of a simple algorithm for the partitioning of devices into different com-
munities
cations. During the algorithm, devices search for co-located devices which are
similar enough to be part of the same community. When no more compatible
co-located devices are found, the algorithm is finished. In environments that are
strongly heterogeneous, a community might be as small as a single device.
Of course, alternative approaches are possible. Whichever method is used, the
end-result of this step is that all co-located devices are divided over different com-
munities consisting of devices with similar services and incentives. Since commu-
nities are independent entities, it is now possible to optimize the performance of
each individual community. However, optimizing at this phase of the methodology
might not always be beneficial. (i) It is not yet known how the network services
will influence the incentives of neighboring communities. To cooperate with other
networks, the negotiation output might require that some of these network ser-
vices are disabled again, thus resulting in unnecessary set-up and configuration
overhead. (ii) Additionally, some optimization techniques complicate the discov-
ery and negotiation process. For example, utilizing encryption schemes or channel
hopping schemes might prevent different communities from detecting each other.
As such, depending on the complexity and length of the ‘community discov-
ery’ and ‘community negotiation’ phases, it can be beneficial to delay some (or
all) network optimizations until after the negotiation process.
5.3.2 Phase 2 - Community Discovery
In the previous phase, devices were partitioned into separate communities with
similar incentives and services. Now, the different communities find out if they
are co-located with other communities capable of incentive driven networking.
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Figure 5.4: Distributed Commmunity Discovery. a) A subset of the discovery devices is
used for detecting other communities. b) Adding more discovery devices in-
creases the probability of successful detection. c) Multiple discovery devices
can transmit discovery beacons in parallel on different frequencies to ensure a
timely detection of co-located communities.
Community discovery consists of the following steps:
1 Assignation of discovery nodes. Each community decides on the optimal
number of devices that are needed to detect co-located communities. To
bear minimal impact on the network performance, a subset of discovery
nodes can suffice (see Figure 5.4).
2 Community discovery. Next, the discovery devices are used to detect the
co-located communities. Community detection can be passive (i.e.: discov-
ery devices passively scan for recognized packets on multiple frequenties in
order to overhear existing communities [10]) or active (i.e.: by broadcast-
ing community advertisement messages over multiple frequencies contain-
ing information about the network settings that should be used to contact
the advertising community). The end result of this step is that single hop
communication between the discovery nodes of different communities is
possible.
3 Profile exchange. Afterwards, the discovered communication settings are
used to exchange the community profiles between the discovery nodes.
4 Forward the received profile. Finally, received community profiles are for-
warded to the ’negotiation’ entity of each community (see next section).
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5.3.3 Phase 3 - Community Negotiation
By now, the co-located communities have exchanged profiles which describe the
incentives of each community. The next steps investigate if cooperation between
different co-located communities (in the form of activating cross-network services
such as interference avoidance) is beneficial. To be able to participate in this step
of incentive driven networking, each participating community should have a ne-
gotiation entity. This negotiation entity is either a single, central manager that is
trusted by both communities or an entity that is distributed over several nodes of
each community. Negotiation consists of the following phases:
1 Announcement of negotiation entity. The negotiation entity of each com-
munity regularly announces its presence to all nodes of the community by
broadcasting ’negotiation advertise’ messages.
2 Collection of community profiles. All received community profiles are for-
warded to the nearest negotiation entity where the negotiation process is
initialized.
3 Determine an influence rating for each service. For each available network
service, the negotiation manager determines how the activation of the avail-
able service will influence the incentives of each community. For exam-
ple, enabling aggregation can increase the network lifetime incentive by
30% [11]. To agree on estimated influence of network services, results can
be used from (i) existing literature, from (ii) network simulators or from (iii)
network monitoring agents.
4 Calculate optimal set of network services. Based upon these influence ratios,
the negotiation entity calculates the optimal selection of services that should
be activated.
To calculate the optimal set of network services, several negotiation approaches
are possible based on methods such as game theory, self-learning approaches or
mathematical formulas. As an example, below a heuristic ILP formulation of the
negotiation process is derived which can be applied to any numberN participating
networks, using the notations from Table 5.2.
Assuming:
I∑
i=0
IWi,a = 1, ∀ a = 0..N (5.1)
Then maximize:
N∑
a=0
CPa ∗ profita (5.2)
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Symbol Meaning
CPa The priority of community a. Under normal operations, the priority
of each community equals one. However, the performance of certi-
fied emergency networks can be improved by giving them a higher
priority, at the cost of a lower network performance of the other
participating communities.
profita The profit function of community a. This objective function should
be maximized for each network to optimally profit from incentive
driven networking.
IWi,a The weight factor that is given to incentive i in community a.
SIi,a;s,b The percentage by which incentive i from community a is improved
when service s is activated in community b. These values can be
configured at design-time, or monitoring agents can use learning
techniques to intelligently monitor and change these percentages at
run-time.
SAs,a A binary variable (0 or 1) that indicates if service s is activated in
community a. These variables are determined as the end result of
the linear program.
Table 5.2: List of variables used during the negotiation process.
subject to:
profita =
I∑
i=0
[
IWi,a ∗
{
1 +
S∑
s=0
N∑
b=0
(SAs,b ∗ SIi,a;s,b
}]
(5.3)
profita ≥ 1, ∀ a = 0..N (5.4)
SAs,b =
{
1 if service s is activated in network b;
0 if service s is deactivated in network b. (5.5)
With:
N = the total number of communities participating in the
negotiation process.
I = the total number of incentives.
S = the total number of available services.
Formula (5.1) enforces that the sum of the incentive weights of each commu-
nity is normalized to one. For example, consider the situation where two appli-
cations are running on node a. One application requires a maximal throughput,
whereas the other requires a long network lifetime. Assuming both applications
are equally important, the incentive weights would be divided equally amongst
both applications, resulting in IWthroughput,a = IWlifetime,a = 0.5.
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Formula (5.2) specifies that the total profit function should be maximized. The
total profit is calculated as the sum of the profits of all N communities weighted
by their priority.
The profit of each individual community a is calculated in Formula (5.3). The
formula evaluates how each service influences the incentives of community awhen
activated. Since initially no services are used (SAs,b = 0,∀s = 0..S,∀b = 0..N )
the profit without incentive driven networking equals one. When new services are
added, these services increase or decrease the value of the incentives (for example:
using sleep schemes might improve the ‘network lifetime incentive’ by 60%). De-
pending on the weights of the incentives, the profit function of a community will
favor different incentives.
The condition described in Formula (5.4) ensures that the performance of none
of the participating communities is degraded after cooperation. If no solution is
found that results in better performance for a community a, this community will
not participate in the cooperation. Optionally, condition (5.4) can be omitted when
a community agrees to accept a decreased performance (for example to support
nearby emergency networks).
Finally, the last condition in Formula (5.5) indicates that SAs,b are binary vari-
ables.
After solving the ILP formulation, the binary variables SA indicate which ser-
vices should be activated to maximally increase the objective function of all in-
volved communities. Based on the description of the network services, additional
constraints can be added. For example: if a network service needs to be activated
over both communities (such as when using frequency hopping), the condition
SAfreqhop,a = SAfreqhop,b is added. Similarly, if network service a requires the
activation of network service b, the condition SAservice,a ≤ SAservice,b is added.
In some cases, optimal incentive driven networking might require that the com-
munities do not merge, but try to avoid each other through the use of interference
avoidance mechanisms. Finally, in case no neighboring communities are found,
or if the negotiation process with the neighboring communities fails, the same lin-
ear program is used to optimize the performance of only a single community (by
ignoring the incentives of neighboring communities).
5.3.4 Phase 4 - Enabling of the incentive driven cooperation
After selecting the optimal set of services in each community, the next phase se-
lects and activates the services in all involved communities. In addition, the set-
tings of both networks are configured such that communication between the dif-
ferent networks is possible.
1 Propagation of the proposition. The negotiation entity forwards the decision
about the service selection to the discovery nodes of the community. These
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devices know how to contact the other communities and relay the proposi-
tion to the co-located communities.
2 Additional negotiation (optional). Depending on the negotiation approach,
the conclusions about the optimal set of services reached by both communi-
ties might differ. In this case, additional negotiation is required to find a set
of services that both communities can agree on.
3 Confirmation and distribution. Once all involved communities agree on the
service selection, the negotiation server distributes the chosen set of acti-
vated services and network settings in both communities.
4 Service migration (optional). If devices are missing certain network ser-
vices, these services can be exchanged or installed remotely.
5 Activate the settings and services. Once both communities have received the
optimal settings and services, the communities simultaneously switch to the
selected configuration. It is possible that some services are activated only
for specific packets. For example: a QoS service can be activated to process
only packets that contain real-time information.
5.3.5 Phase 5 - Policy enforcement
Finally, communities will want to check if all other communities are ’playing by
the rules’, i.e.: are not cheating. For example, a monitoring agent can be used
to (i) investigate if the selected services are actually activated and performing as
expected and (ii) monitor the actual influence ratios of the activated services. If
the set of services changes, or the measured influence ratios differ greatly from the
influence ratios used in the negotiation, a new negotiation process is started.
5.4 Proof-of-concept implementation
This section experimentally measures the benefits of incentive driven networking.
To this end, a proof-of-concept implementation of the cooperation approach was
implemented on resource-constrained TMoteSky sensor nodes [12].
5.4.1 Experimental setup
For our experiments, the iLab.t wireless sensor testbed [13, 14] was used, which
is located in the IBBT - Ghent University office building in Belgium. Figure 5.5
shows the location of the TMoteSky nodes.
For the proof-of-concept, temperature monitoring sensor nodes (A) were in-
stalled in multiple rooms. These devices send a temperature report every 10 sec-
onds to the HVAC control unit (‘sink device A’), so that the heating, ventilation
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Figure 5.5: The network used in the proof-of-concept demonstrator. Two types of nodes
are deployed: battery-powered temperature monitoring devices (A) and reliable
intrusion detection security nodes (B).
and air conditioning system (HVAC) can be optimized to reduce its energy con-
sumption. To prevent frequent battery replacements, the main incentive of these
battery-powered nodes is the network lifetime (IWlifetime;a = 0.7), with reliabil-
ity as a secondary incentive (IWreliability;a = 0.3).
Due to recent burglaries in the area, the proof-of-concept owner decides after-
wards to also purchase a wireless anti-theft system, to be installed and operated
by an external security firm. Intrusion detection sensor devices (B) are installed at
key locations in the building. Since this network has a more critical function, these
sensor devices are powered by high-capacity batteries. Every 10 seconds a security
report is forwarded to a monitoring PC (’sink device B’) which can be accessed
remotely by the external security firm. These high-priority information exchanges
represent information such as status updates, intrusion alerts or static images from
a webcam. To ensure a timely reaction in emergency situations, the devices have
stringent delay and reliability incentives (IWdelay;b = 0.5; IWreliability;b = 0.5).
Multi-hop experiments are created by setting the transmission power of the
sensor nodes to an output power of -15 dBm. Using these settings, packets require
maximum 4 hops to be transmitted from one side of the building to the opposite
side. The AODV protocol [15] is used to route all exchanged packets.
5.4.2 Overhead of the community discovery process
When the communities are deployed, they initially function independent from each
other at different radio frequencies. On each floor, one device of each community
was manually assigned the role of discovery device (indicated on Figure 5.5). The
discovery algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The discovery devices send out
a COMMUNITY ADVERTISEMENT message every ADVERTISE INTERVAL
time units, which is transmitted sequentially on all available radio frequencies
Fn. Discovery nodes from neighboring communities use the information from
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the COMMUNITY ADVERTISEMENT to send an ADVERTISEMENT REPLY
using the radio frequency used by the original discovery node1. Once this con-
nection is established, the COMMUNITY PROFILE is exchanged between the
discovery nodes.
The total number of packets per time unit (PPT ) required for the discovery
process in community C can be calculated as follows.
PPT (Discovery; Community C) =
(Fn ∗DNC +
DNC∑
j=1
Cj∑
i=1;i 6=C
DNi,j) ∗ 1
ADVC
(5.6)
+
DNC∑
j=1
∗
Cj∑
i=j;i6=C
2 ∗DNi,j
ADVi
(5.7)
With: 
DNC = The # of discovery nodes in community C
DNi,j = The # of discovery nodes in community i
that are within reach of discovery node j.
Cj = The # of communities that are in reach of
discovery node j.
ADVC = The advertise interval of community C.
The first part of Formula 5.6 calculates the total number of advertisement mes-
sages that are transmitted by the discovery nodes of community C per time unit
(Fn ∗ DNCADVC ). The second part of formula 5.6 calculates the number of commu-
nity profiles that are sent in response to advertisement replies from neighboring
discovery nodes. Part 5.7 of the formula expresses that an advertisement reply and
a community profile is transmitted in response to each community advertisement
that is received from a neighboring community.
In the proof-of-concept implementation, the ADVERTISE INTERVAL is set
to 5 minutes, and Fn equals 16 (all available IEEE 802.15.4 channels). Using these
settings, the discovery overhead of our proof-of-concept network is limited to 3.8
packets per minute. For dynamic networks, the advertisement interval should be
set to a low value, whereas energy constrained networks or networks that interact
rarely would prefer a much higher value to reduce the energy consumption. In
large networks, the overhead of the discovery process can further be reduced by
intelligently choosing the location of the discovery devices; or by implementing
more intelligent discovery algorithms2.
1A short delay is introduced to give the original node time to finish transmitting its advertisements
over all frequencies.
2For example: a discovery node can choose to send only a single reply message if it is in reach of
multiple discovery nodes from the same community.
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5.4.3 Overhead of the negotiation process
The negotiation process is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Whenever the discovery node
receives a new or updated community profile, this profile is forwarded to the nego-
tiation entity (the sink) of each community. The linear program from Section 5.3
is implemented to automatically calculate the optimal set of network services. The
negotiation entity will only calculate new service proposals if a new profile is de-
tected, or if the profile information of one of the communities has changed.
After the calculation of the optimal services, service negotiation messages (in
the form of SERVICE PROPOSALS and SERVICE REPLIES) are exchanged be-
tween the negotiation entities to reach a common decision. Each service nego-
tiation messages includes a transaction ID to keep track of the negotiation pro-
cess. The type of the negotiation message (proposal, reply, etc.) is indicated by
the negotiation code of the negotiation message (see Figure 5.7). Each message
type can also include one or more options. For example, a SERVICE REPLY
message can have one of the following options: PROPOSAL ACCEPTED, PRO-
POSAL REFUSED, PROPOSAL COUNTEROFFER. Finally, the list with ser-
vices and settings may be omitted from the service negotiation message if they
remain unchanged from the previous message with the same transaction ID.
Finally, once both communities reach an agreement on which network ser-
vices should be activated, a SERVICE DISTRIBUTION message is broadcast by
the negotiation entities of each community (see Figure 5.7). These messages in-
form the individual devices of each community of the selected set of services
and settings. If settings can not be activated, a device may respond with a SER-
VICE UNAVAILABLE message. If this occurs, the conflicts must be solved (by
installing the missing service, by removing the device from the community, or
by renegotiation) before the SERVICE ACTIVATION message can be broadcast.
Once every intermediate device has received the activation message the network
settings will be changed.
The overhead for the negotiation process (in number of packets) can be calcu-
lated as follows.
Packets(Negotiation; Community C) =
5 ∗
DNC∑
j=1
Cj∑
i=1;i 6=C
Dj (5.8)
+ 2 ∗ (NodesC − 1) (5.9)
With:  Dj = The distance (# of hops) fromdiscovery node j to the negotiation entity.
NodesC = The # of nodes in community C
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Figure 5.8: Influence of activating packet sharing on the network performance.
It is assumed that each discovery node is capable of filtering duplicate profiles
(for example, if the discovery device is in range of multiple discovery devices of a
neighboring community). Formula 5.8 calculates the number of packet transmis-
sions between the negotiation entity and the discovery nodes of the community.
Part 5.9 of the formula adds the service distribution and service activation over-
head.
In the proof-of-concept, Da = 2 and Nodesa = 9. Using the above formulas,
the total overhead of a single negotiation round is 26 packets for each community.
Re-negotiation occurs whenever (i) a new neighboring community is discovered;
(ii) a neighboring community is no longer available for cooperation; or (iii) the
profile of one of the participating communities changes. To account for failing
nodes, the proof-of-concept implementation performs a new negotiation process
once every hour. As such, the negotiation overhead corresponds to ±2.9 pack-
ets per hour for each node. In most scenarios, this overhead is negligible when
compared to the amount of traffic generated by the application(s).
5.4.4 Evaluation of the available network services
The sensor devices from the proof-of-concept are capable of activating two types
of network services. (i) Activating ‘packet sharing’ enables devices to interpret
incoming packets from different communities. In addition, packets can be trans-
mitted to any of the available sinks. (ii) The second network service is the aggrega-
tion services described in [11], which reduces the number of packet transmissions
by aggregating information exchanges from multiple network layers into a single
packet.
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Figure 5.9: The average number of hops in communities A and B in the following situations:
without cooperation between the communities, with packet sharing active in
both communities, with aggregation active in both communities, and finally
with optimal service selection after negotiation (packet sharing active in A and
B, aggregation active in A)
For the negotiation process, information about how these network services in-
fluence the incentives is required. Figure 5.8 describes the influence of activating
packet sharing in both communities. As expected, packet sharing reduces the av-
erage number of packet transmissions because (i) nodes can select more optimal
paths and (ii) two sinks are now available, thereby reducing the average distance
to the sink. However, whereas community B indeed shows a reduction in the num-
ber of packet transmissions, community A instead shows a small increase in the
number of packet transmissions, even though the two communities have a very
similar topology. This can be explained by the better link quality of community
A, which causes traffic from the intrusion detection community B to be off-loaded
to the temperature monitoring community A. The average number of hops, the
average end-to-end reliability and the average end-to-end delay are improved in
both networks, as expected. The main conclusion from Figure 5.8 is that, while it
is often easy to predict the general influence of a network service on the network
performance (e.g: positive, negative, ...), it is sometimes difficult to calculate the
exact influence rates for an actual network deployment.
Finally, the performance of the aggregation service is similar to the results
from Chapter 3 and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 5.10: The average number of packet transmissions in communities A and B in
the following situations: without cooperation between the communities, with
packet sharing active in both communities, with aggregation active in both
communities, and finally with optimal service selection after negotiation
(packet sharing active in A and B, aggregation active in A)
5.4.5 Performance of the proof-of-concept
To calculate the optimal set of services in the communities, the linear program
from Section 5.3.3 was implemented. The temperature monitoring community A
had the following incentives: IWlifetime;a = 0.7 and IWreliability;a = 0.3. The
incentive weights of community B were IWdelay;b = 0.5 and IWreliability;b =
0.5. Based on the influence rates from the previous section, the negotiation entity
concluded that the best network performance is obtained by: (i) activating the
packet sharing service and the aggregation service in the temperature monitoring
community, (ii) activating packet sharing in the intrusion detection community,
and (iii) using the same radio frequency for both communities.
The network performance for both communities was evaluated in the follow-
ing situations: without cooperation between the communities, with packet sharing
active in both communities, with aggregation active in both communities, and fi-
nally with optimal service selection after negotiation (packet sharing active in A
and B, aggregation active in B).
Figure 5.9 shows the average hops that are required to reach the destination.
Since aggregation does not result in different communication paths, the aggrega-
tion service has no influence on the average number of hops from the nodes to the
sink. The number of hops is important however, as the number of hops directly
influences the number of packet transmissions, the reliability and the delay of in-
formation exchanges, which in turn influence the incentives of the communities
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Figure 5.11: The average delay in communities A and B in the following situations: with-
out cooperation between the communities, with packet sharing active in both
communities, with aggregation active in both communities, and finally with
optimal service selection after negotiation (packet sharing active in A and B,
aggregation active in A)
(see below).
The average number of packet transmissions is shown in Figure 5.10. Acti-
vating aggregation significantly reduces the number of packet transmissions (by
20-40%). To a lesser amount, activating packet sharing also results in a lower
number of packet transmissions since less hops need to be traversed. However,
it is worth noting the following. Even though both services lower the number of
packet transmissions, the number of packet transmissions after negotiation (when
both services are active at the same time in community A) is higher than when
aggregation is the only active service. The reason is as follows: since less inter-
mediate hops are used, the opportunities to aggregate information becomes more
limited. As such, in situations where the only incentive is ‘obtaining a high net-
work lifetime’, aggregation should not be activated together with packet sharing.
The average end-to-end delay is shown in Figure 5.11. The aggregation ser-
vice temporarily stores information in buffers in order to aggregate multiple in-
formation exchanges. As a result, the delay increases significantly up to a (pre-
configured) value of maximum 10 seconds. For this reason, aggregation is not
activated in community B which requires low delay incentives. It is interesting
that the delay caused by aggregation is larger when packet sharing is also acti-
vated, since less aggregation opportunities means that the information is stored
longer before aggregated packets can be transmitted.
Finally, Figure 5.12 shows the average end-to-end reliability. Activating the
aggregation service decreases the reliability by about 3%, since a single lost packet
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Figure 5.12: The average reliability in communities A and B in the following situations:
without cooperation between the communities, with packet sharing active in
both communities, with aggregation active in both communities, and finally
with optimal service selection after negotiation (packet sharing active in A and
B, aggregation active in A)
can now result in the loss of multiple information exchanges. In contrast, activat-
ing packet sharing increases the reliability by almost 10% since less intermediate
packet transmissions are required. The drop in reliability that results from acti-
vating the aggregation service is offset in community A by activating the packet
sharing service in both communities after negotiation (see Figure 5.12).
To summarize, the performance of both communities after negotiation is as
follows. The packet transmissions and reliability of community A improve by
respectively 7.7% and 2.4%. These improvements correspond closely to the re-
quested distribution of the incentive weight factors from community A (that is,
improving the network lifetime by twice as much as the reliability). The delay
and reliability of community B improve by respectively 14.5% and 11.7%. This
distribution matches closely the requested distribution of the incentive weight fac-
tors from community B (that is, equally improving the network lifetime and the
reliability). As such, even when only a limited amount of network services are
available, comunities can improve the performance of their incentives by negotiat-
ing and cooperating with each other.
5.4.6 Conclusion of the proof-of-concept
The lessons learned from this proof-of-concept are the following. The influence
of network services can vary strongly, depending on the network topology and
the used communication technologies [16]. In addition, the influence of network
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services also varies over time, especially in wireless environments [17]. Finally,
networks services can behave differently when other network services are acti-
vated at the same time. These facts illustrate that accurate monitoring and policy
enforcement solutions are needed to efficiently support dynamic network negotia-
tion.
The implemented demonstrator serves to (i) demonstrate the feasibility of the
discovery and negotiation strategies and to (ii) experimentally verify and measure
the benefits of incentive driven cooperation. As shown in this section, incentive
driven networking can result in better network performance for all participating
devices. The gain in performance depends largely on the network topology, the in-
centives of the devices and the available network services. As long as the influence
rates give a correct indication of the influence of the network services, incentive
driven networking will always result in a network performance that is at least as
good as having different independent networks.
5.5 Related work
This section gives an overview of related network cooperation approaches that
are designed for a closer collaboration between different wireless networks and
discusses the differences with the presented approach.
Network planning tools aim to optimize network criteria such as coverage or
throughput by calculating the optimal placement and transmission power of de-
vices. Network planning is very efficient in static and predictable network deploy-
ments [18, 19]. However, network planning solutions can not be used in networks
that (i) dynamically change network topology (such as ad-hoc networks), (ii) have
network requirements that change over time, or (iii) in mobile environments, such
as when portable devices such as PDAs, body-area-networks and laptops are fre-
quently moved around. Even though network planning solutions are limited to
static networks, planning tools can be used in combination with incentive driven
network methodologies. For example, existing planning tools can be used to es-
timate the influence of network services on the incentives, which can be used as
input for the negotiation phase. Figure 5.13 illustrates several of these related work
approaches.
The use of a cognitive radio [20, 21] enables devices to autonomously recon-
figure their transmission parameters based on the environment in which they oper-
ate. This allows the devices to reuse unused licensed spectrum without interfering
with licensed users or to support an always best connected (ABC) paradigm [22].
When parameters of the higher network layers are optimized based on changes in
the network environment, the term cognitive networking [23] is used. A cognitive
network is capable of perceiving current network conditions and use this infor-
mation to plan, learn, and act according to end-to-end goals [24]. Both cognitive
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approaches are focused on the optimization of a single protocol layer or a single
device and do not usually involve negotiation or cooperation mechanics.
Whereas cognitive networking is designed for parameter optimization, in coop-
erative networks multiple devices work together towards reaching specific goals.
For example, in [25] two MAC protocols are presented that use a relay node to
store the packets that failed transmissions in previous time slots and attempts to
retransmit them in an empty time slot. Depending on the network layer that is
optimized, different approaches are possible. However, barring some exceptions
such as [26], most cooperation approaches have mainly considered one layer at a
time.
Opportunistic or delay-tolerant networking [27] can occur when part of the
infrastructure is not fixed but exists of mobile devices or exists in an environ-
ment in which devices often appear and disappear. Data exchanges can take place
using the connection opportunities that arise due to impromptu encounters with
other devices: nodes can forward data from the source to the destination by us-
ing connections with temporary neighbors. Opportunistic Networks enable users
to communicate in disconnected environments, in which islands of connected de-
vices appear, disappear, and reconfigure dynamically. Opportunistic networking
can be regarded as a special form of cooperative networking.
Finally, service oriented architectures support automatic discovery of web ser-
vices on newly discovered devices. Standards such as OWL-S [28] facilitate the
automation of web service tasks including automated web service discovery, ex-
ecution, interoperation, semantic descriptions, composition and execution moni-
toring. Unfortunately, these approaches are not designed to optimize networks at
the lower network levels. However, incentive driven networking shares several
concepts with service-oriented architectures (SOAs) [29].
• Service composability: network services can be combined to reach a specific
goal (i.e: optimize the incentives of the communities).
• Standardized service contract: network services expose a standardized in-
terface that is used to activate and configure them.
• Service loose coupling: network services can be activated independently
and do not have any dependencies between each other.
• Service abstraction: network services hide their implementation logic, they
only describe how they influence the incentives.
• Service reusability: network services can be reused for several topologies
and communication technologies.
• Similar to SOAs the service broker from SOAs, a negotiation entity (see
Section 5.3.3) decides which network services should be activated/deployed
on which devices.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of incentive driven networking with related work approaches
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As such, the incentive driven approach could be extended to also include negotia-
tion about high-level services.
In conclusion, even though many network optimization techniques exist, they
typically have one of the following disadvantages: (i) optimizations must typi-
cally be included at the design phase and thus do not take into account dynami-
cally changing environments, (ii) existing optimizations are often limited to opti-
mizations in a single network layer and (iii) most solutions only allow interaction
between different independent networks through translation gateways at fixed lo-
cations. In contrast, our approach (i) takes into account the incentives of each
individual device, (ii) is not limited to a single network layer, (iii) is designed to
cope with heterogeneous devices and (iv) can cross network boundaries that are
traditionally fixed. For optimal network coexistence, our approach can be com-
bined with some of the mentioned techniques that are complementary to ours.
5.6 Commercial opportunities
Finally, it is worth noting that incentive driven networking does not aim to replace
all traditional networking solutions. Instead, it offers a complimentary approach
suited for application domains that can not efficiently be solved using traditional
network solutions. More specifically, applications that exhibit one or more of the
following characteristics profit most from incentive driven networking.
1 Multi-party applications often benefit from negotiation. When devices or
parties with different network requirements are co-located, the network per-
formance of the individual parties can increase by making opportunistic use
of each others resources.
2 Dynamic applications. That is, applications that deploy a variable number of
devices, are set-up in an ad-hoc fashion without any planning, or that exhibit
a variation in the number of users, traffic flows and traffic requirements.
3 Heterogeneous networks. Especially, multiple networks that are co-located,
heterogeneous networks that consist of devices with different hardware char-
acteristics and capabilities, and heterogeneous services with different incen-
tives.
4 Applications that engage in, or benefit from, multi-hop behavior such as
mesh networks, wireless sensor networks or ad-hoc networks.
Table 5.3 describes in more detail several example use cases that exhibit several
of these characteristics. Based on this (non-exhaustive) overview, it is clear that
incentive driven networking can be used in a wide range of applications.
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Type of
interaction
Example use cases Characteristics
Ad-hoc relay
between
persons or
objects
Emergency services: optimize the
coverage of emergency networks
(such as TETRA) by using col-
laboration (shared routing, power
management, auto channel selec-
tion, etc.) between the ad-hoc net-
works from different emergency ser-
vices present in a disaster area. (e.g.
the fire brigade, the police, etc.),
as well as by making opportunistic
reuse of available deployed infras-
tructured networks such as corporate
and consumer Wi-Fi access points.
Multi-party: yes
(forced co-location)
Dynamic: yes
(# nodes, # users,
ad-hoc)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-technology,
multi-service)
Multi-hop: yes
(ad-hoc)
Traffic jam: improve network acces-
sibility in densely populated situa-
tion such as traffic jam by having
individuals connecting ad-hoc with
each other in order to reach internet
or mobile phone network.
Multi-party: yes
(forced co-location)
Dynamic: yes
(# nodes, # users,
ad-hoc)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network)
Multi-hop: yes (to
circumvent crowded
areas)
Coexistence of
sensor networks
Industrial environments: allow easy
configuration and growth of multi-
ple sensor networks used to control
machinery in a plant environment
by dynamically optimizing radio and
routing capabilities across these net-
works.
Multi-party: no
Dynamic: yes
(# nodes, # users)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-service)
Multi-hop: yes
Opportunistically
offload of traffic
Telecom offloading: data and voice
traffic from mobile network can
be offloaded to the Wi-Fi Network
when the user is in the range of a Wi-
Fi access point.
Multi-party: variable
Dynamic: yes
(# users, # traffic)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-technology)
Multi-hop: no
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BAN monitoring: instead of mobile
networks, available Wi-Fi networks
can be used to backhaul medical in-
formation from body area networks
(BAN) in order to reduce the trans-
mission cost.
Multi-party: yes
(opportunistic)
Dynamic: yes
(# traffic)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-technology)
Multi-hop: no
Sharing of
information and
capabilities
between
vehicles
Vehicle to vehicle: allow the shar-
ing of sensed information (e.g. ice
detection, break detection, warning
of accident) between vehicles in the
near environment. Guarantee the
reliability of transmissions between
road equipment and vehicles by dy-
namically selecting the best radio
configuration between the different
vehicles and infrastructures.
Multi-party: yes
(opportunistic, forced
co-location)
Dynamic: yes
(# users, # traffic)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-service)
Multi-hop: yes
Smart dynamic
radio planning
across services
and buildings
Home environment: improve coexis-
tence of the different wireless net-
works present in a home environ-
ment (alarm system, Wi-Fi, DECT,
home automation, ...) by dynami-
cally optimizing the radio settings.
Allow collaboration and improve co-
existence of the different wireless
networks across flats or offices in the
same building.
Multi-party: yes
(forced co-location)
Dynamic: yes
(# users, # traffic)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-technology,
multi-service)
Multi-hop: no
Temporary
installation of
multi-service
networks
Fairs and festivals: allow easy setup
of ad-hoc festival telecom infrastruc-
ture by minimizing interference and
optimizing usage of resources and
coverage. Dynamically optimiza-
tion of Wi-Fi parameters (channel,
power).
Multi-party: yes
(forced co-location)
Dynamic: yes
(# users, # traffic)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-technology,
multi-service)
Multi-hop: yes
Construction site: allow connection
sharing across construction site in-
frastructure used for security (typi-
cally meshed wireless network with
sensors and cameras) and communi-
cation devices
Multi-party: yes
(forced co-location)
Dynamic: yes
(# nodes, # users)
Heterogeneous: yes
(multi-network,
multi-technology,
multi-service)
Multi-hop: yes
Table 5.3: Example use cases that can benefit from incentive driven networking.
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5.7 Research opportunities
Finally, it is clear that each step of the proposed methodology can be custom-
tailored towards a specific application domain. These custom-tailored implemen-
tations can lead to interesting research opportunities or patentable network algo-
rithms:
• Network monitoring algorithms can be developed that are capable of esti-
mating the (real-time) influence of cross-network services on the network
performance.
• New negotiation approaches can be developed based on game-theory or ma-
chine learning.
• Heterogeneous network discovery can include methods for deducing and
translating the network settings of neighboring communities, such as the
type of MAC protocol, the structure of the supported packet types, the used
routing protocols and the used communication settings.
• New dynamic addressing schemes can be designed that cope with dynami-
cally created communities.
5.8 Conclusion
This chapter introduced incentive driven networking: a cross-layer, cross-network
networking approach that supports cooperation between heterogeneous networked
devices. Incentive driven networking aims to (i) simplify the configuration and
setup of networks for the end-users and (ii) increase the network performance of
co-located devices. Rather than using manually configured (and time-consuming)
fixed network boundaries, network creation and negotiation is based on the con-
cept of ‘network incentives’ or ‘device goals’. The methodology comprises the
following steps:
• Devices cluster together with other devices that have similar incentives, thus
forming communities of like-minded, interconnected objects.
• Different communities broadcast their existence to each other.
• The communities exchange profiles which describe their available network
services, their incentives and their network settings.
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• A negotiation entity determines the optimal set of network services so that
each participating community benefits from cooperation.
• Finally, the selected services are activated, so that the incentives of each
participating community are improved.
Depending on the device incentives, incentive driven networking results in better
use of the scarce spectrum, better scalability, more efficient energy consumption,
lower radio emissions, sharing of service capabilities (such as GPS, processing
power or internet connectivity) and/or better QoS guarantees.
The proposed methodology was validated in the form of a proof-of-concept
implementation. Experimental results showed that the main requirement for suc-
cessful negotiation is the accurate estimation of the influence of network services
on the incentives of co-located devices. However, as long as the influence rates
give a correct (broad) indication of the influence of the network services, incentive
driven networking will always result in a network performance that is at least as
good as having different independent networks. Indeed, after cooperation, both
networks in the proof-of-concept benefited from cooperation in the form of having
better reliability, delay and/or longer network lifetime.
It is clear that the methodology is not limited to the example proof-of-concept
scenario. In general, networks that exhibit one or more of the following charac-
teristics are likely to profit from incentive driven networking: (i) multi-user net-
works, (ii) dynamic networks, (iii) heterogeneous networks, and/or (iv) multi-hop
networks. To prove this fact, the chapter gave an overview of a large number of po-
tential marketable applications that can be implemented using our incentive driven
cooperation methodology.
To conclude, the incentive driven networking paradigm is applicable to a wide
range of applications domains and can ultimately lead to an improved coexistence
of co-located networked devices.
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6
Overall Conclusion
6.1 Summary of the chapters
During the last few years, research about wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has
become increasingly popular. Whereas 10 years ago sensor research focused on
military applications, current WSN applications are used in a wide-range of com-
monplace applications. Sensor networks can monitor valuable habitats, they can
automate the control of buildings in order to reduce their energy consumption, or
they can provide wireless health care for athletes, elderly people and people with
chronic diseases. To keep the cost of wireless sensor networks low, sensor devices
are typically limited in terms of bandwidth, energy provisions and computational
power. Designing network protocols and applications that take into account these
constraints is far from trivial. As a result, the development costs of todays sensor
networks are often quite high.
Most researchers agree that WSN software should be both simple (to fit in
resource-constrained devices) and energy-efficient (to obtain a long network life-
time). However, there is not yet a consensus about which network requirements
will be important for next-generation applications. At the moment, WSN network
protocols are quite diverse in terms of their support for mobility, adaptivity, energy
efficiency, heterogeneity and quality-of-service. Even when a network protocol is
available that suits the network requirements of a specific application, there are
no guarantees that other network protocols will be compatible. As a result, when
faced with a new application domain, WSN network developers are often forced
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to design and/or implement a different network protocol for each new deployment.
In turn, these custom-designed network protocols are again difficult to reuse since
(i) they support the network requirements required by a single application domain
and (ii) the protocols can often only be used in combination with specific hardware
and/or software. Thus, these custom-design approaches are expensive in terms of
development cost.
Due to the resource-constrained nature of wireless sensor networks, it is at
this moment impossible to design a one-size-fits-all network protocol that is com-
pact enough to fit in current-day sensor nodes. As an alternative, this dissertation
introduced the IDRA architecture. IDRA supports next-generation WSN require-
ments at an architectural level (i.e.: separately from the routing and MAC proto-
cols). Compared to single-layer protocol optimization, architectural optimization
has two major advantages: (i) the development complexity of new network proto-
cols is simplified and (ii) innovative solutions that support next-generation WSN
requirements can transparently be combined with existing network algorithms.
First of all, the IDRA architecture fulfills the basic needs of wireless sensor
networks: IDRA exhibits a low memory overhead and reduces the energy con-
sumption. (i) By delegating duplicate network functionality such as packet creation
and packet interaction to the architecture, IDRA network protocols are simpler and
smaller in terms of memory requirements (up to a factor 10). (ii) In addition, by
delegating packet creation to the IDRA architecture, IDRA can combine infor-
mation exchanges from all network protocols into a single packet. The reduction
in packet transmissions increases the network lifetime by 30-50%, depending on
the MAC protocol. This reduction in the number of packet transmissions is far
greater than the results that are obtained by designing and optimizing only a single
network layer.
The above optimizations typically suffice for applications that gather low-
priority information from an area. However, in time, next-generation sensor net-
work applications, such as process automation, medical monitoring, tracking of
goods and wireless building automation will become increasingly popular. These
next-generation applications for WSNs exhibit a more dynamic behavior. For ex-
ample: health and security applications deploy multiple services on a single net-
work, they require additional reliability guarantees and the sensor nodes can be
mobile. To support these next-generation applications, IDRA includes support for
cross-protocol interactions, QoS optimizations (packet priorities, dynamic proto-
col selection), mobility support and heterogeneous network support. In addition,
a large number of small but specialized network protocols can be installed on a
single device: based on the packet characteristics, IDRA automatically selects the
optimal network protocol to process each packet. As such, IDRA supports several
next-generation network functionalities at an architectural level, so that they can
be combined with both existing and new network protocols.
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Furthermore, as stated in the vision of the ‘internet of things’, networked ob-
jects will become increasingly ubiquitous. The performance of sensor networks
can be improved by supporting communication between sensor nodes and co-
located devices that use different communication technologies. Using ‘always best
connected’ strategies, sensor nodes can connect to the internet using co-located de-
vices and access technologies that best suit the needs of the application (i.e.: cheap-
est cost, best connection, etc.). To enable these strategies, IDRA allows network
protocols to cope with heterogeneous packet types and diverging communication
interfaces in a protocol-independent way. To this end, IDRA provides a config-
uration table that describes which packet structure and which network protocols
should be used to communicate with a neighboring device. Based on the informa-
tion from this table, the IDRA architecture is capable of (i) interpreting different
types of incoming packets, (ii) converting packets to different packet types, (iii)
selecting the optimal network protocol to process packets and (iv) selecting the
outgoing communication interface. In a proof-of-concept implementation, it was
shown that these features can be used to utilize Wi-Fi nodes as intermediate hops
while routing WSN traffic.
Current homogeneous Wi-Fi and sensor networks are typically separated into
different networks. However, as time progresses, the number of co-located net-
work technologies will increase, up to a point where heterogeneous networks
are the default situation. In environments with an ever-increasing number of co-
located wireless devices, a better spectral efficiency is obtained when devices from
different networks and/or with different network requirements are able to cooper-
ate directly with each other, regardless of which network they belong to. To en-
able this innovative vision, this dissertation introduced an ‘incentive-driven’ net-
working approach. Based on their application goals, devices autonomously form
‘communities’ consisting of devices with similar network preferences. Communi-
ties can cooperate with each other by activating and sharing network services, but
only if this cooperation is beneficial for all involved devices. Experimental results
show that the main requirement for successful negotiation is the accurate estima-
tion of the influence of network services on the incentives of co-located devices.
As long as the influence rates give a correct (broad) indication of the influence of
the network services, incentive driven networking will always result in a network
performance that is at least as good as the network performance of independent
networks.
To summarize, wireless sensor networks grew from a relatively unknown and
specialized type of networks into a research topic that supports a wide range of
innovative next-generation applications. This ever-increasing number of sensor
applications makes the sensor network research field a truly fascinating subject.
Whilst custom-designed network solutions can offer a highly-optimized perfor-
mance for a single WSN application domain, these network solutions are expen-
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sive to develop and serve only a single purpose. As such, custom-designed network
solutions are only suitable for applications with very stringent network require-
ments. In contrast, whilst not as optimized as custom-designed network solutions,
the IDRA architecture is compact, easy-to-use, flexible, well-tested and supports
most next-generation sensor requirements. As such, IDRA is a future-proof archi-
tecture that is well-suited for dynamic next-generation networks that fulfill multi-
ple purposes or networks whose purpose might change after deployment.
6.2 Outlook and future work
The previous section summarized the findings of my PhD research. This section
describes the impact of my PhD research and describes the direction IDRA will
take in the future.
Chapter 2 demonstrates that it is possible to support protocol-independent
quality-of-service solutions using the IDRA architecture. During the PhD research
of my colleague Evy Troubleyn, these IDRA features will be used to design ad-
vanced quality-of-service algorithms. The developed algorithms will be capable of
(i) intelligently prioritizing and/or dropping packets in the IDRA queue, (ii) influ-
encing the behavior of network protocols at run-time, (iii) dynamically replacing
network protocols with protocols that better fit the requested quality-of-service
requirements and (iv) supporting QoS-aware information aggregation. The PhD
research of Evy Troubleyn will be finalized during 2013.
In addition, Chapter 2 describes the IDRA protocol selector. The protocol se-
lector is responsible for selecting the optimal network protocol to process each
packet. Currently, the selection algorithm is rule-based: based on the number of
matching packet attributes the optimal protocol is selected and executed. During
the PhD research of my colleague Jono Vanhie-Van Gerwen, automated bench-
marking protocols, capable of evaluating the network performance at run-time,
will be added to the IDRA architecture. The output of these benchmarking pro-
tocols can be used to make more intelligent decisions regarding which network
protocols should be activated. This approach enables the design of dynamic, self-
learning protocol selection algorithms that select optimal network protocols based
on environmental influences and application requirements.
To support heterogeneous networks, IDRA includes a configuration table that
describes for each neighboring device which network protocol, which packet struc-
tures and which communication interface should be used. At the moment, this
table is configured manually. However, for more complex environments, it is pos-
sible to write intelligent plug-ins that automatically configure the neighbor table
based on measured environmental information. To this end, the FP7 CONSERN
and the IWT SymbioNets projects will, amongst others, (i) integrate ‘sensing de-
vices’ (in the form of cognitive radio devices) with the IDRA architecture and (ii)
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develop distributed sensing algorithms capable of identifying heterogeneous net-
works and communication technologies. Moreover, efforts are underway to run
IDRA on a variety of hardware platforms, including Unix environments. As a re-
sult, IDRA can be used to manage a wide variety of communication technologies:
besides IEEE 802.15.4 (zigbee) interfaces, also IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi, ethernet and
bluetooth interfaces will be supported.
The incentive driven methodology proposed in Chapter 4 enables spontaneous
cooperation between otherwise independent networks. The proposed methodology
was shown to be more efficient than the use of independent networks. However,
it is worth noting that these methodologies are not designed to suddenly replace
existing networking approaches, but can instead be gradually introduced in exist-
ing networks. For example, during a transition phase, community discovery and
negotiation solutions can be added to existing devices in the form of small down-
loadable software drivers, or they can be installed as intelligent hardware plug-ins
such as USB or ethernet connectors. This way, existing networks can be optimized
by deploying new sensing components that can negotiate with each other. A central
negotiation server can gather the sensed information, make cooperation decisions
and change the characteristics of deployed devices through existing management
interfaces. Additional negotiation and cooperation algorithms will be designed and
implemented in IDRA in the FP7 CONSERN and IWT SymbioNets projects.
To conclude, the IDRA architecture demonstrates that innovative protocol ar-
chitectures can be both efficient (in terms of memory requirements, processing
power, network lifetime, etc.) and easy to use. We are surrounded by an increas-
ing number of wireless resource-constrained devices that have network require-
ments similar to those of sensor nodes. Devices such as PDAs and notebooks aim
to optimize their network lifetime, throughput and quality-of-service guarantees
whilst using as few resources as possible. As such, the lessons learned in sensor
networks can be applied to a wide range of research topics in related fields, such
as ad-hoc networks, cyber-physical systems, vehicle-to-vehicle communication,
delay-tolerant networks, thin client architectures and the future internet.
6.3 Validation of the IDRA architecture
Finally, this section gives an overview of the projects that successfully utilized the
IDRA architecture (as of February 2011).
Education:
• 2008-2009: The Bachelor thesis (’Vak Overschrijdend Project’): Design of
an Automated Parking Lot.
• 2009-2011: Master thesis - Design of a Modular MAC protocol for Wireless
Sensor Networks by Jellen Vermeir.
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• 2010-2011: Master thesis Automated Configuration of Networked Sensor
Objects by Alberto Ceballes.
• 2010-2011: Wireless Sensor Networks Lab Session, as part of the course
Mobile and Broadband Access Networks, given by prof. Ingrid Moerman.
Research projects:
• PhD research of Eli De Poorter (IWT grant, 2007 - 2010), Ghent University.
• PhD research of Evy Troubleyn (IWT grant, 2008 - 2013), Ghent University.
• PhD research of Yann-Ae¨l, Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
• The IBBT DEUS project: Deployment and Easy Use of wireless Services
for wireless building automation (2008-2010).
• The FWO acoustic sensor networks project: signal processing and network
design for wireless acoustic sensor networks (2008-2012).
• The IBBT ISBO NGWINET project (2009-2013).
• The IWT SBO SymbioNets project (2009 2013)
• ICON MoCo: Monitoring of Containers (2010-2012).
• The FP7 SPITFIRE project (2010-2014).
• The FP7 CONSERN project (2010-2014).
IDRA is available as an open-source architecture at http://idraproject.net.
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